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ABSTRACT 

I present the data for an optical/near-infrared study of radio-loud quasar 

environments from r=0.6-2.0. and the analysis of the data from -=1.0-2.0. I 

thoroughly discuss the sample selection, observing, data reduction, and object 

cataloging. 

Even accounting for possible systematic offsets. I find a significant excess of 

gala.xies in the fields of c=I-2 RLQs. on two spatial scales. One component 

is at 0<4O" from the quasars and is significant compared to the galaxy surface 

density at 0>4O" in the same fields. The other component appears roughly uniform 

across the fields (to 0~IOO") and is significant compared to the gala.xy surface 

density seen in random-field surveys in the literature. 

The r—A' color distributions of the excess gala.xy populations are 

indistinguishable, and are significantly redder than the color distribution of 

the field population. The excess galaxy population is thus consistent with being 

predominantly early-type gala.xies at the quasar redshifts. The average e.xcess 

within 5' -Vtpc ( ~6o") of the quasars corresponds to Abell richness class ~0 

compared to the gala.Ky surface density at >0.o/i~ Mpc from the quasars, and to 

.A.bell richness class ~1 compared to that from the literature. I estimate -0.65^0 55 

magnitudes of evolution in A/^- to 3=1.67 by assuming the excess gala.xies are at 

the quasar redshifts. 

I discuss the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of galaxies in fields with 

data in several peissbands. Most candidate quasar-associated gala.xies are consistent 

with being 2-3 Gyr old early-types at the quasar redshifts of -~l.o. How^ever. 

some objects have SEDs similar to e.xtremely late-type stars: others have SEDs 
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consistent with being 4-5 Gyr old at and others are consistent with old but 

dust-reddened galaxies at the quasar redshifts. These potentially different galaxy 

types suggest there may be considerable dispersion in the properties of early-type 

cluster galaxies at c~l.o. There is also a population of galaxies whose SEDs are 

best modelled by background galaxies at r;^2.o. Many of these are dusty or have 

composite stellar populations, or both, and some may be ;^2 Gyr old at 

Confirmation of old galaxies at high redshift would constrain the cosmology by 

recjuiring a relatively old universe at large lookback times. 

i 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Quasars as Pointers to High-Redshift Galaxies 

The study of high-redshift galaxies and clusters is interesting because the light 

\vc see from them was emitted when galaxies and clusters were billions of years 

younger, and likely very different, than they are today. But as deep field galaxy 

surveys are only beginning to identify large numbers of r>l galaxies (Steidel 

et al. 1996). it is advantageous to seek other efficient methods to find galaxies and 

especially gala.xy clusters at c>l. One such possible method is to look for gala.xies 

associated with quasars, specifically radio-loud quasars (RLQs). 

Radio-quiet cjuasars (RQQs) are rarely found in clusters at any redshift. but 

~3o% of intrinsically luminous (!VIB<—25) RLQs are located in clusters of .A-bell 

richness class 0-1 (and occasionally 2) at r=0.o-0.7 (Vee & Green 1987). These 

c[uasar host clusters typically have anomalously low X-ray luminosities Z,x (Flail 

ct al. 1995: Hall. Ellingson & Green 1997) and velocity dispersions CTV for their 

richnesses and thus form a unique sample which may be younger and less virialized 
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than optically-selected clusters (Ellingson. Green Sc Yee 1991: hereafter EG\91). 

In addition. RLQ environments are known to evolve very rapidly. .A.t c<0.o only 

low luminosity RLQs are seen in richness 1 clusters, whereas at r=0.5-0.7 both 

high and low luminosity RLQs can be found in such environments. .A similar 

effect is seen for FR II radio galaxies (Hill <k Lilly 1991). EYG91 model this 

evolution by postulating that galaxy interactions (more freciuent in young. IOW-ITV 

clusters] are largely responsible for creating and fueling RLQs. which tlien fade 

as the interaction rate decreases in their evolving, virializing host clusters. Yee 

<k: Ellingson (1993. hereafter YE93) suggested that if the cluster formation rate 

dropped at r~0.7, most quasars we see in rich clusters at r<0.7 would be old ones 

fading on the host cluster s dynamical timescale. 

The observed evolution of the ciuasar population in rich clusters shows that 

the evolution of RLQs is tied to their environments. The outstanding feature of 

quasar evolution is the sharp peak in space density and/or luminosity at c~2-3 

(Shaver et al. 1996). but little is known about c[uasar environments at z>0.7. If the 

\ E93 model is correct, luminous RLQs should still often be found in rich clusters 

at r>0.7. In addition, the fraction of RLQs in rich clusters as a function of redshift 

at r>0.7 might provide a valuable constraint on the formation rate of structure in 

the universe. It should be kept in mind, however, that RLQs comprise ^109c of all 

quasars at all redshifts. 

1.2. Associated Absorption 

Some RLQs show possible additional evidence for being located in rich 

environments, in the form of an excess number of "associated" C IV (Foltz et al. 

19S8) or Mg 11 (.Aldcroft. Bechtold Sz Elvis 1994) absorption systems. There is a 



tendency for associated absorption to be preferentially found in steep spectrum 

sources. .Anderson et al. (1987) quote a 2cr preference for associated C IV in the 

unpublished Radio-Loud Survey of Foltz et al. (1997). This can be seen in Fig. 3 

of Foltz et al. (1988): 16 of 22 RLQs with strong associated C {V absorption have 

steep radio spectra, whereas only ~10 would be e.xpected. .As discussed in .Aldcroft. 

Bechtold k. Elvis (1994). this dependence is also suggested by the studies of Foltz 

et al. (1986). .Anderson et al. (1987), and Sargent. Boksenberg Steidel (1988). 

For our purposes we define "associated absorption" to mean C IV or Mgll 

systems located within ±5000 km s~' of the quasar redshift. These systems may 

arise in gas expelled at high velocity from the quasars or in gala.xies in clusters at 

or near the quasar redshifts. Deep imaging can both check this cluster hypothesis 

and e.xtend our knowledge of RLQ environments to z='2. helping constrain models 

of quasar formation, fueling, and evolution. In the last few years high-resolution 

Keck spectra have shown that some associated C IV systems are unlike the typical 

intervening C IV absorption systems. These "intrinsic" systems show unusually 

smooth and broad line profiles, or well-resolved optically thick but shallow lines 

indicating partial coverage of the background emission source(s) (Hamann. Barlow 

-Junkkarinen 1997: Hamann et al. 1997). Variability has also been seen in a 

few cases (Hamann et al. 1995; Hamann. Barlow .Junkkarinen 1997: .Aldcroft. 

Bechtold Sc Foltz 1997). .Associated C IV absorbers with these characteristics are 

almost certainli' produced by gas associated with the quasar central engine. It 

is also possible that the excess associated Mgll absorbers of .Aldcroft. Bechtold 

Elvis (1994) are intrinsic to their low-luminosity steep-radio-spectrum sample, 

since it is the only sample to date to show an excess of associated Mgll systems. 

Plowever. as the number of quasars with associated absorption which have been 

studied in detail is small, it remains possible that a substantial fraction of such 
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quasars reside in clusters which produce associated absorption. Spectroscopic and 

imaging approaches are complementary ways to investigate this cjuestion. 

1.3. Objectives 

The goals of this project are to study the environments of RLQs from 

c=0.6 2.0. to study the correlation, if any. between RLQ environment and other 

quasar properties such as the presence of associated absorption, and to study any 

examples of high-redshift gala.xies and/or clusters found in high-redshift RLQ 

fields. 

To study galaxies at redshifts r>0.6 recjuires deep imaging. In addition, 

since most galaxies (and particularly the early-type gala.xies which dominate 

present-day clusters) emit the bulk of their light in the rest-frame optical and 

near-lR. it is useful to observe at the longest practical wavelengths when studying 

distant galaxies. Thus the bulk of this project's imaging was done in the A'^ band 

(2.0-2.3/an) to sample the rest-frame near-IR at the quasar redshift. Imaging in 

Gunn r (0.6-0.7/im) was also done to sample the rest-frame near-UV. Early-type 

gala.xies which formed at ~^2 will have very red colors in r—k's at c>l. which helps 

to distinguish an\' clustering around the quasars from the field gala.xy population. 

In Chapter 2 we outline the selection of targets for the study of r=0.6-2.0 

RLQ environments. In Chapter 3 we discuss the observations and data reduction 

and analysis techniciues used. In Chapter 4 we examine the spatial, magnitude, 

and color distributions of galaxies in c=l-2 RLQ fields. We present the evidence 

for an excess population of faint galaxies which are plausibly associated with the 

c(uasars. L^^sing various methods, we C(uantify the strength of the clustering under 

the assumption it is associated with the quasars and look for correlations between 
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clustering strength and various quasar properties. Finally, we estimate the amount 

of luminosity evolution bright galaxies have undergone in the A'-band since r~l.6 

by fitting the luminosity function of the excess galaxy population, assuming the 

excess galaxies are all at the quasar redshifts. In Chapter o we provide notes on our 

observations of individual quasar fields and compare the optical to near-lR SEDs 

available for galaxies in several fields with the predictions of various gala.xy spectral 

evolution models to qualitatively illustrate the ages, metallicities. dust reddenings, 

and stellar population components of the galaxies. Finally, in Chapter 6 we 

summarize our results and conclusions and outline potential future work in this 

field. 

Before proceeding, we briefly review recent and current work on r>0.6 cluster 

searches and on the environments of powerful .A.GN at similar redshifts. 

1.4. Recent and Ongoing Work on Clusters and 

Environments of Powerful AGN at c>0.6 

At low redshift. clusters are easily defined as bound (virialized) systems of 

dozens to hundreds of bright gala.xies supported against gravitational collapse 

by the kinetic energy of the galaxies. .'\.t high redshift (r>0.6) it is difficult to 

identify clusters for certain under this definition. Imaging can provide cluster 

and/or cluster galaxy candidates from magnitudes, colors, spatial distributions, 

narrowband images at redshifted wavelengths of strong lines, or multiband imaging 

for photometric redshifts. but spectroscopy is required to confirm the reality of 

cluster candidates from imaging alone, as e.xemplified by the case of 3C 336 (Steidel 

e/ a/. 1997). 

Plowever. spectroscopy to determine gala.xy redshifts and cluster velocity 



dispersions at c>0.6 is not trivial, albeit increasingly possible with the advent 

of S-rrieter class telescopes. Thus for this work we define high redshift cluster 

candidates as imaging and/or spectroscopic evidence for an overdensity of galaxies 

near a known high-redshift object and with magnitudes and colors consistent with 

being at high redshift. Detection of a single gala.vy projected close on the sky to 

a quasar (e.g.) is insufficient to be called a cluster under this definition, even if 

spectroscopically confirmed to be at the same redshift. Note also that it would 

require e.xtensive spectroscopic data, let alone imaging data or a few redshifts. to 

determine whether candidate clusters are in fact objects which have virialized or 

will virialize by ~=0. or whether they are larger-scale structures which will remain 

unvirialized to the present day. Thus what we term "candidate clusters" should 

probably be referred to as "candidate large-scale gala.x:y structures." 

We now briefly review recent and current work on searches for clusters at c>0.6 

using the full range of proposed methods, and on the large-scale environments of 

[)owerful .-VGN at similar redshifts. 

1.4,1. Optical Searches 

Traditional optical cluster searches are in principle sensitive to r~l if carried 

out in red passbands with CCDs. Two recent examples of such searches are the 

Palomar Deep Cluster Survey (Postman et al. 1996: Lubin 1996) and the survey 

of Lidman Peterson (1996). Spectroscopic followup of candidates from these 

surveys is ongoing. 

1.4.2. Optical-IR Searches 

Stanford et al. (1997) have discovered a cluster at c = 1.273 in a 100 arcmin" 

BRlzJK random-field survey. The cluster is spectroscopically confirmed 
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and exhibits X-ray emission in a serendipitous ROSAT observation. The 

spectroscopically confirmed cluster galaxies have r—/v"~6.3. ./ —and /v'=lS-

20 and r;^24.5. This illustrates the usefulness of IR imaging in identifying cluster 

candidates at c>l. 

1.4.3. X-ray Searches 

X-ray searches can in principle identify clusters to or to whatever redshift 

at which the intracluster medium exists and/or is hot and dense enough to emit 

detectable flux. The highest random-field X-ray-detected cluster known is at 

c=0.S3 (Donahue et al. 1997). Several confirmed or candidate higher-redshift 

clusters discovered by other means have also been detected in X-rays (see below 

and §1.4.2). 

Some X-ray evidence for high redshift .AGN host clusters also exists, in 

the form of (sometimes resolved) X-ray sources around radio galaxies (Smail 

Dickinson 1995: Crawford Fabian 1996a: Crawford Fabian 1996b: Carilli et nl. 

199S). This technique can currently be used to find and study quasar host clusters 

only at z^l (Flail et al. 1995: 1997) since the quasars are luminous X-ray sources 

themselves, and mask the weaker X-ray emission from the host cluster. However, 

this should change with the launch of the .Advanced X-ray Astronomy Facility 

(.•\X.\F). 

On a similar note. Hattori et al. (1997) report discovery of a "dark" cluster 

of gala.xies at c~l in the direction of the gravitationally lensed c=3.27 quasar 

MG2016-I-112. Previous deep optical and IR searches in that field (see references 

in Hattori et al.) had failed to find evidence for a lensing cluster, but Hattori et al. 

detect an e.xtended X-ray source whose X-ray spectroscopic redshift is consistent 



with that of the r=1.0l galaxy located between the quasar images. 

1.4.4, Sunyaev-Zel'dovich Effect Searches 

The Sunyaev-Zerdovich effect (Sunyaev ZePdovich 1972). a distortion in 

the cosmic background radiation spectrum caused by its scattering off of hot gas 

in chisters of galaxies, has a magnitude which is independent of redshift (only its 

angular size changes with r). Thus it can potentially be used to locate high redshift 

clusters, and two such possible detections has been reported (Jones el al. 1997: 

Richards et al. 1997). The lack of corroborative X-ray emission and optical/IR 

galaxy overdensity evidence for the putative clusters indicates that, if real, they 

almost certainly lie at c>l (Saunders et al. 1997: Richards et al. 1997). They may 

even lie at r=3.S and c=2.6 respectively, which are the redshifts of the quasar pairs 

seen in or near the two fields field. 

1.4.5. Extragalactic Background Light Fluctuation Searches 

Dalcanton (1996) and Lidman & Peterson (1996) suggested the possibility 

of detecting high redshift cluster cores as fluctuations in the background light 

in relatively shallow (but very flat) CCD images. Zaritsky et al. (1997) report 

preliminary spectroscopic identification of candidates identified in this manner with 

clusters at 0.3<r<l.l. 

1.4.6. Searches around Gravitationally Lensed Objects 

The deep potential wells of galaxy clusters can cause strong or weak 

gravitational lensing of background objects. .As mentioned in §1.4.3. Hattori 

et al. (1997) have apparently detected a cluster at c~l in the field of the lensed 

quasar MG2016-|-ir2. Hattori (1997) has also observed the field of the lensed or 



binary quasar Q 2345+006 (also known as Q 2345+007) at c=2.15. A cluster or 

clusters at r~0.75 and/or r~1.49 have been suggested to exist in this field based 

on photometric redshifts and weak lensing measurements (see Hattori 1997 for a 

summary). However, no X-ray emission has been detected in this field, supporting 

the double ciuasar hypothesis rather than the lensing one. 

In a similar vein, Fort et al. (1996) and Bower & Smail (1997) find evidence 

of weak lensing shear around the r=0.927 ciuasar 3C 336. as discussed in §1.4.9 

below. Smail <L: Dickinson (1995) have also detected weak lensing shear in deep 

HST VV'FPC2 images of the field of the r= 1.206 radio gala.Ky 3C 324. 

1.4.7. Searches Based on Radio Evidence 

Blanton et al. (1996) are using bent double radio sources from the FIRST 

survey to identify galaxy clusters whose ICM are deflecting the radio jets through 

ram pressure, an effect known to occur in low redshift clusters. This technique can 

in principle discover clusters to z='l. and several candidates at r<l have already 

been spectroscopically confirmed. 

Barthel Miley (1988) have suggested that the distorted radio morphologies 

seen in many high-c radio gala.xies and quasars could be caused by interactions 

with hot gas in (proto-) clusters. In a similar vein, high Faraday rotation measures 

(Carilli ef al. 1997) in some high-r radio galaxies may indicate the presence of a 

dense surrounding cluster ICM. 

1.4.8. Searches around Radio-Quiet Quasars (RQQs) 

Boyle & Couch (1993) find no significant gala.xy excess around 27 faint 

{MB ~ —24) optically-selected quasars at r=0.9-1.5. However, their imaging 
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reached only R~23. which is not really deep enough at r>l to rule out moderately 

rich clusters. 

In the Canada-France Redshift Survey. Le Fevre et al. (1994) serendipitously 

disco\-ered a QSO at c=0.9S4S and an associated structure of 12 [<22.o galaxies 

within 4/j^o^ Mpc (^o=0) w'ith r=0.9S6 and velocity dispersion 955 km s~^. 

1.4.9. Searches around Radio-Loud Quasars (RLQs) 

Hutchings. Crampton Persram (1993) and Hutchings. Crampton Johnson 

(1995) report candidate groups or clusters around several RLQs and RQQs at 

z~l.l based on R. f. and narrowband redshifted [O II] 3727 imaging. Djorgovski 

(1995. personal communication) has IR imaging evidence for a cluster around 

the c= 1.345 binary quasar PKS 1145—071 (Djorgovski et al. 1987). Steidel et al. 

( 1994) suggest that PKS 1229—021 is in a group or cluster at r = 1.042 based on 

detection of three objects very red in f—I\s vvithin 15" of the quasar. V'amada 

rt al. (1997) report a possible cluster around the c=l.l RLQ Q1335.S+2834. They 

find significant clustering around the quasar of red (4^r— [\ ^6) galaxies with 

magnitudes consistent with gala.xies at z~l. suggesting that the quasar lies in a 

cluster of .A.bell richness >0. 

Fort et al. (1996) and Bower Sc Smail (1997) find evidence of weak lensing shear 

around 1 of 5 and 1 of 8 powerful radio -A.GN' at c:~l. respectively. The detection 

in both cases is around the quasar 3C 336. which has been extensively studied 

by Steidel et al. (1997. and references therein). Their imaging and spectroscopy 

does not support the existence of a rich cluster at the quasar redshift of r=0.927. 

although it does suggest the quasar resides in a moderately poor cluster. 
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1.4.10. Searches around Radio Galaxies 

Dickinson (1993) studied a sample of 3CR radio galaxies to c=O.S and found 

that ~3o% are located in candidate host clusters of moderate richness. This 

includes 3C 220.1 (r=0.62) which has a giant arc produced by gravitational lensing. 

Extending this work to higher redshift. Dickinson (1997) has spectroscopically 

confirmed a cluster around 3C 324 at -= 1.206. X-ray emission and weak lensing 

shear of background galaxies have been detected in this field as well (Smail 

Dickinson 1995). Deltorn et al. (1996: 1997) have spectroscopically confirmed 

clusters around 3CR 184 at -=0.996 and 3C 265 at c=O.Sl. E.xtended cluster-scale 

X-ray emission has also been detected around several 3C RGs by Crawford 

Fabian (1996a: 1996b). 

Roche. Eales &: Hippelein (1997) imaged the fields of 17 5C and 6C radio 

galaxies at l<c<l.S5 to /\~20. The upper limits on the cross-correlation between 

the radio gala.xies and the field galaxies are consistent with host clusters of Abell 

richeness class 0. but argues against richer host structures. Chambers et al. 

(1996) identify some candidate clusters from optical and IR imaging around 

ultra-steep-spectrum 4C radio galaxies and quasars at r=l-2. and McCarthy 

eA al. (1996. personal communication) have similarly identified candidates around 

\IRC/1 Jy radio galaxies and quasars. Benitez. Martinez-Gonzalez Martin-

Mirones (1997) imaged the fields of 21 (mostly 3C) radio galaxies at 0.9o<c<2 to 

shallow limits of A'~ 18-18.5. They report no excess of gala.xies fainter than the 

radio gala.xies at A', to magnitude limits that range up to ~27'0 fainter than the 

radio gala.xies. However, the K—z relation suggests that they would have been 

insensitive to clusters beyond c~1.2. Their sample in fact includes .3C 324. which 

has a spectroscopically confirmed host cluster at c=1.206, so their result is not 
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particularly discouraging. 

1.4.11. Searches at ;>2 

Lastly, there is some evidence for the existence of clusters at z>2 (see 

Dickinson (1996a) for a review). Dressier ef al. (1993) report a candidate cluster 

around a z='2 RQQ based on HST imaging. This candidate has been followed up 

with IR imaging by Hutchings Davidge (1997) but as yet no spectra have been 

published. Hutchings Neff (1997) report a candidate cluster around a c=2.4 

RLQ based on optical and IR imaging. 

Two more of these c>2 clustering studies are of particular note in relation to 

this thesis. First there is the work of .A.rag6n-Salamanca. Ellis O'Brien (1996). 

who presented imaging to A.'~21.3-21.7 in the fields of quasars whose lines of sight 

contain damped Lyman-o absorbers. They report an excess of gala.xies within 

7" of '•] RLQs and a BL Lac at 2.0<r^2.o. significant at the 99.5% level, but no 

excess around 6 RQQs at the 61% level. They suggest they are seeing the tip 

of the luminosity function (at -2S.5<-V//^-<-24.5) in the cores of distant groups 

or proto-clusters. Second there is the work of Francis el al. (1996) and Francis. 

Woodgate Danks (1997). who have presented spectroscopic and broad- and 

narrow-band imaging evidence for a galaxy overdensity at c=2.3S initially identified 

as an overdensity of intervening absorption lines in two quasars relatively near 

to each other on the sky. Several of their spectroscopically confirmed objects are 

ciuite red (r—/v'~o-7) even in line-subtracted colors at c=2.38. To e.xplain these 

colors, the galaxies need to be either dusty or ;^l-2 Gyr old or some combination 

of the two. If these are ;^l-2 Gyr old (early-type) cluster galaxies at r=2.3S which 

passively evolve toward lower redshifts, then their existence bodes well for the 

detection of early-type cluster galaxies at r=l-2. where they should be even redder 
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CHAPTER 2 

SAMPLE SELECTION 

Abstract 

This chapter describes the selection of the target quasars in our 

various samples and the properties of the sannple which was eventually 

observed. 

The sample was designed to cover the redshift range r=0.6-2 fairly 

evenly, to contain comparable numbers of flat- and steep-radio-spectrum 

sources and sources of various radio morphologies, and to span a similar 

range of Mabs and Prad- allowing us to study how environment correlates 

with such properties at a given redshift and thus disentangle such effects 

from redshift evolution. VVe preferentially selected objects with known 

high-c intervening absorption properties, giving even more preference to 

objects with few such absorbers, to reduce confusion about with which 

system any detected excess galaxies are associated. 



2.1. Subsamples 

Our quasar sample was split into three redshift ranges. The lowest redshift 

range, r=0.6-1.0. was intended to extend previous quasar environment studies 

(which reached z~0.6-Q.7) to the highest redshift feasible using the Steward 61" 

and 90" telescopes. The highest redshift range. c= 1.4-2.0. was selected to allow 

investigation of intrinsic C IV absorption systems to the highest redshift feasible 

using the KPNO 4-m telescope. The moderate redshift range. c= 1.0-1.4. was 

selected to link the low- and high-redshift samples to provide a view of quasar 

environments over the entire redshift range r=0.6-2.0. .A histogram of the redshift 

distribution of c>l quasars is plotted in Figure 2.1. 

In this section we discuss how the target samples for each of these redshift 

ranges were assembled. .At the telescope, an effort was made to observe 

representative targets from each subsample. but the vagaries of weather did not 

permit all targets in each subsample to be observed. We thus give only the number 

of objects actually observed in each redshift range. 

2.1.1. Radio Properties 

In order to study the dependence of environment on as many factors as 

possible, in each redshift subsample we desired an even split between flat and steep 

radio spectrum sources and between objects of different radio morphologies. We 

also desired to evenly cover the redshift range -=0.6-2.0 and to span a similar 

range of \Iabs and Prad in each redshift subsample. Here we discuss the general 

radio properties common to each subsample. Detailed radio data are given in 

Tables 2.2. 2.5. and 2.S. 

Radio morphological categories were taken primarily from Neff Hutchings 



(1990). Their categories are C = core only: CE = extended core: CL = core + 

lobe; and T = core + 2-sided lobe (triple), to which we have added FRII = 2 

edge-brightened lobes, with or without a core (McCarthy, van Breugel ic Kapahi 

1991). There will of course be some overlap between the FRII and T categories 

since different references do not always distinguish between them. 

In both the r<I and c>l subsamples. the distributions of the largest 

angular size of the quasars' radio emission are well matched between flat- and 

steep-radio-spectrum sources. The fraction of objects with detectable lobes is well 

matched between flat- and steep-radio-spectrum sources in the z<I subsample but 

not in the z>l subsample. where almost half of the flat-radio-spectrum sources 

have no reported detection of a lobe or lobes. 

.\s in earlier studies, e.g. Wills Browne (1986). steep radio spectrum sources 

were defined as having Qr>0.o. where Su oc . Radio spectral indices were taken 

from Stickel (personal communication) or from the N'.AS.-X./IP.AC Extragalactic 

Database (NED).' VVe measured between 2.7 and 5 GPIz (11 and 6 cm) observed 

frequencies whenever possible, VVe have made no attempt to correct for radio 

variability, and since much of the data was obtained at different epochs our values 

of Qr should be considered representative only. 

Radio flux densities at 5 GHz were taken from NED. The flu.x density 

Su in .Janskies at 5 GHz observed frequency was converted to the radio power 

(luminosity) in VV/Hz at 5 GHz rest frequency using the 2.7/5 GHz radio spectral 

index Or and assuming isotropic emission. Fig. 2.2 is a graph of Prad vs. c for 

'The N.A.S.A./IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the .Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory. California Institute of Technology, under contract to N.AS.A. 
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the r>l objects. The average Prad is 27.4l±0.o7 for the r=l-l. l sample, and 

27.56±0.36 for the 1.4-2.0 sample, so they are well matched. However, because 

radio emission is not always isotropic (e.g. in the case of beaming), and again 

because radio variability affected both the measured S^, and Op. our values of Pr,id 

should be considered representative only. 

2.1.2. Low Redshift Subsample (0.6 < r < 1.0) 

The target quasars in this subsample were selected primarily on the basis of 

having e.xisting optical (/?-band) data obtained by Vee of a sample of 3C. 4C. and 

PKS quasars, by Hooper of RLQs from the Large Bright Quasar Survey (LBQS: 

Hooper Ft al. 1995). by Stickel of RLQs from the 1 .ly survey (Stickel Kiihr 

1996). or by Kirhakos for the HST QSO .Absorption Line System (QSO.A.LS) 

Key Project (Kirhakos et al. 1994). We also included as targets six objects with 

distorted radio morphologies and/or extended optical line emission, both of which 

are indications the quasar may be surrounded by a cooling flow cluster (Stocke .L' 

Perrenod 19S1: Barthel Miley 19SS). The final sample of observed r=0.6-1.0 

quasars consists of 39 objects: IS flat- and 20 steep-radio-spectrum objects, with 

one of unknown radio spectral slope. We also include data on one RQQ observed 

by mistake. Basic information on the objects in the low redshift subsample is listed 

in Table 2.1. Information on the objects" radio properties is given in Table 2.2. 

Information on known intervening or associated C IV or Mg II absorption systems 

seen in the quasars" spectra is given in Table 2.3. Twelve objects are known not to 

have associated absorption, and seven are; the rest have no published associated 

absorption information. 
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2.1.3. Moderate Redshift Subsample (1.0 < r < 1.4) 

We desired this subsample to overlap in Mabs and Prad with both the low-

and high-redshift subsamples. We excluded objects with known associated C IV or 

Mg N absorption. C IV because we wished to be able to compare this sample with 

the no-associated absorption sample at z>1.4. and Mgll because the relationship 

between associated C IV and Mgll absorption is not well known. If they are due 

to similar causes we would wish to avoid them both, so we took the conservative 

approach and excluded objects showing Mgll absorption. We also tried to avoid 

oljjects with known high-redshift intervening Mgll or C IV. although in practice 

not many objects in our sample in this redshift range have been surveyed for 

absorption of either kind. This means that some objects in our sample will have 

associated C IV and/or Mgll absorption of which %ve are unaware. Subject to the 

criteria above, we assembled the target sample by including, in priority order: all 

the known LBQS RLQs in this redshift range: objects from the 1 Jy survey with 

existing R images obtained by Stickel: and objects from the HST QSO.\LS Key 

Project (Kirhakos et al. 1994). We supplemented the above with objects from 

Aldcroft. Bechtold Elvis 1994. Steidel Sargent 1992. York et al. 1991. and 

•Junkkarinen. Hewitt Burbidge 1991 (see also .Junkkarinen. Hewitt Burbidge 

1992) which had little or no absorption along the line of sight. We desired a fairly 

even split between flat- and steep-spectrum objects, and since at this point we had 

a dearth of steep-spectrum targets, we selected some additional steep-spectrum 

objects from the 3CR catalog (Spinrad et al. 1985) and the Parkes selected areas 

(Dunlop et al. 1989). Objects not observable during the expected spring observing 

run were e.xcluded. We also replaced four targets from our primary sample, for 

which deep optical and infrared images had already been obtained by Steidel et al, 

(personal communication), with backup targets which were originally of lower 
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priority. The final sample of observed c=l.0-1.4 quasars consists of only 12 objects 

(due to poor weather): 5 flat-spectrum objects. 6 steep-spectrum objects, and I 

object of unknown radio spectral slope. Basic information on the objects is listed 

in Table 2.-1. which also lists the coordinates of two control fields intended for use 

with the OL quasar fields. Information on the objects" radio properties is given in 

Table 2.5. Information on intervening and associated absorption systems seen in 

the c[uasars" spectra is given in Table 2.6. Three objects are known not to have 

associated absorption, and one is: the rest have no published associated absorption 

information. 

2.1.4. High Redshift Subsample (1.4 < r < 2.0) 

This subsample is further divided into two: the "absorbed" subsample of 

cfuasars with associated C IV absorption and the "unabsorbed" subsample of 

cjuasars without such absorption. The absorbed subsample includes quasars 

with C [V absorption of rest-frame equivalent width (REW) >l.o within 

oOOO km s""^ of the ciuasar emission redshift Ze. We selected targets starting with 

the unpublished Radio-Loud Survey of Foltz et al. .Additional targets were drawn 

from Foltz e/ al. 19S6 and Barthel. Tytler & Thomson 1990. Special emphasis was 

given to systems with Za>Ze absorption, as listed in Junkkarinen 19SS. Targets 

were selected based on (in order) observability during the observing runs, lack of 

high-redshift intervening C IV absorption, and having Mabs and Prad in a range 

comparable to targets in the unabsorbed subsample. The final absorbed subsample 

had 11 steep-spectrum and 5 flat-spectrum targets, all but 4 with at least some 

information on intervening absorption. 7 backup targets were also selected. 

The unabsorbed subsample contains quasars at r= 1.4-2 with no C IV 

absorption of any strength within 5000 km s~^ of r^. Quasars with known 



associated Mgll absorption were also excluded as a precaution. We first looked 

for LBQS RLQs with intervening absorber info in this r range. Only one was 

found, and it has weak associated C IV absorption, so we did not include it. We 

also attempted to include RLQs from the HST QSO.A.LS Key Project, but only 

2 of those quasars had published intervening absorber info. Si.xteen targets were 

selected from the catalogs of York et al. 1991. Junkkarinen. Hewitt Burbidge 

1991. Barthel. Tytler ^ Thomson 1990. and Steidel Sargent 1992. based on 

(in order) observability during the observing run, having few or no intervening 

absorption systems, and having Mabs ^-nd Prad in a range comparable to the 

absorbed subsample. Intervening Mgll absorption systems were considered less 

problematic than C IV because the work of Steidel. Dickinson Persson (1994) 

shows that interv^ening Mgll absorbers can be statistically identified and excluded 

from the analysis, even at these high redshifts. and that the .\IgII absorber 

population is drawn from the normal gala.xy population. Thus while we still need to 

consider the impact of objects clustered with the identified Mgll absorber galaxies, 

it is likely that only a small fraction of them will be located in intervening clusters. 

This is supported by some evidence that Mgll and C IV absorbers may tend to 

avoid clusters (Bechtold Ellingson 1992; Morris et al. 1993; Ellingson el al. 

1 9 9 4 ) .  W e  a c h i e v e d  a c c e p t a b l e  m a t c h i n g  o f  c o v e r a g e  o f  t h e  { M a b s - - )  a n d  { P r a d - ~ )  

planes between the two subsamples. Finally, we compared the redshift number 

density of intervening absorption systems (the number of systems known divided by 

the redshift interval studied) in this subsample to that in the absorbed subsample. 

The two were suitably similar: (1.03.0.90) for Civ in the (absorbed.unabsorbed) 

subsaniples. and (0.73.0.77) for Mgll. The main difference in the subsamples is 

that the absorbed subsample has more targets at higher redshift: however. r=1.73 

for both. The final unabsorbed subsample had 12 steep- and 4 flat-radio-spectrum 
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targets, all with at least some information on intervening absorption. Five backup 

targets were also selected. 

The final sample of observed r= 1.4-2.0 quasars is given in Table 2.7 and 

consists of 21 quasars: S flat-spectrum and 13 steep-spectrum. Basic information 

on the objects is given in Table 2.7 and radio properties in Table 2.S. Information 

on intervening and associated absorption seen in the quasars' spectra is given in 

Table 2.9. Fourteen objects in the subsample have associated C IV' absorption and 

seven do not. 

Lastly, for the observed r>l quasars we giv'e absolute magnitudes, luminosity 

distances, and angular scales at the quasar redshifts in Table 2.10. .-Ml quantities 

were calculated assuming Ho=7o km s~^ Mpc~' and 7o=0.1. The absolute 

magnitudes .My were calculated from V magnitudes given in Hewitt Burbidge 

(1993) or references therein, using ^-corrections for a spectral slope of —O.o. We 

have ignored variability, which introduces an RMS uncertainty of ~209? into My 

(Hook et al. L994). Neglecting this uncertainty, the average My is -2o.7S±1.09 for 

the c=I-i.4 subsample. and -26.62±0.79 for the c=l.4-2.0 subsample, so the two 

subsamples are reasonably well matched in My. but not ideally so. 
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Figure 2.1 Redshift histogram of all r>l quasars observed. 
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Table 2.1. 0.6<r<l.0 Subsample: Basic Data 

Name 

(1950) 

.\It. 

Name 

RA 

(1950) 

Dec 

(1950) [ b z 

.-Vss. 

Abs 

0044+030 PKS 00:44:31.4 +03:03:33 120.7962 —59.5217 0.624 S N 
0110+318 4C31.03 01:10:03.8 +31:51:23 128.1924 -30.5317 0.603 S •> 

01.55-109 PKS 01:55:14.1 -10:58; 17 169.6541 —67.3726 0.616 S o 

0159-117 3C57 01:59:30.3 -11:47:00 173.0773 -67.2619 0.669 S .\ 

0300-004 4C-00.14 03:00:39.6 -00:26:41 178.0745 -48.4909 0.693 S •7 

0336-019 PKS 03:36:58.9 -01:56:17 188.0011 -42.4548 0.852 F •7 
0349-146 3C95 03:49:09.4 -14:38:05 205.4842 -46.3251 0.616 S \ 

0350-073 3C94 03:50:04.0 -07:19:56 196.5574 —42.7245 0.962 S x 
0414-060 3C110 04:14:49.2 -06:01:04 199.1264 -36.7569 0.781 S Y 
0420-014 PKS 04:20:43.5 -01:27:29 195.2901 -33.1401 0.915 F 
0440-003 PKS 04:40:05.3 -00:23:21 197.1991 -28.4621 0.844 F 
0809+483 3C196 08:09:59.4 +48:22:08 171.1742 +33.2359 0.871 S Y 
0839+616 4C61.I9 08:39:04.5 +61:40:31 154.7255 +36.8506 0.862 s •7 

1007+417 4C41.21 10:07:26.1 +41:47:24 178.6411 +54.1784 0.611 s s 
1013+0124 LBQS 10:13:22.6 +01:24:11 241.1730 +44.5829 0.779 F •7 
1022+194 4C19.34 10:22:01.4 + 19:27:35 218.2599 +55.4967 0.828 F •7 
1104+167 4C 16.30 11:04:36.6 + 16:44:17 231.3936 +63.6443 0.632 F Y 
1148-0033 LBQS 11:48:18.6 -00:33:36 272.9733 +58.4659 0.800 S •7 
1156+295 4C29.45 11:56:57.8 +29:31:26 199.4137 +78.3744 0.729 F \ 

1240+0224 LBQS 12:40:13.9 +02:24:42 297.8267 +64.9238 0.789 •> 

1328+307 3C286 13:28:49.7 +30:45:58 56.5226 +80.6746 0.849 S Y 
1340+289 B2 13:40:42.3 +28:59:12 43.9590 +78.5034 0.905 F N 
1340+606 3C288.1 13:40:30.0 +60:36:48 111.8242 +•55.6579 0.961 S V 
1354+195 4C 19.44 13:54:42.1 + 19:33:44 8.9924 +73.0416 0.720 F x 
1415+172 MC3 14:15:41.6 + 17:17:13 10.7137 +67.5982 0.821 F •7 

1424-118 PKS 14:24:56.0 -11:50:26 336.8254 +44.3851 0.806 S X 
1434-076 PKS 14:34:39.3 -07:40:44 342.9092 +46.5945 0.697 S 

1442+117 .VIC2 14:42:26.1 + 11:44:35 8.1065 +59.1574 0.850 F 

1458+718 3C309.1 14:58:56.7 +71:52:11 109.9828 +42.0972 0.905 S x 
1642+690 4C69.21 16:42:18.1 +69:02:13 100.7058 +36.6215 0.751 F •> 

1726+455 B3 17:26:01.2 +45:33:05 71.4323 +33.2808 0.714 F o 

1828+487 3C380 18:28:13.6 +48:42:40 77.2252 +23.5043 0.692 S X 
2044-027 3C422 20:44:34.2 -02:47:26 44.5597 -26.7989 0.942 S Y 
2144-179 PKS 21:44:17.6 -17:54:06 35.5296 -46.5897 0.684 S •> 

2216-038 4C-03.79 22:16:16.4 -03:50:41 59.0436 —46.6487 0.901 F X 
2234+282 B2+28A 22:34:01.7 +28:13:21 90.1165 -25.6492 0.795 F •7 

2243-123 PKS 22:43:39.8 -12:22:40 53.8675 —57.0712 0.630 F •> 

2251+158 3C454.3 22:51:29.5 + 15:52:54 86.1109 -38.1838 0.859 F 
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Table 2.1—Continued 

Name Alt. RA Dec Ass. 

(1950) .Name (1950) (1950) 1 b 
- rir Abs. 

2344+092 4C09.74 23:44:03.8 +09:14:05 97.5030 -50.1313 0.672 F •7 

1437+0224 LBQS 14:37:36.2 +02:24:31 103.5246 +50.6938 0.8212 Q •> 

.Vote. — ".Vame" is the quasar's coordinate designation in epoch 81950. Or refers to radio spectral 

.slope, given as S (steep spectrum). F (flat spectrum). ? (unknown), or Q (radio-quiet quasar). See 

Table 2.2 for detailed radio properties. ".A.ss. Abs." refers to the presence or absence of associated 

C IV and/or Mg II absorption in the quasars" spectra. An ? indicates that no information on 

associated absorption is available. See Table 2.3 for detailed intervening and associated absorption 

information. 
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Table 2.2. 0.6<r<1.0 Subsample: Radio Data 

Name 

OCr 
Refs 

Radio 

Morph. 

Class 

LAS 

(") 

LLS 

(kpc) 

LAS 

Refs 

Su- Jy 

(5 GHz. 

obs.) 

P V r^rad-
(5 GHz. 

rest) 

0044+030 0.50 2.7/5.0 CL 12.00 69.58 hut96 0.066 25.79 
0110+:U8 0.54 1.4/5.0 CE <2.00 <11.42 hut96 0.395 26.54 
0155-109 0.84 2.7/5.0 CE <3.20 <18.45 rse95 0.740 26.90 
0159-117 0.59 Stickel 16.00 95.50 pri93 1.370 27.19 
0300-004 0.79 2.7/5.0 T 8.00 48.43 pri93 0.430 26.77 
0336-019 -0.30 Stickel FRII 9.00 58.65 pri93 2.700 27.49 
0349-146 0.92 2.7/5.0 T 117.00 674.60 pri93 0.810 26.95 

0350-073 1.15 2.7/5.0 T 42.50 287.26 s%va86 0.710 27.43 
0414-060 0.62 2.7/5.0 T? ~ 15.00 ~94.93 wil79 0.320 26.72 

0420-014 -0.01 Stickel rj.'P -42.00 ~279.82 %vil79 4.150 27.82 

o
 

0
 

1 o
 

p
 

0.29 Stickel c <1.00 <6.50 pri93 3.320 27.73 

0809+483 0.89 Stickel FRII 5.30 34.78 mvk91 4.330 28.04 

0839+616 0.93 L.4/5.0 T 25.80 168.77 huo83 0.228 26.76 
1007+417 0.50 1.4/5.0 T 122.00 700.94 hut96 0.900 26.90 

1013+0124 -0.36 1.4/5.0 0.190 26.25 

1022+194 0.47 2.7/5.0 C <1.00 <6.46 pri93 0.746 27.11 
1104+167 0.09 2.7/5.0 T 41.00 239.01 hut96 0.640 26.70 

1148-0033 0..52 4.9/8.5 0.002 24.54 

1156+295 0.14 1.4/5.0 CE 7.70 47.53 au85 1.545 27.22 

1240+0224 0.009-'' 25.17=^ 

1328+307 0.53 Stickel C <0.20 <1.30 huo83 7.450 28.15 

1340+289 0.30 1.4/5.0 CL 4.00 26.56 pri93 0.179 26.53 

1340+606 1.06 1.4/5.0 FRII 6.00 40.54 mvk91 0.406 27.16 

1354+195 0.07 Stickel T 43.70 268.47 swa86 1.500 27.18 

1415+172 0.46 1.4/5.0 T 10.00 64.38 pri93 0.195 26.52 

1424-118 1.27 2.7/5.0 0.330 26.93 

1434-076 1.13 2.7/5.0 0.240 26.60 

1442+117 0.31 1.4/5.0 T 15.00 97.68 pri93 0.206 26.53 

1458+718 0.71 Stickel 3.00 19.92 pri93 3.730 27.96 

1642+690 0.10 Stickel CL 10.00 62.41 nil93.bp86 I.LIO 27.10 

1726+455 -0.73 1.4/5.0 1.058 26.84 

1828+481 0.75 Stickel FRII 7.00 42.35 mvk91 7.450 28.00 

2044-027 0.52 Stickel CE 2.00 13.44 pri93 1.010 27.38 

2144-179 0.97 2.7/5.0 0.330 26.68 

2216-038 -0.48 Stickel T? 8.00 53.05 wb86.bp86 3.630 27.61 

2234+282 -0.08 Stickel C <1.00 <6.37 pri93 1.478 27.23 

2243-123 0.18 Stickel CE 4.00 23.29 bp86 2.420 27.30 
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Table 2.2—Continued 

.N'ame Ctr 
ar 

Refs 

Radio 

Morph. 

Class 

LAS 

(") 

LLS 

(kpc) 

LAS 

Refs 

Su. Jy 

(5 GHz. 

obs.) 

p l^rad- Hz 
(5 GHz. 

rest) 

2251+158 -0.64 Stickel CL 5.40 35.28 huo83 23.300 28.34 
2344+092 0.09 Stickel C <1.00 <5.98 pri93 1.420 27.10 
1437+0224 0.0004"^ 23.84'^ 

.\ote. — Radio spectral index ar is for Su x References for are Stickel (personal 

fonimunicalion) or .\'ED if two numbers are given; the numbers are the observed frequencies (in 

GHz) between which ctr was calculated. The e.Kception is 1148-0033. whose 4.9 GHz flu.x is from 

Barvainis. Lonsdale &: .-Vntonucci (1996). .\11 ar provided by Stickel were measured between 2.7 and 

O GHz. observed. LLS (Largest Linear Size) calculated for /J=0.75. </O=0.1. L.\S (Largest .-Vngular 

Size) reference codes given below. 

and Prad calculated from 8.4 GHz observations a;3suming ar=0.5. 

References. — au85: .A.ntonucci &: LHvestad 1985: bar88; Barthel et  al .  1988: bp86: Browne 

Perley 198(5: bri94; Bridle et al. 1994; hpg88: Hutchings, Price Gower 1988: huo83; Hintzen. 

L'lvestad ic Owen 1983; hut96; Hutchings et al. 1996: kel94: Kellermann et al. 1994; laf94: La 

Franca ct al. 1994: law86; Lawrence et al. 1986: lbm93: Lonsdale. Barthel Sc .Miley 1993: mbp93: 

.Vlurphy. Browne Perley 1993: mc83: Machalski Condon 1983; mvk91: .McCarthy, van Breugel 

i: Kapahi 1991; nh90: N'eff Hutchings 1990: nhg89: N'efF, Hutchings &: Gower 1989: nil93: .Vilsson 

et  al .  1993; pri93: Price et  al .  1993; rse95: Rector.  Stocke & Ell ingson 199.5; swa86: Swarup et  al .  

198(5: wb86: Wills Browne 1986; wil79: Wills 1979; vmh84: van Breugel, .Miley &: Heckman 1984. 
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Table 2.3. 0.6<c<1.0 Subsample: .\bsorption Line Data 

Name ^ f f u a s a r  ^abs Ion 

Redshift 

Search Interval Ion References 

.-Vss. 

.\bs.? 

0044+030 0.624 0.2456 C IV 0.0-0.63 C IV bah93 
0.4493 C IV 0.0-0.15 Mg 11 bah93 

0110+318 0.603 

015.5-109 0.616 
01.59-117 0.669 none 0.44-0.67 •Mg II abe94 
0300-004 0.693 
0336-019 0.852 

0349-146 0.616 0.3566 C IV 0.0-0.62 C IV bah93 
0.0-0.15 Mgll 

0350-073 0.962 none 0..53-0.96 Mg II abe94 

0414-060 0.781 ~0.775 C IV C IV ssh97 
0420-014 0.915 0.633 Mgll 0.25-0.8 Mg 11 y91 

0440-003 0.844 
0809+483 0.871 0.4367 Mg n 0.12-0.83 .VIg 11 abe94 

0.8714 Mg 11 fcvv88 
0839+616 0.862 

1007+417 0.611 none 0.13-0.61 .Mg 11 abe94 
1013+0124 0.779 

1022+194 0.828 

1104+167 0.632 -0.632 C IV C IV ssh97 V 

o
 

o
 I 22 

0.800 
1156+295 0.729 none 0.13-0.73 •Mgll abe94 

1240+0224 0.789 
1328+307 0.849 0.6924 Mg 11 0.5-0.9 Mg II y91 

~0.859 C IV C IV ssh97 
1340+289 0.905 none 0.11-0.95 Mg 11 ss92 
1340+606 0.961 ~0.961 C IV 0.9-1.0 C IV wil95 

13-54+195 0.720 0.4564 Mg II.C IV 0.2-0.8 Mgll y91 

none C IV 0.7-0.75 C IV wil95 

1415+172 0.821 
1424-118 0.806 0.6552 C IV 0.07-0.81 C IV bt96 

1434-076 0.697 
1442+117 0.850 

1458+718 0.905 none 0.11-0.91 •Mg II ss92.abe94 

1642+690 0.751 
1726+455 0.714 
1828+487 0.692 none 0.11-0.70 •VIg 11 abe94 

2044-027 0.942 0.9384 Mgll 0.34-0.94 Mg 11 abe94 



Table 2.3—Continued 

Redshift .\ss. 

-Name "quasar "abs Ion Search Interval Ion References .-Vbs.? 

2144-179 0.684 
2216-038 0.901 none C IV 0.85-0.95 C IV wil95 

0.11-0.95 Mg 11 ss92 
2234+282 0.795 
2243-123 0.630 
2251 + 158 0.859 0.1538 C IV 0.0-0.90 C IV bah93 

0.3906 C IV? 0.0-0.15 .VIg II bah93 

~0.859 C IV wil95 
2344+092 0.672 

1437+0224 0.8212 

Note. — Only C [V or .VIg H absorbers are listed, one absorber per line. .-Vlso listed is the 

redshift search interval, the redshift range which has been searched for C IV or .\Ig II absorption, a^; 

indicated. "".-Vss. .\bs.?" refers to whether or not the particular absorber is an associated absorber. 

References. — abe94: Aldcroft. Bechtoid &: Elvis 1994; abf97: .A.ldcroft. Bechtold ic Foltz 1997: 

bah93: Bahcall et al. 1993: btt90: Barthel, Tytier & Thomson 1990: bt96: Buries Tytler 1996; 

fcw88: Foltz. Chaffee h Wolfe 1988; fun: Foltz et al.. unpublished: jhbQl: Junkkarinen. Hewitt 

Burbidge 1991; ss92: Steidel & Sargent 1992; ssh97; Sowinski, Schmidt &: Hines 1997; wil95: Wills 

et at. 1995; y91; York et al. 1991. 
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Table 2.4. l<r<1.4 Subsample: Basic Data 

Name Alt. RA Dec Ass. 

(1950) Name (1950) (1950) 1 b 
- ar .-Vbs. 

o
 

o
 I 

o
 

o
 

o
 3C2 00:03:48.8 -00:21:07 99.2803 -60.8592 1.037 S 

0M9+2I8 PKS 01 .-49:31.8 +21:52:21 141.0586 -38.6010 1.320 F 
1328+254 3C287 13:28:15.9 +25:24:37 22.4665 +80.9884 1.055 S .N 

14;?0-0046 LBQS 14:30:09.9 -00:46:04 347.9486 +52.7950 1.0229 S 
1437+624 OQ663 14:37:32.0 +62:24:48 103.5246 +50.6938 1.090 s N 
1508—055 4C-05.64 15:08:14.9 -05:31:49 353.9090 +42.9358 1.191 F N 
1606+106 4C 10.45 16:06:23.4 + 10:37:00 23.0283 +40.7886 1.226 F 
1718+481 PC. 17:18:17.6 +48:07:11 74.3750 +34.8295 1.084 •7 

1739+522 4C51.37 17:39:29.0 +52:13:10 79.5635 +31.7482 1.379 F 
2144+092 PKS 21:44:42.5 +09:15:51 65.7957 -32.2623 1.113 F 
2230+114 4C 11.69 22:30:07.8 + 11:28:23 77.4379 -38.5824 1.037 s 
2325+293 4C29.68 23:25:42.2 +29:20:39 102.0649 —29.8561 1.015 s 
CtrlFldl CFl 00:59:09.3 —00:59:55 128.6937 -63.4866 
CtrlFld3 CF3 00:59:39.7 -00:51:18 128.9466 -63.3321 

.Vote. — ".Xame" is the quasar's coordinate designation in epoch B1950. ar refers to radio spectral 

slope, given as S (steep spectrum). F (flat spectrum), ? (unknown), or Q (radio-quiet qucisar). See 

Table 2.5 for detailed radio properties. "Ass. Abs." refers to the presence or absence of associated 

C IV and/or .V[g I[ absorption in the quasars' spectra. An ? indicates that no information on 

as.sociated absorption is available. See Table 2.6 for detailed intervening and associated absorption 

information. 
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Table 2.5. L<o<l.4 Subsample: Radio Data 

Radio Su. Jy Prad. W/Hz 

CVr Morph. LAS LLS LAS (5 GHz. (5 GHz. 

.Name ctr Refs Class (") (kpc) Refs obs.) rest) 

6
 

o
 1 

o
 

o
 0.84 Stickel FRH 5.50 37.92 mvk91 1.400 27.72 

0149+218 0.20 2.7/5.0 CL 4.50 32.65 mbp93 1.080 27.63 
i:r28+254 0.59 Stickel C 0.20 1.39 huo83 3.240 28.02 
14:50-0046 1.16 1.4/8.4=^ 0.027'^ 26.09'=' 

l4:57+(i24 0.78 1.4/5.0 C <0.13 <0.91 vmh84 0.796 27.51 
1508—055 0.30 Stickel C 3.00 21.35 huo83 2.330 27.90 
1606+10(3 -0.42 Stickel CL 6.50 46.53 mbp93 1.700 27.54 
1718+481 C/CE? <15.00 <104.56 kel94 0.124 26.60'' 
1739+522 -0.68 Stickel C 1.00 7.31 nhg89 1.130 27.36 
2144+092 -0.23 Stickel CE 2.30 16.13 mbp93 l.OlO 27.30 
2230+114 0.50 Stickel T 2.40 16.55 nhg89 3.650 28.03 
2325+293 0.97 1.4/5.0 T 50.40 345.62 huo83 0.428 27.22 

.Note. — Radio spectral is for S,^ oc References for QV are Stickel (personal 

communication) or NED if two numbers are given: the numbers are the observed frequencies (in 

GHz) between which Or was calculated. .\11 provided by Stickel were measured between 2.7 and 

5 GHz, observed. LLS (Largest Linear Size) calculated for /i=0.75, (/o=0.l. LAS (Largest .\ngular 

Size) reference codes given in Table 2.2 

^8.4 GHz flu.v from Visnovsky et al. 1992. 

and Prad calculated from 8.4 GHz observations and 1.4/8.4 GHz spectral slope. 

"^Prad calculated assuming ar=0.5. 



Table 2.6. I<r<1.4 Subsample: .-Vbsorption Line Data 

Redshift .-Vss. 

Name ^quasar ^abs Ton Search Interval Ion References .\bs.? 

0003-003 1.037 . . . . . . 

0149+218 1.320 
1328+254 1.055 none 0..59-1.06 Mg II abe94 
1430-0046 1.0229 
1437+624 1.090 0.8723 Mgll 0.63-1.09 Mg 11 abe94 

1508—Ooo 1.191 none 1.02-1.20 
0.12-1.20 

C IV 
Mg II 

abe94 
abe94 

1606+106 1.22G 
1718+481 1.084 
1739+522 1.379 
2144+092 1.11:{ 
2230+114 1.037 ~ 1.037 C IV 1.00-1.05 

0.13-1.04 

C IV 

Mg II 

\vil95 
abe94 

2325+293 1.015 

N'ote. — Only C IV or Mg II absorbers are listed, one absorber per line. .\lso listed is the 

redshift search interval, the redshift range which has been searched for C IV' or .\Ig II absorption, 

indicated. "Ass. .-Vbs.?" refers to whether or not the particular absorber is an associated absorber. 



Table 2.7. l.4<r<2.0 Subsample: Basic Data 

Name .A.lt. RA Dec .-\ss. 

(1950) Name (1950) (1950) 1 b 
- Or .\bs. 

0017+154 3C9 00:17:49.8 + 15:24:16 112.0466 —46.5332 2.012 S N 
00;?a+098 4C09.01 00:33:48.2 +09:51:29 116.8355 -52.5604 1.920 S V 

0232-042 4C-04.06 02:32:36.6 -04:15:11 174.4627 —56.1557 1.438 F V 

0256-005 PKS 02:56:55.1 -00:31:55 177.1898 -49.2283 1.995 F 
0352+12:5 4Cr2.l7 03:52:59.2 + 12:23:03 177.4171 -30.2463 1.608 S 
0736-063 PKS 07:36:30.2 -06:20:03 224.1712 +7.5168 1.901 F 
0808+289 B2 08:08:32.1 +28:54:02 193.4684 +29.1280 1.887 S 
0831 + 101 87GB 08:31:57.6 + 10:08:17 215.6129 +27.4227 1.760 S 
0835+580 3C205 08:35:10.0 +58:04:52 159.2600 +36.8963 1.534 S 
0926+117 4C 11.32 09:26:01.0 + 11:47:32 220.7837 +40.0883 1.750 s N 

0952+179 PKS 09:52:11.8 + 17:57:45 216.4550 +48.3636 1.472 F N 
1018+348 B2 10:18:24.1 +34:52:29 190.3893 +57.1220 1.404 F 
1126+101 PKS 11:26:38.7 + 10:08:32 250.7199 +64.0478 1.516 F 
1218+339 3C270.1 12:18:03.9 +33:59:50 166.3079 +80.6390 1.520 s 
1221+113 .\IC2 12:21:47.4 + 11:24:00 279.9186 +72.7723 1.755 s N 
1258+404 3C280.1 12:58:14.1 +40:25:15 115.2582 +76.8404 1.660 s N 

1416+067 3CR298 14:16:38.8 +06:42:21 352.1603 +60.6665 1.430 s 
1556+335 8 f O B 15:56:59.4 +33:31:47 53.5683 +49.3725 1.646 F 
2044-168 PKS 20:44:30.8 -16:50:09 29.9668 -32.9346 1.937 F 
2149+212 4C21.59 21:49:26.1 +21:16:07 76.5797 -24.7840 1.536 s N 
2345+061 4C06.76 23:45:58.4 +06:08:19 96.2347 —53.1630 1.540 s V 

.Note. — Or refers to radio spectral I slope, given cis S (steep spectrum) . F (flat spectrum). ? 

(unknown). or Q (radio-quiet quasar). See Table 2.8 for detailed radio properties. "Ass. Abs." 

refers to the presence or absence of cissociated C IV and/or Mg II absorption in the quasars' spectra. 

.\n ? indicates that no information on cissociated absorption is available. See Table 2.9 for detailed 

intervening and associated absorption information. 



Table 2.8. l.4<r<2.0 Subsample; Radio Data 

Radio S'u- Jy Prad. VV/Hz 

Morph. LAS LLS LAS (5 GHz. (5 GHz. 

.\'ame «r Refs Class (") (kpc) Refs obs.) rest) 

0017+154 1.20 2.7/5.0 T 14.00 105.84 bri94 0.500 28.17 

00:V.i+09S 0.54 1.4/5.0 T 8.00 60.38 law86 0.330 27.63 

02:{2-042 0.49 2.7/5.0 T 13.10 96.30 huo83 0.620 27.58 

0256—005 0.26 2.7/5.0 C <1.00 <7.56 laf94 0.230 27.38 
o:?52+12:5 0.63 2.7/5.0 T 7.00 52.16 nhg89 0.270 27.39 

07:»5-06:? 0.24 2.7/5.0 CL 1.40 10.56 nhg89 1.190 28.04 

0808+289 0.69 1.4/5.0 T 34.00 256.41 bar88 0.053 •.^6.89 

0831+101 0.80 L.4/5.0 T 30.00 225.30 nhg89 0.074 27.00 

0835+580 0.86 1.4/5.0 FRII 16.00 118.60 mvk91 0.688 27.84 

0926+117 0.60 2.7/5.0 T 7.00 52.55 bar88 0.180 27.29 

0952+179 0.39 2.7/5.0 C? ^2.00 ^14.75 swa86 0.740 27.64 

1018+348 O.Ol 1.4/5.0 T 19.00 139.20 mc83 0.489 27.25 

1126+101 0.05 2.7/5.0 T 19.00 140.64 bar88 0.310 27.16 

1218+339 0.90 1.4/5.0 FRII 10.00 74.05 mvk91 0.869 27.95 

1221+113 0.71 1.4/5.0 T? 2.00 15.02 bar88 0.146 27.26 

1258+404 1.14 1.4/5.0 FRII 23.00 171.90 mvk91 0.301 27.69 

1416+067 0.96 Stickel T 1.60 11.75 swa86 1.500 28.14 

1556+335 0.33 1.4/5.0 C <1.00 <7.47 swa86 0.870 27.80 

2044-168 0.06 2.7/5.0 CL 12.00 90.61 nhg89 0.800 27.80 

2149+212 0.60 2.7/5.0 2.00 14.83 lbm93 0.360 27.46 

2345+061 0.83 2.7/5.0 T? 1.10 8.16 lbm93 0.270 27.43 

.\ote. — Radio 1 spectral Qr is for Si, oc u~" References for Or ^ire Stickel (personal 

communication) or NED if two numbers are given: the numbers are the observed frequencies (in 

GHz) between which ar WEIS calculated. All QR provided by Stickel were measured between 2.7 and 

5 GHz. observed. LLS (Largest Linear Size) calculated for h=0.7o. (/o=0.1. LAS (Largest Angular 

Size) reference codes given in Table 2.2. 



Table 2.9. 1.4<c<2.0 Subsample: .\bsorption Line Data 

.\ame "quasar "abs Ion 

Reds hi ft 

Search Interval Ion References 

.-Vss. 

.-Vbs. 

0017+154 2.012 l.:36.36 .vig n.c [V 1.15-2.25 C IV y9l 
1.6250 Mg ll.C IV 0.2-0.85 M g l l  y91 

1.872:3 C [V 1.1-1.25 Mg II y91 

1.9382 C IV 1.48-1.67 M g l l  jhb9l 

00;?;i+098 1.92 1.7776 .Vlg I[,c IV 1.46-1.95 C IV ss92.fun 
1.9036 Mg ll.C IV 0.85-1.95 M g l l  ss92.fun 

o
 1 O
 1.4:38 1.425 C IV 1.0-1.45 C IV y9I 

0.1-1.45 Mg II 
025(5-005 1.9951 ~ 1.9951 C IV 1.58-2.05 C IV fun \' 

0.43-0.75 M g l l  fun \' 

o;?52+12:5 l.UO 1.4831 Mg II 1.55-1.62 C IV jhb91 
1.5971 C IV 0.4-1.7 Mg II btt90 

1.6007 Mg II btt90 
07:5(5-0(5:5 1.901 1.2009 Mg 11 1.25-1.95 C IV abe94 

1.2035 Mg 11 0.25-1.91 M g l l  abe94 
1.8175 C IV abe94 
1.9131 C IV y9l 
1.9310 C [V y91 V 

0808+289 1.887 0.6492 Mg II 1.65-1.9 C IV y91 
1.0472 Mg 11 0.4-1.7 M g l l  y91 
1.1417 Mg 11 y91 
1.83:32 C IV btt90 
1.8753 C IV btt90 

08:51 + 101 1.76 1.7589 C IV 1.6-1.76 C IV y91 
0.4-1.7 M g l l  y9l 

08:55+580 1.5:34 1.4353 Mg 11 1.25-1.55 C IV jhb91 
1.4:383 Mg 11 0.22-1.55 M g l l  btt90 
1.5322 C IV jhb91 V 
1.5347 C IV jhb91 \' 

1.5431^ Mg ll.C IV jhb91 .abf97 V 
0926+117 1.75 none 1.70-1.75 C IV btt90 

0.4-1.75 Mg 11 btt90 
0952+179 1.472 0.2378 Mg II 1.0-1.5 C IV y9l 

0. II-1.5 M g l l  
10l8+:548 1.404 1.29 C IV 1.05-1.45 C IV fun 

~ 1.403 C IV 0.14-0.78 Mg 11 fun \' 

~1.406 C IV fun V 



Table 2.9—Continued 

-N'anie •'ffttasar "ABS Ion 

Redshift 

Search Interval Ion References 

.-\ss. 

.\bs.? 

1126+101 1..516 

12l8+:{:{9 1.52 

1221+11:5 1.755 

1258+404 1.66 

1416+067 1.430 

I556+:5:?5 1.646 

2044-168 1.939 

2149+212 1.5359 

1.4389 
1.5098 
1.5173 
0.7423 
1.5000 
1.6144 

none 

1.2734 
1.3751 
1.4348 
1.4380 
1.4408 
1.2321 
1.6030 
1.6106 
1.6129 
1.6395 
1.6445 
1.6505 
1.6519 
1.6537 
1.3285 
1.5586 
1.7325 
1.7341 
1.7355 
1.9199 
1.9213 

0.9114 
1.0073 

C IV 
C fV 
C IV 
Mg II 

Mg lUCIV 

Mg II 

C IV 
C IV 
C IV 
C IV 
C IV 
C IV 

C IV 
C [V 
C IV 

C IV 

C [V 

Mg II.C IV 

. M g  I K C I V  
- M g  I I . C  [ V  

M g l l  
C JV 
C IV 
C IV 
C IV 
C IV 

C IV 

.Mg II 

M g l l  

1.1-1.5 
0.14-0.52 

1.03-1.55 
0.12-1.55 
1.5-1.75 
0.4-1.75 
1.5-5-1.65 
0.4-1.65 
1.2-1.6 

0.14-0.53 

1.1-1.65 

0.15-1.65 

1.45-1.95 
0.35-0.75 

1.2-1.95 

C IV 

Mg H 

C IV 
Mg II 
C IV 
Mg 11 
C IV 

Mg II 

C IV 

Mg II 

C IV 
Mg II 

C IV 
Mg II 
-Mg II 

1.5-1.55 
0.4-1.55 

C IV 

Ms II 

y9l 
y91 
y91 

abe94 
abe94 
btt90 

btt90 
btt90 
y91 
y9l 
y91 

y91 
y91 
y9l 

jhb91 
jhb91 
jhb91 
jhb91 
jhb91 
jhb91 
jhb9l 

jhb91 
y91 
y91 
y91 
y91 
y91 
y91 
y91 
y91 
v91 

V 

V 

\' 
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Table 2.9—Continued 

Name "quasar ^abs Ion 

Redshift 

Search Interval Ion References 

.\ss. 

.\bs.? 

•2.345+0(51 1.54 none I..50-1.00 
0.4-1.55 

C IV 
Mg II 

btt90 

.Vote. — Only C IV' or Mg II absorbers are listed, one absorber per line. .-\lso listed is the 

redshift search interval, the redshift range which has been searched for C IV or Mg II absorption. a.s 

indicated. ".-Vss. .A.bs.?" refers to whether or not the particular absorber is an associated absorber. 

•"'.-Vldcroft. Bechtold &: Foltz (L997) report variability in this system (measured at c=l..542o. not 

1.543L. in their spectra) over 3.9 years rest frame. This means this absorption system is very 

probably intrinsic to the quasar. 



Table 2.10. Cosmological Parameters for r>l Quasars 

Quasar Redshift Mv ^Lum- Gpc kpc/arcsec arcsec/Mpc 

0003-00:? 1.0:57 -24.12 5.902 6.895 145.02 
0017+154 2.012 —26.95 14.147 7.560 i:52.27 
00:?3+098 1.920 —27.54 13.274 7.548 132.49 
0149+218 1.320 -23.32 8.054 7.255 137.84 
02:52-042 1.438 -27.84 9.013 7.351 136.03 
025(5—005 1.995 -27.94 13.985 7.558 L:52.30 
0352+12:? 1.600 -25.26 10.454 7.451 i:54.2l 
0736-0(53 1.901 -26.51 13.096 7.544 i:?2.55 
0808+289 1.887 -26.19 12.965 7.542 i:52.60 
0831 + 101 1.760 -26.81 11.800 7.510 1:53.16 
0835+580 1.5:54 -26.84 9.818 7.413 1:54.90 
092(5+117 1.750 —25.74 11.710 7.507 133.21 
0952+179 1.472 -27.13 9.295 7.375 135.60 
1018+:?48 1.404 -26.49 8.733 7.326 1:56.50 
112(5+101 1.516 -26.43 9.665 7.402 135.09 

1218+3:59 1.520 -25.83 9.699 7.405 135.05 
1221+113 1.755 -26.11 11.755 7..508 133.19 
1258+404 1.660 -25.22 10.908 7.474 1:53.80 
1328+254 1.055 —25.85 6.032 6.925 144.40 
141(5+0(57 1.4:50 -27.49 8.947 7.:546 i:56.l4 
1430-004(5 1.023 -25.69 5.800 6.871 145.53 
1437+(522 1.090 -24.60 6.289 6.980 143.27 

1508—055 1.191 -26.61 7.047 7.117 140.51 
155(5+335 1.646 -27.64 10.785 7.468 1:53.90 
160(5+10(5 1.226 -25.39 7.316 7.158 i:59.70 

1718+481 1.084 -28.25 6.244 6.971 143.46 
1739+522 1.379 —25.69 8.529 7.306 136.87 

2044-1(58 1.939 -27.70 13.434 7.550 132.44 
2144+092 1.113 —24.75 6.459 7.014 142.58 

2149+212 1.536 -25.46 9.835 7.414 1:54.88 

22:?0+114 1.037 -25.81 5.902 6.895 145.02 
2325+293 1.015 -26.12 5.743 6.858 145.82 
2:?4o+061 1.540 -26.97 9.869 7.416 134.84 

•Note. — .\ll quantities were calculated assuming //o=7o km s ' Mpc~' and f /o=0.1.  
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CHAPTER 3 

OBSERVATIONS, DATA REDUCTION 

AND OBJECT CATALOGING 

Abstract 

In this chapter I discuss the optical and infrared observations made 

for this project and the reduction and cataloguing techniques used on 

the data. VVe use the standard "shift-and-stare"' method of creating 

deep mosaiced images where the exposure time (and thus the RMS 

noise) at each pixel is not constant across the mosaic. An unusual 

feature of our reduction procedure is the creation of images with 

constant RMS noise from such mosaics. VVe adopted this procedure so 

that the FOCAS detection package could be run over almost the entire 

mosaic. VVe approximately doubled the areal coverage of our survey 

with this procedure. However, it results in a magnitude scale which is 

not constant over the images, requiring a correction after FOC.'VS has 

been run. .Another approach to the same problem is to modify FOC.\S 

to handle spatially varying RMS noise (.A.delberger Sz Steidel 1996). 



3.1. Observations 

Optical observations were made in the Gunn r. i.  and r bands, with a handful 

of observations in Kron-Cousins /?c- R' (see §3.6.4), and Mould /. which is very-

similar to Kron-Cousins fc and is calibrated to it. Near-infrared (used here to 

mean wavelengths from 1-2.5 /.im) observations were made in KPNO J. IRTF H. 

and "iM.A-SS I\s (McLeod et al. 1995) bands, with a handful of observations in the 

Steward J and K bands. Figure 3.1 shows the transmission of all filters alone, and 

Figure 3.2 after accounting for the CCD or infrared array quantum efficiency. 

3.2. Near-Infrared Observations 

3.2.1. r<l Quasar Observations 

Observations of z<l targets and associated control fields were made in the 

2M.A.SS /v-short filter (/v^; McLeod et al. 1995) using the Steward Observatory 

(SO) 256x256 .\'ICM0S3 HgCdTe array at the SO 61" and 90" telescopes. The 

pixel scales used at these telescopes were 0'.'91 and 0'.'65 respectively (see §3.3.10 

below). This instrument has a gain of 15.3 e~/.ADL' and read noise of 73 e~. Table 

3.1 lists the observing runs made with the SO 256x256 and whether conditions 

were photometric. Table 3.2 lists when each quasar and associated control field (if 

any) was observed. 
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7C00 noo 
V«*«length. 

Figure 3.1 a. Transmission of all optical filters used. Primary filters are (from left 
to right) Gunn r, i. and ^ (solid): other filters used are "Osmer/Green" R' (dotted). 
Kron-Cousins Rc (dash-dot) and Ic (dashed). Gunn c is a short-wavelength cutoff 
filter which depends on the CCD for its long-wavelength cutoff, b. Transmission of 
all IR filters used. Primary filters are KPNO J and Ks (solid) and IRTF H (dot-
dash): other filters used are Steward J and Kg (dotted) and Steward K (dashed). 
Note the wavelength scale is three times larger than in a. 

9000 tOOCO 12900 19000 1750C 30000 22500 25000 

Figure 3.2 a. Transmission of all optical filters used, including detector QE. Primary 
filters are Gunn r, i. and :: with Steward 800x1200 CCD (solid): other filters 
used are Kron-Cousins Rc with Steward 800x1200 CCD (dash-dot), Kron-Cousins 
ic with Steward 2kx2k CCD (dashed), and "Osmer/Green" R' with old KPNO 
Tek204S (dotted). For clarity, Gunn riz with the lower-QE Steward 2kx2k CCD 
are not shown, although some observations were made with those filter-instrument 
combinations, b. Transmission of all IR filters used, including detector QE: KPNO 
./ and h's with IRIM (solid); Steward J and A', with Steward 256x256 (dotted): 
IRTF H with NSFCAM (dot-dash), and Steward K with Steward 256x256 (dashed). 
NSFC-A.M is an InSb array while IRIM and the Steward 256x256 are HgCdTe. 
which accounts for the different throughput in J and A', compared to H. Note 
the wavelength scale is three times larger than in a. 
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Table 3.1. r<l Quasar Field Observing Run Information 

Telescope Instrument UT Date(s) Filter Photometric 

SO 90" 30256x256 930904 K, Y? 
940126 K, S 
940302 K, N'? 
940522 K, S 
940529 h's N 
940917 [\, y 

9409 L8 [<, S 
950418 [<s Y 
950420 K, Y? 
950521-23 K, Y? 
950628 [<, .\? 

951104-05 K, .V? 
SO 61" S0256x256 930929 A", Y? 

930930 Ks N 
940212 A", Y? 

940213 A", X 
940214-15 A', Y? 
940630 Ks N" 
940802-04 A, Y 
940805-06 A", .\ 
940924 Ks N 
940928-29 A, Y? 
940930-1002 A", N 
941003 K, S? 
950119 A", Y? 

950121 A", N 
950122 K, Y? 
950311 I\, N 
950712 K, Y? 
951023-24 A*, N? 
951205-06 K, N' 
961029-31 A", Y 
961029-31 A" Y 
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Table 3.2. r<l Quasar Fields: K, Observations 

Quasar Quasar Field Observing Runs Control Field Observing Runs 

0044+030 940918.940924,940928 940930.941002 
01L0+3L8 950712.951023,951104 
0155-109 930904.930929 930904.930929 

0159-117 941001 
0300-004 940928.940929.951104 940929.940930 
0336-019 940215.940803.940917 
0349-146 961030 
0350-073 940126.940301,940918,951104.951205.961029 
0414-060 940126,951023 
0420-014 950120,951104 

O
 

0
 

1 o
 

o
 

940126.940215.941001.940301.951023 
0809+483 961031 
0839+616 940301.951104 

1007+417 9.50120.950121.950418.951205 
1013+0124 940212,940215.950418 
1022+194 950311.9.50418 950311 

1104+167 9.50121.951105,961030 

1148-0033 940212.940214.951206 

1156+295 940212.940214,940529.950418 

1240+0224 950628 

1328+307 950521.950522 

1340+289 950120.950122.9.50418 
1340+606 950628 
13.54+195 940213.940215.940522.940529 940802.940805 
1415+172 950522 
1424-118 940215.950521.950523 

1434-076 940212.940215.9.50420,950523 
1437+0224 940215 
1442+117 950311,950418.9.50420 

14.58+718 930904.940529 930904 

1642+690 940917 
1726+455 940804,940805,951105 940929,941002 

1828+487 930904,930929,940630,940801 930904,930929.940801 
2044-027 940803.940805,940918 
2144-179 940930,941002,951104 941003.951024 

2216-038 940801,940802.940917 940802 

2234+282 951024.951105 

2243- 123 940924 940929 
2251+158 951105.951205.961030.961031 

2344+092 940804.940917 940804.940805 



Table 3.3. c > I Quasar Field Observing Run Information 

Telescope Instrument UT Date(s) Filter(s) Zeropoint E.Ktinction 

IRTF 3m NSFC.WI 970319 H 22.034±0.057 0.051 ±0.012-'' 
KPNO 4m IRIM 941217-20 /v.. 21.762±0.031 0.027±0.02I 

950707-10 A", 21.691 ±0.045 0.120±0.029 
960203-07 K, 21.762±0.031 0.027±0.02l 

J 22.396±0.049 0.090±0.039 
Tek2048 900821-22 R' 20.672±0.0.50 0.087±0.017 

SO 61" S0256.\256 961029-31 J 19.74 liO.080'' 0.163±0.059 
SO 90" 800x1200 CCD 940926 

941229 

r. i. [ 

r 

. . .  

950206 r 25.040±0.025 0.089±0.02l 
950206 i 25.429±0.017 0.065'^ 
950207 r 25.017±0.014 0.079±0.09 
950705-06 r 25.032±0.0ll 0.1.55±0.008 
950722-23 r 24.984±0.022 0.103±0.015 
951213-16 r 

951223.26 R 

960128-30 r. i 

961017 r 25.045±0.022 
961017 i 25.455±0.031 0.062±0.007 
961017 z 24.665±0.023 0.043±0.020 
970201-02 z 24.649±0.019 0.040±0.013 
970202 r. R' 

SO 90" 2kx2k CCD 950407 r 24.184±0.020 0.107±0.014 
950407 i 0.059±0.08 
950408 r 24.264±0.030 0.141±0.027 

950408 i t> 0.052±0.004b 

950409 r 

961022-24 r. : 

970322.25 I 23.890±0.007 o.oer 
Palomar 5m COSMIC 950702 r 27.124 

\ote. — The zeropoint is the magnitude corresponding to I electron/sec for the optical data. 

and 1 .-\DU/sec for the IR data. 

•"^Value taken from the literature instead of derived from that night's data. 

''Only an e.Ktinction coefficient could be derived for the i band on 950408 as the observed standard 

field was one with no published i magnitudes. 

'Possibly in error: see §3.9.5. 
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Table 3.4. r>l Quasar Fields: .Multicolor Observations 

.\ame UT Date(s) for 

(1950) r Other Filters 

0003-003 950709-10 951216 
0017+154 941220 950705:950723-24:951214 
0033+098 941217.19 940926:950706:950723 
0149+218 950710 950724:951213,16 
0232-042 941218 950206:951214 
025(5-005 941218 940926:950206 
0352+123 941217 941229:950206 
0736-063 941218 950206-07 
0808+289 941217 950206:951214:960128-30 

0831+101 941220:960205 950206-07:960129 
0835+580 941219-20 941229:950206:950407 .7:960204-05.07: //:970319 

j":950206;950407-08:960130:961017 
r:961017.22-24:970201-02 

0926+117 941219 950206-07 

0952+179 941217.19 941229:950206:951215: ./:960204.07 
961017/23-24 

1018+348 «M1217 950206:960129 
1126+101 941218 950206-07:950407 .7:960205: 77:970319: r:97020l-02 

1218+339 941219 950206:951214:960129 

1221+113 941220 950207:960128 
1258+404 941218:960204 950206:950407.09: .7:960205.07: 7c:970322.25 

950705-06 

1328+254 950707.09 950706:950724:960129 

1416+067 941220 950207:960129 

1430-0046 950710 950723-24:960130 

1437+624 950710 950724:960130 

1508—055 950707.10 

1556+335 950708-09 950705-06 

1606+106 950708:960207 950723 

1718+481 950707.10 950702 
1739+522 950709-10 950706.23 

2044-168 950708 940926,-950706 

2144+092 950707,09 951215-16 

2149+212 941217 950705-06:950724:951214 

2230+114 950707-08 951223,26 ( R e )  
2325+293 950707-08.10 950706,23 
2345+061 941218-19 941229:950705:961022-23 .7:961029-31 

ClrlFldl 941220 900821-22 (/?') 

CtrlFld3 941220 900821-22 (/?') 
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3.2.2. z> l  Quasaj- Observations 

Observations of z>l targets and two moderately deep control fields were made 

in the /v's and ./ filters using the Kitt Peak National Observatory 4-meter Mayall 

telescope and Infra-Red Imager (IRIM) which is also a 256x256 NICM0S3 HgCdTe 

array. This instrument has a gain of 10.46 e~/.\DU and read noise of 35 e~. The 

pixel scale was 0'.'603 at R's and 0'.'60S at J. There is a slight pincushion distortion 

in the IRIM field of view (Steidel, personal communication) for which no correction 

was made. Table 3.3 lists the IR and optical (see §3.5) observing runs made for 

the c>l subsample and the photom.etric zeropoints and extinction coefficients for 

photometric nights (see §3.7). Table 3.4 lists when each quasar was observed. 

Images from these telescope/instrument combinations were typically taken in 

a 4.x4 raster pattern with 1 minute integration per position. Between raster sets 

the telescope was moved by <10". Observations of UKIRT standards (Casali 

Hawarden 1992) were taken during conditions which seemed possibly photometric. 

Such data were evaluated later to ensure that the scatter in the photometric solution 

was within that expected from the noise, and all standard star measurements which 

did not meet this criterion were discarded. Minezaki et al. (1997) found no color 

term between K and for the UKIRT system, but estimate a relation of 

I\S = KUKIRT + 0.04(//' — K)UKIRT (3.1) 

using the filter effective wavelengths. Like Minezaki et al..  we do not make this 

correction to our UKIRT system Kg magnitudes, but see §4.1.2. 

In addition, //-band images of the z>l quasars Q0S35-F5S0 and Q1126-f-101 

were obtained through service observations with NSFCAM on IRTF made by B. 

Golisch on UT 970319 in clear conditions. This instrument has a gain of 10.0 

e~/.-\DU and read noise of 55 e~. The pi.xel scale used was 0'.'3. Two 4x4 grids with 
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20" spacing and 6 coadds of 10 seconds exposure at each grid point (32 minutes 

total) were made for each object. 

3.3. Near—Infrared Data Reduction 

To aid in the reduction of infrared array data, a collection of routines 

collectively entitled PHIIRS (Pat Hall's Infrared Imaging Reduction System) was 

developed to work within IRAF.^ (PHIIRS is available at the World Wide Web 

(W'WW) URL http://iraf.noao.edu/iraf/web/contrib.html or by contacting the first 

author. 

The "standard" data reduction technic[ues for infrared arrays were used (e.g. 

Cowie ef al. 1990). The specific routines used are in some cases directly derived 

from those in the DI.MSU.VI package (Stanford. Eisenhardt Dickinson 199-5) which 

is also available from the WWW URL given above. 

3.3.1. Outline 

.\ brief outline of the steps used to reduce infrared array data follows. 

1) Nonlinearity correction (IRIM data only). 

2) Dark subtraction. 

3) First-pass flattening, using a "running skyfiat' or domeflats . 

4) First-pass sky subtraction, using a 'running sky'. 

^The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) is distributed by National 

Optical .Astronomy Observatories, operated by the .Association of Univ-ersities for 

Research in .Astronomy. Inc.. under contract to the National Science Foundation. 



o) Determination of image shifts and first-pass coadding. 

6) Creation of individual-image object masks out of coadded image. 

7) Second pass flattening (unless domeflats were used) and sky subtraction 

using object masking and photometric scaling. 

8) Cosmic ray removal (optional). 

9) Make and apply throughput correction (if necessary). 

10) Rotate and resample from different observing runs or telescopes to a 

common scale (if necessary). 

11) Coadd second-pass (and possibly rotated) images with 2x2 pixel 

resampling. 

12) Calculate appropriate scaling factors for nonphotometric data and 

re-coadd. 

13) Remove low-level striping from coadded image, if necessary (IRIM only). 

14) Photometric calibration. 

Where necessary, the reduction steps are now discussed in detail. 

3.3.2. Nonlinearity Correction 

The SO 256x256 is linear to within 1.1% up to 17000 .A.DU (Rieke. Rieke 

Montgomery 1993). The IRTF NSFCAM is linear to better than 1% up to 2000 

ADU (Leggett Deanult 1996). Sufficiently short exposures were used with both 

the above instruments to ensure that no linearity correction was necessary. The 

KPNO IRIM array linearity declines smoothly from 100% to 96% at a signal level 

of 33500 .-\.DU (Probst 1995). To correct for this, nonlinearity calibration images 
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were taken during each IRIM run. A sequence of varying exposure time images 

of the illuminated flatfield screen was taken through a narrow 2.2//m filter. fit 

was made to the dark-subtracted observed signal levels versus the e.xpected signal 

e.Ktrapolated from low light levels, accounting for the delay between biasing and 

the first (non-destructive) read of the array, when the array is accumulating charge 

which is not reflected in the final output value for each pixel. This fit was found 

to be consistent for each run. so the results from all runs were combined and the 

nonlinearity correction derived from these results was applied to all images. 

3.3.3. Flattening and Sky Subtraction 

The "running sky" method of flattening and sky-subtracting was first described 

in Cowie et al. (1990). Each image of the field, offset by a few arcseconds from the 

others, is first flattened using a median of the raw images taken immediately before 

and after it. and then sky-subtracted using a median of the flattened versions of 

the same images. (The order of these two operations can be reversed.) Typically S 

images total (4 before and 4 after) were used. This allows accurate flattening and 

sky-subtracting of deep imaging data of uncrowded fields while maximizing the 

on-source time. 

There were three possible ways of flattening the 4-meter IRIM data: using 

domeflats. running skyfiats. or both. .A.11 three methods were tested to see which 

resulted in the lowest RMS noise after running sky-subtraction. Using domeflats 

alone gave the best results. The other two methods gave similar results to each 

other, with RMS noises ~10% higher than domeflats alone. It seems a bit surprising 

that using both domeflats and skyflats did not give best results. However, domeflats 

were typically constructed from a set of images with total signal ^20% higher than 

the skvflats. This mav be whv the skyflats seem to have added noise to the final 
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images when used in addition to the domeflats. 

For the IRTF NSFCAM data, domeflats also produced better S/N than 

skyfiats. The sky was also sufficiently stable that 20 or 22 of the temporally closest 

images, rather than the standard 8. could be used to construct the sky images. 

3.3.4. Coadding Infrared Images 

Extensive experimentation was done to determine the optimal parameters for 

coadding the data such that cosmic rays and other bad pi.xels were excluded, the 

photometry of both bright and faint objects was not significantly different from a 

simple average, and the RMS noise of the output image was as low as possible, to 

optimize the detection of faint objects. The weights used to make the final coadded 

image were the "optimal weights" of each image: the exposure time divided by the 

variance (the square of the image's RMS noise, after iteratively rejecting cosmic 

rays and other outlying pixel values). 

The low S/N of individual IR data frames and occasional bad pi.xels makes the 

interpolation required for fractional pi.xel shifting undesirable, but the large number 

of offset images taken of each field does make subpi.xel information recoverable. 

Thus each pixel was typically replicated into four pixels (2.x2) and the images 

coadded using integer shifts in units of these subpixels. 

Since our detection algorithm requires a constant RN-IS noise across the image 

(see §3.9). along with each coadded image an e.xposure map was created. This 

image gives the total exposure time, in seconds, which went into determining the 

value at each pixel of the coadded image. .A.ssuming for the moment a constant 

sky background during the observations, at each pixel the coadded image will have 

RMS noise proportional to (exposure time)"'/^. i.e. higher at the edges of the 
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image where the exposure time was less. By multiplying the square root of the 

exposure map image by the coaclded image, the coaddecl image is normalized to 

constant RMS noise. However, when the sky background varies and the RMS noise 

does not scale as (exposure time)"^/'^. a more elaborate method must be used to 

construct the normalization image: see §3.5.5.) 

3.3.5. Object Masking 

When running flatfielding and sky-subtraction is performed, even the most 

carefully chosen set of parameters cannot completely exclude faint objects when 

the median is determined. This results in small but noticeable negative residuals 

in the final coadded image around the position of each such object, in the pattern 

of the dithering used to make the observations. These residuals can be eliminated 

by making a second-pass flattening and sky-subtraction cycle where the objects 

detected in the first-pass coadd are masked out. 

To make this object mask image, each first-pass coadded image was normalized 

to uniform pixel-to-pixel RMS using the square root of the exposure map. The 

normalized image was boxcar smoothed and pi.xels above an adjustable threshold 

(~5 times the smoothed-image RMS noise) are flagged as objects. Typically a 

ring of width one pixel was grown around these flagged pixels to make the final 

coadded-image object mask. Individual-image object masks were then copied from 

the coadded-image mask using the known offsets of each image. These masks 

were used in the second-pciss flatfielding and sky-subtraction, and the second-pass 

images were used to make the final coadd. 
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3.3.6. Photometric Scaling 

Because we wish to detect the faintest objects possible, we need to coadd many 

infrared images, possibly taken at very different airmasses. Thus it was decided to 

incorporate airmass corrections as multiplicative scalings to the individual images 

before coadding. Since our Kg extinction coefficient was either 0'?^027 or 07^120 per 

airmass. the corrections applied to different images typically differ by <0^0o and 

always by <0?'r2. 

Fluxes were corrected to zero airmass. i.e. outside the atmosphere. However, 

as discussed below, extrapolation from one airmass (zenith) to zero airmass is 

not as robust in the IR eis in the optical. In retrospect, it is better to correct 

data and standards to airmass of one. thus effectively including the correction 

to exoatmospheric magnitudes in the zeropoint of the photometric solution. 

This reduces the contribution of the uncertainty in the extinction coefficient to 

the uncertainty in the final magnitude (see §3.7.3). The problem of accurately 

determining the correction to zero airmass then only affects the absolute flux 

calibration of the magnitude scale. 

It should be noted that extrapolation from airmasses of one or greater to 

zero (i.e. outside the atmosphere) is not as robust in the IR as in the optical. 

Exoatmospheric J and R's magnitudes may be up to ~0?'2 brighter than predicted 

by the standard extinction curve analysis (Johnson 1965; Manduca Bell 1979: 

Young, Milone Stagg 1994). This is due to the Forbes effect, where those 

wavelengths with large monochromatic extinction coefficients are removed at small 

(<1) airmasses (i.e. in the upper atmosphere), leaving primarily the wavelengths 

with smaller monochromatic extinction coefficients at airmasses >1. Thus the 

extinction coefficient derived from observations at airmasses >1 underestimates the 



extinction which occurs at airmasses <1. In the optical, monochromatic extinction 

coefficients mostly vary slowly and smoothly with wavelength. Thus the Forbes 

effect is small, and is compensated for by the term in a full photometric solution 

which involves both an object's color and the extinction coefficient. In the IR. large 

and small monochromatic extinction coefficients occur at wavelengths only slightly 

different from each other due to the many H2O absorption lines, thus the Forbes 

effect is strong. There is little that can be done about these potential systematic 

errors except by using carefully designed photometric passbands (Young, .Milone iL* 

Stagg 1994, and by correcting to airmass one instead of zero. But even if all or 

most magnitudes in the literature are in error in an absolute sense, our comparisons 

relative to work in the literature should be free of any systematic errors from the 

Forbes effect excepting those stemming from corrections to airmass one instead of 

zero. 

Xonphotometric data were scaled to photometric data on the same field by 

identifying several relatively bright objects (excluding the possibly variable quasars 

wherever possible) in the coadded image of all data on the field. Photometry was 

then performed on these objects in the individual images, discarding objects which 

fell on bad pi.xels. The relative scalings and weights for each image were then 

interactively examined and adjusted as necessary. Also, at this point, if necessary, 

data from different detector/telescope combinations with different zeropoints were 

multiplicatively scaled to a common zeropoint. This results in a higher weighting 

for data from more efficient detector/telescope combinations. The images were 

then re-coadded with these adjusted scalings and weights, yielding a coadded image 

calibrated to the photometric data in the field. 
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3.3.7. Throughput Correction 

Because the secondaries at the SO 61" and 90" telescopes are undersized, 

unless the cold pupil stop is precisely aligned not all background photons reaching 

the detector (e.g. those from the telescope's thermal emission) necessarily traveled 

through the same path as photons from the objects. In other words, some 

background light can reach the detector without being focussed by the telescope. 

Since the data are flattened using the response to background emission (whether 

domeflats or skyflats are used), an additional correction must be made to the 

magnitudes of stellar objects in images taken using these telescopes (McLeod 

1994. Bernstein et al. 1994). 

The necessary throughput correction to the sky-subtracted images is calculated 

using observations of a standard star in an 11x11 grid which covers almost the 

entire area of the chip. The observed flu.x of the star at each point is normalized 

to the peak observed flux, and a smooth function fit to the intensity variation 

across the image. The resulting throughput correction image is divided into the 

sky-subtracted object images to produce an accurately calibrated image. 

However, the form of the throughput correction image was found to vary 

between observing runs, and it was not possible to produce a throughput 

correction image for all observing runs due to nonphotometric weather, etc. Thus 

a photometric solution was calculated for images both with and without the 

throughput correction applied, as discussed in §3.7. 

L^se of a throughput correction image slightly complicates creation of 

normalization images during image coaddition. Typically the throughput 

correction image has a central peak and a dropoff toward the array edges. Thus the 

R.\IS of a throughput-corrected image is not constant across the image. To properly 



construct the normalization image in this case, we must divide the individual 

normalization images by the throughput correction image before coadding. 

3.3.8. Destriping 



I  • )  

Figure 3.3 a) .A. coadded 64-minute A's exposure of control field 7^1. b) The image 
after our removal of the 'striping' pattern. Both images are displayed with the same 
grey scale parameters. 
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On some 4-meter IRIM images, a pattern of "striping" is evident (Figure 

3.3). This pattern is fixed on the sky and varies in intensity from field to field, 

so it is thought to be caused by scattered light from bright stars well out of the 

field of view (M. Dickinson, personal communication). .A.n interactive procedure 

was developed to eliminate these patterns, as follows. The mode was subtracted 

from the affected coadded, exposure-normalized image, objects on the image were 

interpolated over, and the image was smoothed using a 5x5 pixel boxcar with 

±2.5<T clipping. This striped image was subtracted from the original image and the 

resultant image inspected. If necessary, the procedure was redone using slightly 

different parameters until the results were satisfactory. 

Photometric tests of the validity of this method were made by running the 

procedure on images which showed no striping. These tests showed that the 

correction procedure did not introduce any systematic error in the photometry, but 

simply increased the photometric uncertainties by at most ~5%. 

3.3.9. Rotation 

Many observations of quasar fields spanned several observing runs. The 

rotation of the instrument relative to N-S on the sky is not exactly the same 

between runs. The images from each separate observing run were first coadded 

independently. These coadded images were used to determine the rotation of the 

instrument between observing runs, as well as the relative pixel scale between 

different telescopes (see §3.3.10). Typically the rotation was degree, and the 

maximum observed value was ~3 degrees. Since one set of images for each field 

was arbitrarily taken to have an angle of zero relative to true north, the angle of 

the coordinate systems in these fields are expected to be good to ±1 degree only. 



For the c>l objects, which have data in at least two filters, rotation was also 

done so that the different filters" final images would be aligned. The A's image was 

chosen to be the coordinate system to which all other filters were aligned. 

When images are rotated with linear interpolation, a gridlike pattern is evident 

on the final image, caused by the differing noise characteristics in regions where 

pixels are linear combinations of several original pixels. Rather than rotating the 

final coadd and having such a pattern present, cosmic-ray cleaned images were 

rotated with linear interpolation before coadding, so that the patterns on individual 

images were averaged over in producing the final coadd. 

3.3.10. Resampling 

For the r > I objects with J or H as well as Kg data, it is necessary to 

resample such data to the Kg pi.xel scale. IRIM has pixel scales of 0.60S" at J and 

0.603" at K (Probst 1995). The final IR images have half the k'^ pixel scale, or 

0.3015"/pixel, since they have been expanded 2x2 for better registration during 

coadding (§3.3.4). The resampling was done in the same step as the rotation, on 

the cosmic-ray cleaned images. 

For the c < 1 objects with both 61" and 90" 256x256 data, it is also necessary 

to resample to the same pixel scale. The 256x256 instrument has two pi.xel scales, 

coarse and fine, which are different at the 61"' and 90"\ .A.11 observations at either 

telescope were taken with the coarse pixel scale. .A.n exact value for the 256x256 

coarse pixel scale at either telescope was not available, and the fields of view 

are often too small for astrometric calibration using the Hubble Space Telescope 

(FIST) Guide Star Catalog. We thus calculated the 256x256 coarse pixel scale at 

the SO 61" using observations of three r > 1 quasar fields obtained at the SO 



61" on L'T 29-30 October 1996 as well as on the KPNO 4m with IRIM and its 

known pixel scale. We found the 256x256 coarse pixel scale at the SO 61" to be 

0.9137-f-0.0075 arcsec/pixel. Observations of many c < 1 fields with both the 61" 

and the 90" allowed an accurate determination of the 256x256 coarse pixel scale at 

the 90": 0.6481-f—0.0075 arcsec/pi.xel. 

3.4. Notes on Specific Near-Infi:ared Datasets 

3.4.1. KPNO 4-meter IRIM data 

.\o unusual problems were encountered in the reduction of the data from the 

December 1994 run. During the latter part of the February 1996 run. the extreme 

lower right-hand corner of the array showed a decrease in counts for unknown 

reasons. The effect was more noticeable in Ix's than in J. The affected area was 

simply masked out during the reductions. 

On the third night of the .July 1995 run (UT 9 July 1995). the instrument 

warmed up in the middle of the night. It was determined that the hold time for 

the liquid nitrogen dewar had decreased for unknown reasons, so the dewar was 

refilled and observations resumed after a short time. The same object (Ql739-f522) 

was observed before and after this interruption. Since the sky subtraction method 

accounts for slowly varying changes in the background level, no adverse effects 

from the slowly rising background were found. The lower left-hand side of the chip, 

however, showed a faster, more variable increase in the dark count which could 

not be removed. This area was masked out in subsequent reductions. Essentially 

the same procedure was followed for the last object observed on the next night 
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(QO149+2IS), when the dewar was again warming. 

3.4.2. IRTF NSFCAM data 

It was found that the exposure maps did a rather poor job when used to 

normalize the images to uniform RMS noise. There were clearly residual zero-level 

differences of up to 3-4% peak-to-peak around the edge of the normalized combined 

image. These differences may be an artifact of the small number of images and 

large offsets used. The signal around the edges comes from only 2-S images and the 

sky did vary at the 3-4% level during the observations. In any case, the OPTCOADD 

task (§3.5.5) was used to calculate a separate normalization map. which was used 

with e.Kcellent results. 

3.5. Optical Data Reduction 

Observations in the Gunn r band were made for almost all z>I targets 

observed in the Kg band. (Optical data have been obtained for almost all r<l 

targets by Yee. Stickel. or Plooper and will be combined with these IR data in 

the near future.) A few observations were obtained in the i. /. and c bands. The 

observing runs along with their photometric zeropoints and extinction coefficients 

are listed in Table 3.3. Table 3.4 lists when each quasar was observed in each 

filter. Standard reduction procedures for CCD data were used. .Additional 

tasks for interactively removing fringes and for coadding optical images in an 

accurate manner were developed to work within IRAF. A package containing these 

tasks, entitled PH.\T (Pat Hall's .Add-on Tasks), is available at the VVVVVV L RL 

http://iraf.noao.edu/iraf/web/contrib.html ov by contacting the author. 

The overall philosophy of the optical reductions is our desire for e.xtracting 
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realistic magnitudes and errors over the maximum area and depth possible from 

our imaging data. E.Ktensive experimentation was done at all steps of the reduction 

process. One important point is that we found no method for reliably coadding 

images with substantial seeing variations and reject cosmic rays without rejecting 

valid pixels in the cores and/or wings of many objects and affecting photometry at 

the level. Thus we removed cosmic rays before coadding. 

3.5.1. Outline 

.•\ brief outline of the reduction steps for optical data follows. 

1) Overscan subtraction. 

2) Bias subtraction (and dark subtraction, if necessary). 

3) Dome flattening. 

-I) Illumination correction using blank sky flats and/or twilight flats. 

5) Removal of fringes and/or scattered light (if necessary). 

6) Cosmic ray removal. 

7) Reorient images from different observing runs, telescopes, or instruments to 

a common orientation, and rescale to a common gain (if necessary). 

8) First-pass coadding of images, using photometric scaling. 

9) Rotate and rescale images from different observing runs or telescopes to 

match the coordinate system of the infrared images. 

10) Calculate appropriate scaling factors for nonphotometric data and 

re-coadd. 



I I )  P h o t o m e t r i c  c a l i b r a t i o n .  

Where necessary, the reduction steps are discussed in detail below. 

3.5.2. Illumination Correction 

Twilight flats were often used to improve the domeflattening. For the Steward 

800x1200 CCD. and occasionally the 2kx2k CCD. it was necessary to also use sky-

flats from disregistered images taken at each position. Even then, some 800x1200 

images showed gradients of up to 5%. The worst of these images were discarded, 

but in the interests of reaching the faintest magnitudes, images flat to only a few 

percent were sometimes used in producing the final coadds. 

3.5.3. Fringe and Scattered Light Removal 

Data taken in r and some i filters showed considerable fringing. Fringe 

images were created by medianing affected frames together and subtracting a 

heavily smoothed background. The fringe image was then scaled and subtracted 

from the affected images, using an iterative procedure until satisfactory results 

were obtained. Bright scattered light was sometimes subtracted from individual 

object-masked images using a similar procedure. Other, fainter scattered light (e.g. 

diffraction spikes from bright stars just off the CCD) was masked out using the 

very useful IR.\F task XR.A.Y.XI.M.A.GES.PLCREATE. 

3.5.4. Photometric Scaling 

.\s with the infrared images, since we wished to coadd images taken at a wide 

range of airmasses, we chose to remove extinction by scaling the individual images 

to zero airmass rather than determining a mean airmass for the final coadded 

image. See §3.7 for a discussion of the photometric calibration and determination 



of the extinction coefficients. 

3.5.5. Coadding Optical Images 

Coaclding dithered images in the optical is somewhat different from in the 

infrared. Unlilce the near-IR images, where the FWHM of stellar images was 2-3 

pi.xels (at a pixel scale of 0.6"/pixel or larger), in the optical images (0.3"/pi-'^^0 the 

FVVHM was often o pixels or more. The optical images also were taken over longer 

time spans, almost always including data from different nights, resulting in greater 

seeing variations between images. No method could be found to reliably coadd 

images with substantial seeing variations and reject cosmic rays without rejecting 

valid pixels in the cores and/or wings of many objects and affecting photometry at 

the ~o% level (McLeod (1994) also experienced this problem). (Such a method is 

possible when two or more images are taken at the same position, e.g. CRREJ in 

STSDAS^. In principle this task could be adopted to cope with images offset from 

one another, since the principles of rejection are essentially the same in both cases.) 

For our optical images, cosmic rays were always removed prior to coadding. 

The best method we found for removing cosmic rays was a slightly modified 

version of the DIMSUM task XZ.A.P (Stanford. Eisenhardt Sz Dickinson 1995). The 

procedure was to subtract off a median-smoothed version of the image, identify 

the peaks on the resultant image as cosmic rays, and replace them on the original 

image with the median of the surrounding pixels. Typically a first pass was made 

in which an object mask was made from the median-smoothed image and any 

^STSD.A.S is distributed by the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is 

operated by the .Association of Universities for Research in .\stronomy. Inc.. for 

the National .Aeronautics and Space -Agency. 
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putative cosmic rays in those object regions were not removed. This prevents the 

erroneous removal of pixels near the cores of bright stars, or clumps of marginally 

brighter pixels in faint extended objects. A second pass was then made without the 

object masking but with a more restrictive cosmic ray detection criterion. Finally, 

visual inspection and editing was done to remove the few obvious cosmic rays 

which survived the automated removal. With essentially all cosmic rays removed 

prior to coadding. the optical images could be coadded with a simple averaging and 

minimal (or no) pixel rejection. 

.Another difference between coadding infrared and optical data arises from the 

variable sky level in the optical. The sky background is higher in the infrared, but 

its variability at is usually not extreme. However, variable night sky emission 

lines are present in the i and c bands, and the presence of the moon or of thin 

cirrus can affect the sky brightness in the optical on a short timescale. a problem 

e.xacerbated by the fewer number of optical images available for coadding. 

For the actual coadded image, this varying background problem can be 

circumvented using additive zero offsets. For the normalization image used to 

normalize the coadded image to constant RMS, the problem is more comple.x. 

Because the sky level (and thus the RMS) varies between individual images, the 

coadded-image RMS no longer scales with the exposure time at each pixel. Thus 

instead of multiplying by the square root of the exposure time to normalize the 

image, it is necessary to multiply by the inverse of the expected RMS for each pixel. 

This normalization map was constructed by creating individual normalization 

images with a constant pixel value equal to the measured image variance, and then 

coadding together these images using a weighted average and offsets identical to 

those used to make the coadded image. 



3.6. Notes on Specific Optical Datasets 

3.6.1. r-band observations of Q1718+481 

Fifteen minutes" r-band exposure on Ql71S-t-4Sl was obtained by B. Jannuzi 

on I T 950702 using the Palomar 4m and COSMIC instrument. The image was 

domeflattened but not twilight flattened, and cosmic rays and saturated stars 

and columns were interpolated over, before rotation and rescaling to match the 

h's image. The zeropoint was found using an observation of spectrophotometric 

standard star HZ 44 and its catalogued Vega-system monochromatic flu.v density 

at ~tioOO .A., the effective wavelength of the r filter. This calibration should be 

good to ±5-10%. 

3.6.2. /?-band observations of Q2230-1-114 

[mages of the Q2230-t-114 field were obtained in Kron-Cousins Rc by C. Liu 

on UT95r222 and UT95r225 using the SO 90" and 800x1200 CCD. Conditions were 

nonphotometric. so an estimated Rc zeropoint was used at first. We converted 

Rc magnitudes to r using a relation derived from both Frei Gunn (1994) and 

Fukugita. Shimasaku Ichikawa (1995) (see §4.5.1): 

r  =  R c + 0 . m  (3.2) 

Due to the nonphotometric conditions, these r magnitudes needed further 

adjustment to bring this field's r—A's color distribution in line with expectations. 

Thus this field cannot be used to study the r—h's color distribution of gala.xies in 

quasar fields, although studies of its A's N(m) relation will be unaffected. 



3.6.3. /-band observations of Ql258-f-404 

Three hours" exposure on Q1258+404 was obtained in the Mould /-band by J. 

Saucedo on UT 970322 and 970325 using the SO 90" and 2kx2k CCD. The images 

were reduced using the standard techniques outlined above, with illumination 

corrections made using separate skyfiats for each night. Photometric calibration 

to Kron-Cousins Ic (actually Cape /: see Sandage 1997) was done assuming 

a standard Ic extinction coefficient of 07^061/airmass and using the following 

standards from Landolt (1992): all stars in the PG1657+078 field and stars #L2. 

590. 614. 618. 724. 733. 1112. 1122. 1124 in SA 98. 

We attempted to estimate the i magnitudes of the Q1258+404 field objects 

from their Ic magnitudes using a relation derived from both Frei .Sj Gunn (1994) 

and Fukugita. Shimasaku & Ichikawa (1995) (see §4.5.1): 

i = Ic + 0.722 + 0.061 X (r - Ic) (3.3) 

I'nfortunately. this produced r — i colors ~0'?^2 bluer than those of objects in the 

Q0S35+5S0 field (our only other field with i data) and objects in Figs. 17b and ISb 

of Xeuschafer Windhorst (1995). The Rc — Ic color distribution estimated from 

our r — Ic colors in the Q1258+404 field is in agreement with various sources in 

the literature, so we suspect our transformation to i is in error. The Ic magnitude 

shows the largest scatter in quoted photometric zeropoints (see §3.8). which might 

explain up to 07^ 12 of the apparent offset. Without photometric observations of 

this field in Gunn i. however, we cannot be sure of the exact transformation from 

Ic to i. so we have left the magnitudes as Ic for now. 
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3.6.4. Control Fields 

The control field positions were selected from the Deep Multicolor Survey 

(Hall et al. 1996) with the sole requirement of having a bright spectroscopically 

confirmed star at their centers. Images were taken not in r but in /?'. a filter very 

similar to standard Kron-Cousins Rc (and calibrated to it) but with less of a red 

tail. VVe converted Rc magnitudes to r using r=/?c+0.322 (§3.6.2). .-V check on 

this conv^ersion was made on the night of UT 970202 by imaging Control Field 

3^1 in both r and R'. Our adopted zeropoint offset between these filters is 0.37 

magnitudes (see Table 3.5 and §3.8). and the instrumental magnitudes for the 

handful of bright objects observed in the control field had an RMS difference of 

S{r — /?)=0.1S±0.09. This total offset of 0.55±0.09 in calibrated magnitudes is 

consistent at the 2.5cr level with the assumed offset of 0^32. 

3.7. Photometric Calibration 

Since observations at both optical and near-IR wavelengths were typically 

made in only a single color, no color terms were used in the photometric solutions 

for each filter. The eciuation used to find the zeropoint and extinction coefficients 

from standard star observations was the same for all filters; 

M = M — CO + CI X A' (3.-I) 

where m and M are the observed (instrumental) and true (calibrated) standard 

star magnitudes respectively, with m=—2.5xlogl0(/) where I is the .\DU/sec 

measured for the standard, CQ is the zeropoint magnitude for 1 .A.DU/sec (note that 

we use a different sign than is conventional). ci is the extinction coefficient, and .V 

is the airmass of the observation. 
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VV'e express the zeropoint as a positive number so that each coadded image I 

with total exposure time T^xp a zeropoint c, written as; 

Ci = CO + 2.0 X loglO(Texp)  (3.5) 

The zeropoint Ci is thus the magnitude of I .-VDU on the coadded image. Thus the 

magnitude of an object on coadded image i can be calculated as: 

niobj = Ci — 2.5 X Iogl0(cotini5) (3.6) 

where the object's counts are measured in .A.DU. For fields where CCD images with 

different gains were obtained, the images were converted to gain=l by multiplying 

by the individual gain values before coadding. The coadded image zeropoint was 

then adjusted by +2.5xlogl0(gain) so that the calibration was appropriate for 

counts measured in electrons (i.e.. gain=l). 

3.7.1. Steward 90" + CCD 

Gunn r (Thuan Sc Gunn 1976). i (Wade et al. 1979). and c band (Schneider. 

Gunn Hoessel 1983) observations with the Steward 800x1200 and 2k.x2k CCDs 

on the 90" were calibrated using standards from Thuan <So Gunn (1976). VV'ade 

et al. (1979). Kent (19S5). Jorgensen (1994), and Schneider (1995. personal 

communication). 

For each observing run which was possibly photometric and had an adecjuate 

number of standards, the photometric zeropoint and extinction coefficient in each 

filter used were determined. No color terms were used. Where conditions were 

nonphotornetric, or sufficient data to determine the extinction coefficients reliably 

were not available, an r-band extinction coefficient of 0.086 magnitude/airmass was 

assumed (Kent 1985). 
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Photometric calibration results are given in Table 3.3. The formal uncertainties 

on our corrections to e.Koatmospheric magnitudes are O^^OoO for r. 0^034 for L and 

0?'03S for r. .Assuming an average airmass of l.o for our observations, the RMS 

scatter in our corrections to e.Koatmospheric magnitudes is 07^052 in r (4 points). 

in i (2 points), and OT'OOS in c (2 points). Thus we consider the uncertainties 

in our photometric calibration to be 0^052 for r. 07^034 for i. and 0^038 for r. 

3.7.2. Steward 61" and 90" -H 256x256 

For k's observations of r < 1 RLQs on the Steward telescopes, photometric 

calibration was performed using observations of L'KIRT faint [R standards (Casali 

Hawarden 1992). Occasionally Elias et al. (1982) standards were also used as 

well, but overall our calibration is to the UKIRT standard system. Since typically 

only a few IR standards were observed on a given night, and since observations 

of most z < i targets were spread over several observing runs, it was decided 

to construct a global photometric solution for the 61" and 90" datasets. .-Mso. 

since possibly photometric data is available for nights both with and without a 

throughput correction, photometric solutions were constructed from calibration 

data both with and without throughput corrections applied. 

The average A's e.xtinction coefficient in the initial 61" and 90" solutions is 

0.12 magnitudes/airmass. a reasonable value. Fixing the Kg e.xtinction coefficient 

at this value, we find Kg zeropoints of —20.019±0.039 and —19.319±0,020 for the 

90" and 61" with throughput correction, and —19.908±0.031 and —19.174±0.024 

without. It is not clear why the dispersion in the 90" zeropoint is larger for the 

solution without throughput correction, since the opposite was expected. Perhaps 

other sources of error (e.g. in the fiatfielding) dominate over misalignment of 

the pupil. In any case, the global extinction coefficient and zeropoint values are 
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consistent within the errors with the values for the individual nights which have 

sufficient photometric data points to allow an adequate solution. 

3.7,3. KPNO 4-meter -t- IRIM 

For ./ and R's observations with IRIM on the KPNO 4-meter, photometric 

calibration was performed using observations of UKIRT faint IR standards (Casali 

<L- Hawarden 1992). Photometry was performed using IRAF PHOT on the standards 

using a range of apertures and a sky annulus from 30-36". The photometry was 

corrected to 30" apertures using growth curves calculated with the IRAF task 

MK.-VPFILE. which implements the procedure outlined in Stetson (1990a). 

Data from all nights in each run were combined to solve for the photometric 

zeropoint and extinction coefficient in each band separately using the IR.A.F package 

PHOTC.A^L. No color terms were used. The results are given in Table 3.3. 

The February 1996 run was the only 4m run where J data was taken. Few 

standards were taken since conditions were variable most of the run. so the 

uncertainties in the calibration are slightly larger than for Kg or H. Our extinction 

0'^090±0?'039 per airmass is consistent with the average value for KPNO of 

O?*!! (Mould, personal communication cited in Manduca Sc Bell 1979). the value 

0"'14/airmass used by Stanford. Eisenhardt & Dickinson (1995) for a KP.NO run 

in 1991. and the range 0^075-0^098 we derive from the Manduca Bell (1979) 

predictions for KPNO. Conservatively assuming an average airmass of 1.5 for our 

observations, the formal la uncertainty on our correction to exoatmospheric ./ 

magnitudes is ±07*076. 

Few h's calibration observations were made during the February 1996 run due 

to the variable conditions and the fact that the three objects observed in R's during 
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that run had been previously observed. Photometric parameters derived from the 

limited calibration data available were found to be consistent with the December 

1994 run. and thus the December 1994 parameters were used for the February 1996 

run as well. 

The Kg zeropoint was found to be 0^071±07^055 brighter during the .July 

199-5 run than the December 1994 run. possibly due to dust accumulation on the 

mirror in the intervening months. The extinction coefficients were also found to 

be different between the December 1994 and .July 1995 runs. Higher e.xtinction in 

the summer is consistent with the findings of Krisciunas et al. (1987) for Mauna 

Kea and the predictions of Manduca & Bell (1979). Both values of the extinction 

are plausible: Stanford. Eisenhardt Dickinson (1995) give 07'09/airmass for l\ 

observations at KPNO. equal to the average measured K extinction coefficient 

for KPNO quoted in Manduca Bell (1979). whose calculations give 0^^053 and 

OT'OGG/airmass for A' at KPNO during typical winter and summer conditions. The 

formal uncertainties on the 1995 Kg zeropoint and extinction coefficient are 50% 

higher than during the 1994 run. but are still <0?'05. 

Thus it is entirely plausible that both our Ks photometric solutions are 

correct. (No objects were observed in both runs, so no external direct check on the 

photometry can be done.) However, we must consider what systematic error we 

have introduced into our calibrated magnitudes if one or both solutions are in error. 

.•\gain conservatively assuming an average airmass of 1.5. the formal uncertainties 

on our corrections to exoatmospheric Ks magnitudes are ±07^044 for 1994 and 

ifcOT^OGS for 1995. The RMS scatter between the two corrections to exoatmospheric 

A's magnitudes is ±07^149. If we assume our extinction coefficients are correct this 

drops to drO'7'050. the RMS scatter between our two A., zeropoints; conversely, if 
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our zeropoints are correct this drops to ±07'099. the RMS scatter between the As 

extinction correction from airmass 1.5 to 0. 

In other words, our standard star observations indicated a difference in both 

the telescope+instrument combination (zeropoint) and atmosphere (e.xtinction 

coefficient) between our 1994 and 1995 4m observing runs. However, in the extreme 

cases where the telescope+instrument, atmosphere, or both were in fact e.xactly 

the same during the 1995 run as the 1994 run. we have introduced systematic 

offsets (and RMS uncertainties) of /v,,( 1994—1995) of 0.071±07'055. 0.140+07*099. 

or 0.211±0V'149. respectively, again assuming a conservative average airmass of 1.5. 

.N'ote that if we had corrected our data to airmass one instead of airmass 

zero (see §3.3.6). the latter two extreme potential systematic offsets and RMS 

uncertainties would have been only 0.047±0?*033 and 0.11S±OTOS3. .-Mso. the 

formal uncertainties on our corrections to exoatmospheric magnitudes would 

have been ±07*033 for 1994 and ±07*047 for 1995. and the RMS scatter between 

the two corrections to exoatmospheric Rs magnitudes would have been ±07*083. In 

retrospect, correcting to airmass one instead of zero is clearly preferable. 

VVe stress that it is the zeropoint plus appropriate extinction uncertainties 

which determine the uncertainties in the calibrated magnitude system, rather than 

just the zeropoint uncertainties commonly quoted in the literature. For a further 

discussion of possible systematic errors in our data, see §4.1.3. 

3.7.4. IRTF + NSFCAM 

For the IRTF observations, three calibration observations of UKIRT standard 

^19 w-ere made, all at airmass 1.2-1.22. Instrumental magnitudes in a 3-pixel 

radius (I'.'S diameter) aperture were measured, along with aperture corrections 
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to a 7-pixel radius (4'.'2 diameter) aperture, yielding —8.380±0.022. A 7-pixel 

radius aperture was the largest aperture in which we could reliably measure a 

magnitude, given the sky noise and the presence of nearby objects in the image. 

With //=13.6-54±0.053 for UKIRT standard #19. the zeropoint was found to be 

22.034±0.057. This is in excellent agreement with the NSFC.A.M manual v-alue of 

—22.06 (Leggett Deanult 1996), thus our relatively small aperture contained 

most of the object's light. The data were corrected to zero airmass using the 

/•/-band e.xtinction value of O.Ool magnitudes/airmass observed for Mauna Kea by 

Krisciunas et al. (1987). .Again assuming an average airmass of I.o. the formal 

errors on our correction to exoatmospheric magnitudes are 0"'060 for H data. 

3.8. Photometric Systems and Parameters 

In this section we tabulate various data related to the filters and photometric 

systems used in this work. For each filter we need to know St,{m=0). the 

equivalent monochromatic exoatmospheric flu.x density (usually given in .Jy) at zero 

magnitude. It is also useful to know the offset A.\B to the .-\.B magnitude system, 

which by definition has 5y(m=0)=3631 .Jy for all filters (Fukugita et al. 1996). 

('nlike the standard UBVR[ photometric system, which originally defined \ega 

(cvLyr) to have m = 0 in all filters, the Thuan-Gunn system calibration is based on 

BD+I7°470S (an F subdwarf) which is defined to have m = 9.5 in all filters in the 

system. 

VVe take 5V(n^=0) and A.A.B for riz and RTIC from Windhorst et al. (1991: 

W91). who did their Rric optical imaging at the Steward 90". and for Rc IT from 

Fukugita. Shimasaku Sz Ichikawa (1995; FSI95). The numerical values are given in 

Table 3.5. For comparison, we also tabulate .A^B offsets from Frei <L' Gunn (1994: 



FG94) and FSI95. and calculate 5'j,(^=0) from Table 9 of FSI95. taking into 

account the different primary calibration stars for riz and /. Note that FSI9.5 refer 

to our filters as Thuan-Gunn r. PFUEI iz. and Cousins R[. The largest differences 

are for Ic- ~3-4% between VV91 and FSI9o. and +12.4% between W9l and FG94. 

In this work we deal with near-IR magnitudes calibrated onto both the UKIRT 

and CIT scales. The values of 5'^(m=0) and A.A.B for JHf\ in both systems 

are reproduced from Table 12.2 of MacKenty et al. (1997) in Table -3.6. For a 

discussion of our conversion between A* and A's magnitudes on the UKIRT system, 

see §4.1.1. It is important to remember that it is not just the magnitude scales of 

the UKIRT and CIT systems which differ, but the filter passbands as well. Thus an 

object can have [\CIT=I'^UKIRT and still have different equivalent monochromatic 

exoatmospheric fluxes in the two systems because the effective wavelengths of the 

filters are different. 

The most recent published calibration of Vega (Cohen et al. 1992) indicates 

that its .]HK flu.xes (in Jy) are not equal to the defined zero magnitude fluxes 

in either the CIT or UKIRT systems. This is not surprising since those systems" 

.SV("J=0) were based on the simplistic assumption that all stars are blackbodies 

at their effective temperatures. However, since the standards that define the CIT 

system were calibrated assuming J=H=K=0 (Frogel et al. 1978: Elias et al. 19S2). 

and the UKIRT K zeropoint is defined as identical to the CIT system for .-VO stars, 

it can be argued that revised calibrations of Vega should be propagated through 

to change the flux zeropoints of the CIT and UKIRT systems. Thus in Table 

3.6 we give the isophotal wavelengths {\iso = f^F,jega{^)S{X)d\/f F,,ega{^)S{X)d\ 

where S{X) is the system sensitivity: Cohen et al. 1992) and the exoatmospheric 

monochromatic flux densities at those wavelengths for Vega as observed in the 



I'KIRT system at Kitt Peak and Mauna Kea. These values are taken from Tables 

I and 2 of Cohen et al. (1992). We adopt the appropriate one of these 5V("^=0) 

values to convert our UKIRT system magnitudes taken at one or the other of these 

sites to exoatmospheric flux densities. 

Lastly, we note that the differences in flux zeropoints between magnitude 

scales given in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. and between other values in the literature not 

listed here, are generally small (<5%. and at most 10-15% in a few extreme cases). 

However, they will introduce errors of this magnitude into SEDs constructed from 

broadband photometry, which will increase the uncertainties and the frequency of 

erroneous results when comparing observed and model SEDs. Other systematic 

errors are very possibly present in our data (e.g. extrapolation to airmass=0 and 

calibration to the UKIRT or CIT scales regardless of zeropoint). but the addition 

of another possible source of error is still undesirable. 



Table 3.5. Optical Filter and Photometric System Parameters 

F.(0"'). AAB. F.(0'") AAB AAB. K j j  AA 

Filter •ly. W91 W91 RA FSI95/CRL85 FG94 (A) (A) 

Rc.R' 2.0 3071 -1-0.182 -hO.L17 6588 1568 

Rr 3105 4-0.176 2.0 3006 -f0.205 -)-0.055^ 6585 1373 
r 4365 -0.194 2.19 4398 -0.208 -0.226 6677 916 
t 4786 -0.294 1.60 4721 -0.285 -0.296 7973 1353 

Ic 2377 -1-0.466 1.3 2446 -fO.429 -t-0.342 8060 1542 

IT 1.3 2324 -t-0.484 -i-0.309^ 8668 1725 

- 4831 -0.304 1.20 4821 -0.308 9133 984 

^Highly uncertain value. 

Note. — FG94 is Frei & Gunn (1994); FSI95 is Fukugita, Shimasaku. Sc Ichikawa (1995): VV'91 is 

Windhorst et al. (1991). We have adopted flv =3 (Mihalas Binney 1981) and have renormalized 

the R\ values for Gunn riz from Rv—'S.Oo (Schneider. Gunn Hoessel 1983). Rx values for other 

filters are taken from Mihalas & Binney (1981). Zero-magnitude fluxes and .\B offsets from various 

sources are listed in columns 2-3 and .5-7. Filter effective wavelengths Xc/f and widths AA are from 

FSI95. 



Table 3.6. Infrared Filter and Photometric System Parameters 

F.(0'"). Jy Adopted AA. 

Filter X'ega'a Ev P Vega<aMK UKIRT CIT AAB RA KP MK ^im 

J 1636.6 1631.0 1600 1670 -^0.865=^ 0.77 1.212 1.215 0.26 

H 1049.5 1049.7 1020 980 + 1.347=^ 0..50 1.6.54 1.654 0.29 
K 653.2 655.0 657 620 -1-1.862=" 0.29 2.182 2.179 0.41 
K, 665±8 -1-1.843=" 0.29 2.160 0.28 

^.-Vdoptod AB offsets are for Mauna Ivea for H and for Kitt Peak for all other filters. 

.Vote. — E.voatmospheric zero-magnitude fluxes are listed in columns 2-3 for L'KIFIT system filters 

at Kitt Peak (KP) and Vlauna Kea (MK) assuming Vega has J=H = f\=0 (Cohen et nl. 199*2). and 

in columns 4-5 for the CIT and UKIRT systems (Macfventy et al. 1997). R\ values for all filters 

are taken from Mihalas &: Binney (1981). Columns 8-9 list isophotal wavelengths from Cohen et al.  

(1992). For IRIM /v,. all quantities listed were calculated by Cohen for this work. 
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3.9. Object Detection, Classification, and Photometry 

Prior to running object detection software on the final coadded images, 

several important steps must be taken to ensure easy production and calibration of 

accurate output catalogs. 

3.9.1. Normalizing and Trimming the Coadded Images 

First, the photometrically calibrated final coadded images of each field in each 

filter are normalized to uniform RMS pixel-to-pixel noise using the e.vposure or 

normalization maps, as appropriate (see §3.3.4 and §3.5.5). For the r>l fields with 

images in multiple filters, the images have already been rotated and resampled 

onto the same coordinate system (see §3.3.9, §3.3.10 and §3.5.1). They are now-

shifted to a common origin. The images are then masked so that only areas with a 

certain minimum e.xposure time (typically 0.25 times the ma.ximum e.xposure time 

in the coadded image) are included in the output trimmed image. For fields with 

images in multiple filters, the images are masked to include only pixels where all 

the images have a minimum exposure time. Pixels outside such regions are set to 

zero. 

For these trimmed images with uniform RMS, the detection significance of 

objects is constant across the image, (i.e., a 3cr detection is a 3cr detection regardless 

of location on the image), but the magnitude scale (i.e. the limiting magnitude) is 

not constant across the image. The edges of the trimmed images were constucted 

from fewer data images than the image centers, but the trimmed image has been 

scaled to a uniform exposure time at all pixels. Thus the edges have higher noise 

and have been multiplied by some factor <I to achieve constant RMS. Therefore 

the magnitudes of objects near the image edges will be erroneously faint. This 
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complication is worth overcoming, as this procedure increases the useful area of 

our coadded images by about a factor of 2 compared to the standard procedure of 

using only the area with maximum exposure, because of the small sizes of the IR 

arrays and CCDs used. Glazebrook et al. (1994) employed a similar technique for 

object detection, although not for photometry. 

Once a catalog of objects is generated, the true magnitudes are computed 

by taking the central pixel of each object, determining the factor by which that 

pi.xel was multiplied to make the normalized image, and correcting the object's 

magnitude to account for this factor. similar procedure is used to calculate the 

area of sky surveyed as a function of limiting magnitude. 

3.9.2. Summing Images in Different Filters 

We are interested in galaxies detected in even just a single filter and wish to 

study such gala.xies" properties consistently (i.e. within the same aperture) in all 

filters. In particular, we are interested in objects in the c>I c[uasar fields detected 

only in the near-lR. Thus we created a summed r+/v's image (or r+./+/\', where 

good J data was available) in each field on which to run the object detection 

software. To give each filter's image equal weight at the faintest magnitudes, all 

the input images were normalized to the same RMS before summing. 

It is possible that an object detected just at the detection limit in one filter 

could fall below the detection limit in the summed image, since the summing would 

effectively just be adding noise to such a galaxy. We used the FOC.A.S task CLEAN 

to replace the isophotal area of all catalogued objects in the individual filter images 

with random sky values, and then inspected the images visually. Typically only 

one or two faint (<ocr) blue gala.xy candidates were overlooked in each field. The 
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candidates were often smaller than the minimum area or were classified as "noise." 

and the number of such candidates was consistent with the number of noise spikes 

seen by displaying the negative side of the sky histogram. (The sole exception was 

Q1328+254. for which the A's image was very shallow: in that field detection was 

done on the r image only.) 

VV'e chose not to smooth the images to the same PSF before summing 

and determing isophotes for photometry, despite its attractiveness for matching 

isophotes in different filters and reducing noise to assist in faint object detection. 

Tests of smoothing using IR.^F IM.\(I.\TCH.PSFM.\TCH and FOC--\S showed that 

there was a systematic shift in the magnitudes of objects after smoothing, such 

that the objects were apparently fainter in the smoothed image. The shift was 

magnitude-dependent: fainter objects had a larger magnitude offset. This is 

understandable since smoothing will reduce noise, and at the faintest levels objects 

are difficult to distinguish from noise. It might be possible to avoid this bias 

for e.g. >o(T objects by using a smaller convolution kernel than the lo.xlo pixel 

(~4.o".x4..5") box we used, or by simply matching the FWHM of different images 

instead of the complete PSF shape as we attempted. Nonetheless, we urge caution 

when smoothing data intended for use in studying faint objects. 

3.9.3. Object Detection 

Object detection, classification, and photometry was performed with FOC.\S 

(V'aldes 19S2a; Valdes 1982b). We used the built-in smoothing filter and required 

all detected pixels (in the smoothed image) to be at least 2.5 times the iterative 

image RMS above sky. We required initial detections to have a minimum area 

of 21 pixels (1.9 arcsec^), although during the splitting phase a reduced criterion 

of 10 pixels was used to better separate overlapping objects. These values are 
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appropriate for our typical seeing conditions. 

These criteria were fine for fields with IR data from the Dec. 1994 and Feb. 

1996 runs, but not always for July 1995 IR data which had higher backgrounds, 

extensive striping (see §3.3.8). and often poorer seeing. For fields where the 

2.o(Tsi.y limit resulted in too many spurious detections, we retroactively excluded 

objects less than 'icisky above sky. These fields were: Q0003—003. Q0149+"21S. 

Q1430-0046. Q1556+330. Q2044-168. Q2230+114. and control field #3. The 

destriping procedure, as well as subpi.xel resampling and shifting, can introduce 

pixel-to-pi.xel correlations in the noise, resulting in spurious peaks which FOC.AS 

can mistake for objects. For a handful of fields with this problem or with poor 

seeing. FOC.A^S was rerun with a larger mininum area as follows: control field #3. 

23 pixels: Q0S0S+2S9, 28 pi.xels: Q0S31-1-101. 31 pi.xels; Qr2o8+404. 31 pixels; 

Q1437+624. 41 pixels: Q1606+106 46 pi.xels; Q1739+522. 31 pi.xels: Q2144+092. 

37 pixels. The above adjustments to the detection criteria were carefully chosen to 

ensure that they eliminated no real objects down to our ocr detection limits, and a 

negligible number to our 3cr limits. 

3.9.4. Object Classification and Star/Galaxy Separation 

To isolate the galaxies in our fields from noise and stars as best as possible, 

we broke object classification down into several steps. We believe our approach 

is nearly optimal for individual object classification and is robust down to 

/\'s = 16.5-18.5 depending on the field. However, we can also correct statistically for 

the expected star counts fainter than these limits, as detailed in §3.10. 

First, a PSF template was created automatically by FOC.A.S for each field and 

used to classify objects as star, gala.xy. diffuse, noise, "fuzzy star", and "long". The 
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object isophotes were overlaid on the summed images and any obvious classification 

errors were corrected interactively (e.g. residual cosmic rays not classified as noise). 

Objects classified "noise" and "long" were then removed from the catalog, 

leaving a catalog with objects classified as either unresolved (star or fuzzy star) or 

resolved (galaxy or diffuse). However, star-galaxy separation is only worthwhile 

down to a certain magnitude, below which the S/N is too low for accurate 

classification. To discriminate stars from galaxies we use the resolution parameter 

R of Bernstein et al. (1994). defined as R=mc—mt. Here is the FOC.A.S "core" 

magnitude, the highest flux found in any contiguous 3.v3 pixel area within the 

object, and rrit is the FOC.A.S total magnitude (see §3.9.5). For classification we 

measure both values in the summed image of each field and thus they do not 

represent real magnitudes in any one filter. 

We show a plot of R vs. in one field in Figure 3.5, with objects classified 

as stars by FOC.AS shown as crosses and all other objects as points. Stars form 

a locus of small R at bright magnitudes which runs into the gala.xy locus at some 

magnitude which depends on the seeing and pixel scale. We classify as stars objects 

brighter than this magnitude which have an R value below an upper limit defined 

such that all objects in the bright star sec{uence are still classified as stellar. In the 

figure this region is marked with the solid lines. Objects outside this region are all 

classified as galaxies, although the original classifications are kept for reference. 

Lastly, seven fields (noted in Table 3.7) had useful WFPC2 snapshots available 

from the HST archive. For these fields we changed the R parameter classifications 

where necessary to match classifications determined by eye from the VV'FPC'2 

images. Such changes should have negligible effects on star or gala.xy counts. 
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3.9.5. Object Photometry 

The isophotes from the summed-image FOCAS catalog for each field were 

used to create catalogs for each individual filter, including those filters not used 

to make the summed image. Thus each object is measured within the same area 

in all filters. .-Mthough the PSFs are not identical between the images. FOC.A.S 

total magnitudes (see next paragraph) are not expected to be affected by the small 

differences in PSFs between the summed and individual images. VVe have verified 

this by running FOC.-\S directly on the individual images and comparing total 

magnitudes to the summed-image catalog. Images not used to make the summed 

image typically had worse seeing than those which were. Nonetheless, we still 

used the summed-image FOC.A.S total magnitude isophotes for these images. The 

same tests as above showed scatter consistent with photometric errors alone and 

no systematic errors in these cases as well, except for the ./-band observations 

of Q2345-I-061 {'2f!6S seeing) for which we adopt aperture corrections of —0?'45 

for total magnitudes and —0^7 for isophotal magnitudes. These adjustments are 

rather large, leading us to suspect our zeropoint may be in error: nonetheless, they 

bring the Q234o-f061 field J-f\s diagram into good agreement with our other fields 

with J data. The J band number counts in this field also show good agreement 

with the others at ./<21.5. 

For our magnitudes we used FOCAS total magnitudes, which have been shown 

to be unbiased estimates of the true magnitudes of unresolved and Gaussian-profile 

objects (Koo. Ellis VV'indhorst 1989: Bernstein et al. 1994: McLeod 1994: 

Neuschaefer <5^: Windhorst 1995: but see Saracco et al. 1997). FOC-AS total 

magnitudes are derived by growing each object's original detection isophote until 

it doubles in size and then measuring the flu.x above the local sky in this aperture. 
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We make minor corrections to the FOCAS total magnitudes in only two 

situations. First, for 10-15% of all objects detected by FOC.A.S using our criteria 

(including objects with >3cr errors in all filters), the total magnitudes are fainter 

than the isophotal magnitudes, which is unphysical. This error occurs mostly 

for unresolved objects with small isophotal areas, and thus seems to be due to 

sky fluctuations. For these objects we replace the total counts with the isophotal 

counts before measuring magnitudes. 

Our second correction is for split objects, whose total magnitudes are derived 

by apportioning the original object's total counts among the split objects according 

to their isophotal areas. For faint objects this is a reasonable appro.ximation. but 

it does not take surface brightnesses into account. Thus a bright star and a low 

surface brightness gala.xy with equal isophotal area^ will have erroneous magnitudes 

(too low and too high, respectively) if they were originally detected as one object 

and later split by FOC.AS. .A.lso. the detection isophote can be rather bright for 

objects very close together which were barely split by FOC.AS. leaving considerable 

flux outside it to be apportioned with the same problems as above. These problems 

occur for ^5% of all objects detected by FOCAS. again including objects with >3(T 

errors in all filters. 

To better estimate the total magnitudes of split objects, we e.xamine the 

difference between their total and isophotal magnitudes on the summed image. 

nit and m,. .A.s seen in Figure 3.4, objects which were never split have low values 

of {trii — mt)/at where at is the uncertainty of the total magnitude rrit (see next 

paragraph). However, at bright magnitudes the uncertainties from photon statistics 

are c[uite small, and so this quantity is sensitive to erroneous estimates of rrit. 

Thus we empirically identified objects with {mi — mt)/at>lO and (m, —r7?^)>0?'3 as 
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objects whose rtit values are affected by splitting. For these objects we replaced the 

total counts Ct with c<=c, + l.oxl](. where c, is the isophotal counts (in .\Dl') and 

is the uncertainty of the FOC.A.S total magnitude, in .\DU (see next paragraph). 

.\s seen in Figure 3.4. this appro.Kimates the average "aperture correction" of 

~l.ocr( between Ct and Ci for objects which were never split more accurately than a 

fixed value would (compare Figure 3.4a and b). 

-After these corrections to the FOC.A.S total counts were made, total 

magnitudes were calculated from them. FOCAS does not provide error estimates, 

so we calculated the error on the object counts and the magnitude error cTi as 

follows: 

S, = (^7 X Q + (5r X cTsky? X At)"- (3.7) 

(Tt = 1.0So7 X Ilf/(5r X ct) (3.S) 

where g is the gain. .4f the area of the FOCAS total magnitude aperture, ct the 

total counts within that aperture, and the RMS noise of the image. (This 

calculation requires that the RMS noise be constant across the image.) The 

pixel-to-pi.xel RMS noise on the original image was used for images which had been 

destriped. 

The average 3a limiting magnitude was estimated for each filter from 

the magnitude-error graph before correction for RMS normalization (§3.9.1). 

Magnitudes fainter than this limit were set to the limiting value and magnitude 

errors larger than 3a" were set to 0.333. The true normalization-corrected 

magnitudes were then computed by taking the central pixel of each object, 

determining the factor by which that pixel was multiplied to make the normalized 

image, and adjusting the object magnitude (or 3cr limit) appropriately. Thus an 

object near the field edge with a 3<T upper limit has the magnitude limit adjusted 
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to the appropriate (brighter) value for the lower exposure time at its position. 

This assumes that the exposure time does not vary dramatically over the size of 

typical object, which is true as long as the trimmed image does not include the 

very edges of the coadded image. 
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Table 3.7. E.xtinction. .Magnitude Limits, and Seeing in Observed Fields 

Cxal. oa band r band Other filters .\rea. 

Field Ext. A'j lim 3<r lim seeing 3«r lim seeing 3(7 lim. seeing arcmin* 

V
 o
 

o
 1 

o
 

o
 

o
 
a
 0.0132 20.0^ 20.823 1.51 25.285 1.67 6.894 

Q0017+154'' 0.0253 20.962 21.512 1.09 25.890 1.57 7.684 
Q0033+098 0.0472 21.006 21.556 1.51 25.363 1.39 5.480 
QO149+218 0.0612 19.724=' 20.307 1.21 25.760 1.66 7.261 
Q0232-042 0.0053 19.5 21.470 1.25 25.540 1.72 7.-598 
Q0256-00.5 0.0712 20.906 21.456 1.21 24.450 1.39 5.680 
Q0352+123 0.1892 19.0 20.344 1.45 24.985 1.51 6.413 
Q0736-063 0.27'' 21.205 1.12 24.177 1.39 5.493 
Q0808+289 0.0322 •20.906'^ 21.456 1.51 25.330 1.55 6.835 
Q0831 + 101 0.0333 21.513-^ 22.063 1.24 25.501 1.18 6.815 
Q0835+.580'^ 0.0522 21.241 21.791 1 .21 25.838 1.28 //:20.896.1.27 8.527 

.7:23.689.1.37 
r:24.990.1.64 
/::24.928.1.18 

Q0926+117 0.0153 20.689 21.239 1.45 25.447 1.12 0 .568 
Q0952+179 0.0203 21.230 21.780 1.60 25.622 1.21 .7:23.807.1.39 8.613 
Q1018+348 0.0000 20.359 20.909 1.48 25.705 1.27 7.605 
Q1126+101 0.0263 20.788 21.338 1.15 25.877 1.36 77:20.939.1.12 8.585 

J:23.226.1.4G 
r:25.009.1.87 

Qr2l8+339'' 0.0002 20.677 21.227 1.42 25.529 1.21 7.936 
Q1221+113 0.0072 20.864 21.414 1.22 25.599 1.33 7.157 
Q1258+404^ 0.0000 21.613^^ 22.163 1.45 25.818 1.15 .7:23.479.1.66 9.199 

/:23.923.1..54 
Q1328+254^ 0.0062 19.0 20.099 2.20 25.844 1.36 6.69-5 
Q1416+067"^ 0.0072 20.691 21.241 1.30 25.812 1.45 7.071 
Q1430-0046 0.0233 19.229=^ 19.785 1.66 25.224 1.51 7.028 

Q1437+624 0.0012 18.5^ 20.245 1.30 25.318 1.33 7.673 

Q1508—055 0.0542 1.91 
Q1556+335 0.0183 20.169^ 20.719 1.25 25.593 1.18 7.174 
Q1606+106 0.0432 20.0<^ 20.753 1.43 25.420 2.23 5.543 

Q1718+48I 0.0213 20.0 20.530 1.45 23.925 1.75 7.446 
Q1739+522 0.0333 19.0^ 20.704 1.27 25.776 1.24 6.258 
Q2044-168 0.0492 20.148^ 20.698 1.21 25.408 1.69 5.502 
Q2144+092 0.0542 18.0^ 21.138 1.78 25.098 1.69 7.593 
Q2149+212 0.0822 20.639 21.189 1.54 25.558 1.27 6.G90 
Q2230+114 0.0422 20.168=^ 20.749 1.63 25.327 1.66 7.316 
Q2325+293 0.0702 20.164 20.742 1.39 25.424 1.28 6.012 
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Table .3.7—Continued 

Gal. OO" band r band Other filters .-Vrea. 

Field E.xt. K, lim 3cr lim seeing 3cr lim seeing 3<7 lim. seeing arcmin" 

Q234.5+061 0.0653 21.169 21.719 1.58 25.111 1.42 .7:23.072.2.68 9.347 
CtrlFldl 0.0273 20.525 21.075 1.12 24.738 1.05 9.435 
CtrlFld3 0.0192 20.726 21.276 1.60 24.743 1.05 9.343 

•^3cr,^.y limit above sky used instead of 2.5(Tjfcy (see §;}.9.3). 

''.-Vssumed value. 

'"Minimum detection area larger than 1.9 arcsec- used (see §3.9.3). 

''//.ST archival VVFPC2 data of useful depth available (see §3.9.4). 

.Vote. — Galactic e.xtinction "Gal. E.\;t." is E { B — V ) .  ocr K ,  limit magnitudes with only three 

significant digits are fields where, for various regions, detections are not reliable down to the nominal 

o(T limits, but only to the values listed (see §3.9.3). Seeing measurements are in arcseconds. .-Vrea 

given is the overlapping area between r and K, images, as well as J for all fields with ./ data except 

Q234.5+061. 
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3.9.6. Galactic Extinction 

We take the color excess E [ B — V )  from Burstein & Heiles (197S. 1982) and 

R\ from Mihalas &: Binney (1981). VVe correct the limiting magnitudes and all 

objects' magnitudes for Galactic e.xtinction A\ = R\X E{B — V) in each filter. This 

will distort the colors of the stellar locus to slightly bluer than their true colors. 

Our adopted values of R\ are given in §3.8 and the E[B—V) values for each field 

in Table 3.7. along with the 3cr magnitude limits for each filter in each field. VVe 

have adopted /?v=3 (Mihalas & Binney 1981) and have renormalized the Rs values 

for Gunn riz from /?v'=3.05 (Schneider. Gunn Hoessel 1983). R\ values for 

other filters are taken from Mihalcis &: Binney (1981). In addition to reducing the 

observed galaxy brightnesses. Galactic e.xtinction can also cause incompleteness 

by preferentially lowering low surface brightness (larger) gala.xies below a given 

isophotal threshold. No correction was made for this effect, but Gaidos (1997) 

shows that it should be a negligible effect e.xcept for our two fields with the 

h i g h e s t  e x t i n c t i o n s .  Q 0 3 o 2 + r 2 3  ( £ " ( 5  — V  ) = 0 . 1 9 )  a n d  Q 0 7 3 6 — 0 6 3  { E { B — V ) = Q . ' 1 ~  

assumed). 

3.9.7. Construction of OverEdl Catalogs 

For each field, the individual filter catalogs were used to construct a catalog of 

objects with a >3cr detection within the FOC.A.S total magnitude aperture in either 

the r. Kg. or (when available) J filters. VVe require detection in only one filter since 

we are particularly interested in very red objects, and since we expect many faint 

blue galaxies to be detectable only in our r images. This is the faintest feasible 

catalog limit, since unresolved objects at the 3<T limit have only a ~oO% chance 

of detection (Harris 1990). VVe use our "3<T catalog" to compare N(m) counts 

with the literature. However, for reliable comparative studies of gala.\y colors and 
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Figure 3.4 a) Aperture correction mi—rrit between total and isophotal FOCAS 
nnagnitudes plotted against FOCAS total magnitude rrit for all objects in the r 
image of the QO835+0SO field, b) Error-normalized aperture correction — 
plotted against rrit. Lower limits indicate objects with values off the graph. Objects 
never split by FOC.A.S are shown as filled boxes, and open boxes are objects split by 
FOC.-\S. Objects above the lines in both diagrams are considered to have erroneous 
TTit. as are objects with m, —mt<0. 
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Figure 3.5 Resolution parameter R=m.c—mt is plotted against FOC.A.S total 
magnitude rrit for all objects in the summed image of the Q0S3o-l-o80 field Objects 
classified as stars by FOCAS are shown as crosses and all other objects as points. 
Objects below and to the left of the lines are classified as stellar. 
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counts between our different fields, a catalog of objects with only one required 

3(7 detection was found to include too many spurious objects. For example, split 

objects with isophotal sizes smaller than the seeing disk could be found in the .Jo-

catalog. but almost never in the ocr catalog. Spurious objects are e.xpected to be 

a greater problem in a catalog constructed from the union of catalogs in multiple 

filters, since a spurious object in any filter becomes part of the catalog whereas 

most real objects are common to ail catalogs. In addition, the errors on the colors 

become very large for objects below ocr. Thus for most of our science we used a "ocr 

catalog." consisting of ail objects in the 3cr catalog brighter than the average ocr 

f\s limit in each field. This catalog is essentially magnitude limited; the detection 

significance of an object of given magnitude may vary across each field, but as long 

as the e.xposure time at the edges is >36% of the maximum, the average ocr A.'^ 

magnitude limit %vill be greater than the 'icr detection limit across the entire field. 

Before making use of our galaxy catalogs to compare counts in these ciuasar 

fields to blank field counts from the literature, to study the color distribution 

of galaxies in the fields, and to study the clustering of galaxies in the fields, we 

must understand the reliability of the catalogs and be able to answer the following 

questions: 

1) .-^re our magnitudes and colors correct and on a system directly comparable 

to published data? 

2) How many spurious objects are contained in the catalogs? 

3) How many real gala.xies do we miss, as a function of magnitude? 

1) .\s mentioned in §3.9.5, FOC.A.S total magnitudes have been shown to be 

robust estimators of the true magnitudes of most types of faint galaxies, with the 

e.xception of large, low surface brightness objects near the detection limit. Thus we 
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expect only random magnitude errors to affect our magnitude measurements, but 

see §4.1.1 for a discussion of possible systematic errors in photometric calibration 

in our work and the literature. 

2) We interactively removed obviously spurious objects in the halos and 

diffraction spikes of bright stars, and objects which obviously e.xtended beyond 

the masked minimum-exposure-time region of the summed image. Our cosmic-ray 

removal procedure removes almost all bright cosmic rays, with the rest removed 

interactively. Fainter cosmic rays may make some objects spuriously bright, but 

the cosmic ray rate and our flux threshold for identifying cosmic rays are both low 

enough that this should be a neglible effect. Misclassified stars will contaminate 

the galaxy catalog below our star-galaxy classification limit. The contamination 

from stars is relatively small at faint magnitudes and high Galactic latitude, but 

our fields are scattered over a wide range of Galactic latitude and longitude (see 

Tables 2.4 and 2.7) and so stellar contamination cannot be ignored. We address 

the statistical subtraction of faint star counts from our fields in §3.10. 

We make no correction for truly spurious objects in our ocr catalogs. 

Simulations (.N'euschaefer. Windhorst Dressier 1991) and observations (Smail 

ef al. 199o: Hogg ef al. 1997) by other researchers have shown that contamination 

by spurious objects in single-filter data is ;^5% at the 3cr magnitude limit for 

the default FOC.A.S 2.ocr surface brightness detection threshold, decreasing to 

essentially zero at the 5<T limiting magnitude.. In addition to these low probabilities 

for detecting spurious objects, we reject objects classified as "noise" or "long" by 

FOC.-\S. Thus we expect that essentially no >5cr objects are truly spurious, and 

that at most ^10% of objects in our 3cr catalog with magnitudes less than the ocr 

limit are spurious (^15% for the four fields with J data). Of course, some objects 
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in the oa catalog will be objects with true magnitudes fainter than the ocr h'mit 

which appear brighter due to random photometric errors (cf. discussion of the 

completeness matrix below). We have not performed the artificial data simulations 

or negative "noise object" searches (Hogg et al. 1997) needed to correct our counts 

for spurious objects, since this is only a ^10% effect which affects only counts 

below the <5cr limit. 

• i )  Galaxies can be overlooked due to magnitude errors scattering them below 

our detection limits, due to crowding, and due to misclassification as noise or 

"long" objects by FOC.AS or as bright stars by the R parameter. Misclassification 

is unlikely to exclude a significant number of galaxies (see §3.9.2). Thus when 

we discuss the completeness of our gala.xy catalogs we refer to only the effects of 

c r o w d i n g  a n d  m a g n i t u d e  e r r o r s .  W e  n o t e ,  h o w e v e r ,  t h a t  t h e  a v a i l a b i l i t y  o f  H S T  

WFPC2 snapshot imaging for several of our fields shows that some objects which 

are "obviously" single at the resolution of our ground-based images are actually 

multiple objects, which is an unavoidable complication for our data. 

The most sophisticated way to calculate the completeness is to calculate the 

completeness matrix Cij (Stetson 1990b: Moustakas et al. 1997: Hogg et al. 1997). 

which gives the probabilities Pij that a gala.xy of true magnitude m, is detected with 

magnitude rrij. While this is still possible with our image normalization procedure, 

it is rather complicated. We opt instead to calculate just the completeness as a 

function of magnitude C(m), accounting for the variation in limiting magnitude 

across the image as follows. 

.\t magnitudes well above our limiting magnitudes we assume that the 

completeness C(m) is affected only by crowding: 

C(m) = J (-5.9) 
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where .4(< m) is the area on the sky covered by objects with magnitudes brighter 

than m. This conservatively assumes that a simulated object added to the images 

would not be split by FOCAS if it overlapped an existing object. However, at 

fainter magnitudes where it is possible that objects have been missed due to 

noise fluctuations, we must account for the variation in limiting magnitude across 

the image. We assume that completeness is a function of signal-to-noise only, 

ignoring its dependence on surface brightness. In each filter, we calculate the 

fraction / of simulated objects recovered by FOC.\S as a function of counts in the 

normalized image, or equivalently as a function of mnorm=z-P-—2.oxloglO(counts). 

the magnitude measured on the normalized constant-RMS image. (The technical 

details of this procedure are given in the following paragraph.) We want to convert 

this to the recovery fraction C(mreai) as a function of rUreai- the real magnitude 

of an object after the normalization correction. We know the area .4(Am) of the 

image as a function of Am=mreai — ^norm- Thus we calculate C{mreai) by summing 

over the fractional area at each Am multiplied by the fraction / of recovered 

simulated objects with a magnitude on the normalized image corresponding to that 

real magnitude: 

We also accounted for galactic e.xtinction .4.\ in each filter of each field so that 

the final completeness values C{mfinai)=C{mreai — -"^A) were for identical values of 

final in each field. 

The exact procedure followed in adding simulated objects to the images of 

each field was as follows. We took the normalized images from all filters which went 

into the summed image. We used FOC.A.S CLE.A.N to remove from the normalized 

images objects with fewer total counts in the A', filter than an object below 

the -^cr limit in the summed image. (This step was of course repeated for brighter 

.4( Am) 
(3.10) 
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counts bins spaced every O.o in magnitude.) We then added unresolved objects 30 

at a time to the cleaned images in each filter simultaneously, using the PSF of each 

image, a base color of r — /v's=4 and J — /v's = 1.5 for the objects, and a random 

magnitude offset within the magnitude bin in each filter. (Thus the range of colors 

simulated is ±0^5 around the base values.) VVe summed these altered images and 

reran FOCAS. Simulated objects should thus be recovered unless they merged 

with an object brighter than themselves in A's and were not split by FOC.AS. 

(Strictly speaking, this step should be repeated for each filter, each time removing 

objects brighter than the simulated objects in that filter.) This procedure yields 

the completeness in all filters simultaneously, albeit in different magnitude bins 

given by the average galaxy colors used. We repeated this procedure 34 times in 

each counts bin. each time including different randomly generated Poisson noise 

appropriate to the object's counts and the image gain. We repeated the entire 

procedure for each field, taking into account each field's galactic extinction. The 

results are shown in Figure 3.6. Completenesses are given for m — m:ia to enable 

direct comparison of fields of different limiting magnitudes. .A.11 three filters (r./A'^) 

show the expected decline from >90% completeness at bright magnitudes to ~o09c 

at the 3cr limiting magnitude and <20% one magnitude fainter than the 3cr limit. 

The few fields which deviate strongly from this relation are e.xcluded from the 

computation of number-magnitude counts. Unusually low completeness is typically 

due to poor seeing. Unusually high completeness can be due to good seeing or 

to the destriping process used on some fields (see §3.3.8). The 50% completeness 

magnitudes have a range of iO^o around the average 3cr limiting magnitude, or 

equivalently the completeness at the 3cr limiting magnitude has a range of ±30%. 

We use these completeness fractions to correct our observed counts. Using 

point sources to determine completeness correction provides only a lower limit to 
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Figure 3.6 Completeness vs. magnitude relative to 3cr limiting magnitude, a) r-band 
completeness, b) A'^-band completeness, c) ./-band completeness for the four fields 
where detection was done on r -t- J + Ks images. Dashed lines indicate fields not 
used in calculating number-magnitude counts. 
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the true counts of finite-sized galaxies (McLeod et  a l .  1995). Any population of 

relatively large faint galaxies is difficult to detect with seeing-limited ground-based 

data (Driver et nl. 1994). but small average sizes are found for galaxies at the 

magnitudes we reach by deep ground-based imaging (Tyson 1988) and by flST (Im 

et al. 1995: Roche et al. 1997). Thus a point source is not a bad approximation for 

the shape of faint galaxies given the ~1.5" seeing of our data. Nonetheless, using 

a completeness function for objects of a single size will bias the results near the 

detection limit. 

3.10. Number-Magnitude Relations and Statistical Stellar 

Contamination Corrections 

.•\n obvious first step for comparing our data to previous work is to compare 

the number of galaxies as a function of magnitude. Since our fields are located over 

a wide range of Galactic latitude and longitude, a correction for contamination 

by stars will be necessary. Since the K, band is the most important for detection 

of gala.xies at the quasar redshifts. stellar contamination correction at A", will be 

considered here. 

In using our catalogs to construct gala.xy number vs. magnitude relations, we 

acknowledge the bias produced by not using a uniform surface brightness threshold 

on all fields (Yoshii <L' Peterson 1995). VVe did not use this approach due to the 

varying depth of the fields and our desire to catalog objects as faint as possible 

in each individual field. Since lower surface brightness galaxies will be detectable 

at a given magnitude in the deeper fields, our varying surface brightness limits 

have likely introduced an additional small variation into the counts. Thus our 

survey, like others, is insensitive to any potentially large population of low surface 
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brightness galaxies (LSBGs). The LSBG population may be numerous at low 

reclshift (Sprayberry et al. 1997. Dalcanton et al. 1997), but at intermediate to high 

redshift the ultradeep imaging of Tyson (I9SS) shows that LSBGs are rare even at 

very low surface brightness thresholds. 

Other sources of uncertainty in number-magnitude counts besides surface 

brightness threshold effects include: confusion of one or more objects as a single 

object, splitting of a single object into several spurious components, incompleteness 

in the galaxy catalog, inclusion of spurious objects in the gala.xy catalog, errors in 

the measured galaxy magnitudes, misclassification of stars as gala.xies (and vice 

versa), field-to-field variations due to clustering, and Poisson noise due to the finite 

number of galaxies detected. .A-S discusssed in the previous section, the first three 

effects should be well accounted for by our completeness corrections. VVe make no 

correction for spurious objects but we expect their contribution to be small (Hogg 

ct nl. 1997). Magnitude errors are best accounted for by the completeness matrix 

which we have not calculated, but the simple C(m) approach is acceptable. Poisson 

noise and field-to-field clustering variations are unavoidable but their e.xpected 

strengths can be computed (see §3.10.1). 

The misclassification of stars as galaxies at faint magnitudes can be corrected 

statistically if the observed stellar counts at bright magnitudes can be e.xtrapolated 

to fainter magnitudes using a model of the Gala.xy. The Bahcall Soneira (19S0) 

Galactic model for B and V has no published extensions to other wavelengths, 

although an estimate of the stellar luminosity function in K has been made 

using that model (Mamon & Soneira 19S2). Building on the work of VVainscoat 

et al. (1992). Cohen (1993, 1994. 1995) has developed a Galactic model spanning 

wavelengths from 0.14-35 f.im to which we have compared our f\s data. Cohen 



Saracco (1997) and Minezaki et  a l .  (L997) apply the same model to their 

field surveys (cf. Minezaki et al. 1998). This model, dubbed SKY. includes 

contributions from the disk, bulge, halo, spiral arms, local spurs, Gould's Belt, and 

molecular ring of the Galaxy. 

We determined the A'^ magnitude h'ciassiim brighter than which stars were 

robustly separated from galaxies by plotting R vs. k's for each field. (Blue stars 

can be identified to fainter than Kdassiim by using information in the r images, 

but at A's<A'c/ass/jm a-11 stars should have been identified, regardless of color.) We 

binned in 0?'5 wide bins the counts of all objects in our fields, of stars only, and of 

galaxies only. The stellar N(m) at I\s<f^ciassiim matched the predictions from SKV 

to within the observational errors in all fields except Q0736—063. The predictions 

were too high for this field, and we exclude it from the following analyses. To 

obtain the final N(m) for each field, for each magnitude bin with A's<Ac/ass/tm 

we subtracted the observed stellar counts from the counts of all objects. For 

f\s> f"^cittssiim \ve conservatively subtracted the larger of the observed stellar counts 

in that bin or the counts as predicted by SKV. The Icr errors for each magnitude 

bin were calculated using the number of all original objects in the bin. star or 

gala.xy, and the tables in Gehrels (1986), since for small n. underestimates the 

true uncertainty. These errors were divided by the completeness in the bin and 

scaled to the number of galaxies per magnitude per square degree. VVe added these 

errors in ciuadrature when combining bins, which is conservative since it slightly 

overestimates the true error (Gehrels 1986). 

VVe consider briefly the Q0736—063 field. The Galactic extinction 

E{B—V)=Q:2~ for this field is only an estimate, but this cannot explain the 

discrepancy. To bring the observed N(m) in line with predictions would require 
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our R's magnitudes to be at least 0?'5 too faint, or E{ B—\ ' )>i .So.  The r—fx .,  vs. 

A's diagram for this field is if anything biased toward a bluer color distribution 

than average,  suggest ing an  overes t imated ra ther  than underes t imated E( B — \  ) .  

and unequivocally rules out £'()5—Thus in this field the predicted 

stellar N(m) was scaled to the observed stellar N(m) at A's<A,-/<iss/:m = 16.5 before 

subtraction from the the galaxy N(m). The scaling factor was 0.54o. or —0.263 

in the log. The SKY counts are estimated to be uncertain by ~0.16 in the log 

(Minezaki et al. 1998. Fig. 2). The resulting galaxy counts are consistent with 

those of McLeod et al. (1995). but we do not consider this field in the following 

analyses since its E{B — V) is only an estimate. 

Figure 3.7 shows the N(m) relations for all our individual fields before and 

after correction for stellar contamination as detailed above. The striking feature of 

the graph is the large field-to-field scatter at a given magnitude. Post-correction 

fields are not plotted beyond the 50% completeness magnitude, explaining the 

apparently reduced scatter in those fields at /v's>19. The stellar contamination 

correction, which noticeably reduces the counts at /vs<lS.5. only slightly reduces 

the field-to-field scatter. The field-to-field scatter spans a factor of ~0.4 in the log 

at /v's=20-21: i.e. the highest measured surface density per bin is ~2.5 times the 

lowest. .\s we show in §3.10.1 below, this scatter is consistent with expectations for 

the angular clustering of faint /v'-selected galaxy samples, which is higher than for 

faint optically-selected galaxies. 

To determine the average A'^ N(m) over multiple fields, the stellar 

contamination corrected galaxy counts in the desired fields were coadded at each 

magnitude, weighting by the area of each contributing field. The Q0736—063 field 

was excluded due to the uncertain E{B—V) in that field, and the Q1508—055 
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A Before Stellar Contamination Correction 
a After Stellar Contamination Correction 

lOOOO 

K, 

Figure 3.7 The A'^ N(m) relation for all 31 good fields with |6|>20° is shown before 
(triangles) and after (squares) stellar contamination correction, offset for clarity. Icr 
Poisson errors are shown for all points. Post-correction fields are only plotted down 
to the 50% completeness magnitude. 
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field due to its shallowness and lack of an r  image. Magnitude bins with <50% 

completeness were e.xcluded. The average N(m) for all 31 good RLQ fields with 

16|>20° is shown in Figure 3.8 (solid squares + solid line), along with counts from 

the literature (open or half-filled symbols). 

Our counts lie within the range found in the literature. At 16</vs<19. our 

N(m) agrees quite well with the Hawaii surveys (Gardner. Cowie k: VV'ainscoat 

1993; Cowie et al. 1994) and the survey of McLeod et al. (1995). .^.t our 

results are higher than average and agree most closely with the counts of Soifer 

et al. (1994). which are as high or higher than any others in the literature, possibly 

due to their target fields being around known objects at high redshift. The excess is 

large enough (see Fig. 4.2) that it cannot be explained by spurious objects fainter 

than the 5cr limit in each field even if they contaminate the catalog by 10% (0.04 

dex) at those magnitudes (see §3.9.7). 

3.10.1. Expected Faint Galsixy Clustering 

.As mentioned in §3.10. the field-to-field variation in galaxy counts is cjuite 

large. Figure 3.9 demonstrates that Poisson errors do not come close to explaining 

the observed variation. This result is expected, and is due to gala.xy clustering. 

We follow Djorgovski et  a l .  (1994) in estimating the contribution of faint 

galaxy clustering to the field-to-field variation in our counts (see Glazebrook 

et al. 1994 for a more exact method). VVe assume an angular correlation function 

lc{6) = .A,UO~'^-^ (all 6 measured in arcsec) and a simple circular top-hat window 

function of angular radius Oo={A/-y^^. where A is the mean area of the fields in 

arcsec^. The RMS variation due to clustering is then 

(3.11) 
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Figure 3.S The average N(m) relation for all 31 good RLQ fields with 16|>20° is 
shown as the solid squares connected by the solid line, la Poisson errors on N(m) 
are shown for all our points but are often smaller than the symbols. Also shown 
are Icr RMS uncertainties on the zeropoints of the magnitude scales of the different 
surveys, as given by the authors. (These do not include systematic uncertainties: 
see §4.1.2.) These error bars are also often smaller than the symbols. Our bins 
are separated by magnitudes but have been normalized to number of galaxies 
per magnitude bin. as well as per square degree. N(m) data and Icr Poisson errors 
from the literature are plotted as various symbols. Errors for the Soifer ef al. (1994) 
points are estimates. Reference codes are as follows: McL95: McLeod et al. (1995); 
Hawaii: Hawaii Medium Deep, Medium Wide, and Deep Surveys: Gardner. Covvie 
Sc Wainscoat (1993), Gardner (I995ab), and Cowie et al. (1994); Gla94: Glazebrook 
et al. (1994): Djo95: Djorgovski et al. (1995); Mou97: Moustakas et al. (1997): Soi94: 
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Figure 3.9 The average A's N(m) relation for all 31 good fields with |6|>20° is shown 
as the solid line, with individual points as solid squares (offset for clarity). 3<T Poisson 
error bars are shown for the average points. Individual fields are shown down to 
their 50% completeness magnitudes as open squares and ICT Poisson errors. The 3cr 
Poisson errors on the average points would span ~99% of the range of individual 
fields if Poisson statistics were the sole source of uncertainty. 
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Figure 3.10 The average h's N(m) relation for all 31 good fields with |6|>20° is 
shown as the solid line. Individual fields are shown down to their 50% completeness 
magnitudes as open squares and Icr Poisson errors (offset +07*06 for clarity). Our 
control fields (offset —07*06 for clarity) are shown eis filled triangles. Literature 
points are the same as in Fig. 3.S. 



where A" is the mean number of galaxies per field. Carlberg et  a l .  (1997) derive 

(r(0)=(1..31 ± 0.15)0"°'® for a sample of >250 objects with K<21.5 and 

from the Hawaii surveys. We use this relation to estimate the "clustering noise" for 

our fields. Note that this clustering amplitude is about a factor of two higher than 

for optically selected galaxies in equivalent magnitude ranges. This is likely due to 

preferential selection of blue galaxies (which are less strongly clustered) at optical 

wavelengths. 

The observed RMS field-to-field variation in our stellar-contamination-

corrected quasar field galaxy counts is 18% less than predicted by the Carlberg 

et al. ic{9) down to /\s = 19. ranging from ~7-25% less in several subsets of the data 

(all fields, all 1994 or 1995 fields, all c>1.4 or c<1.4 fields). Down to /\'s = 19-20 in 

the two control fields, the RMS variation is ~ 10-15% higher than expected. Down 

to /v's=21 in the 15 fields that reach that faint, the variation is just as predicted, 

but down to /\'s=21.5 in the five fields that deep the variation is only ~50% as large 

as predicted. This may be because these fields were imaged the deepest because 

they showed evidence of e.xcess galaxies around the quasar, and if overdensities do 

exist in these fields they might dilute the field-to-field variations. 

Fig. 3.10 shows the counts in our individual fields along with points from 

the literature. .-Kt /\'s<21. individual field N(m) values range from less than or 

equal to the lowest field survey values in the literature to above the highest. 

This is somewhat counterintuitive if our field-to-field variance is ~IS% less than 

predicted. However, since our counts are slightly higher than the literature average 

at /v's>l6.5 (see §4.3), the field-to-field variance estimated from Equation 3.11 will 

also be proportionately larger. An excess of 0.07 in the log, only slightly larger 

than observed at /v,s<19. would increase the predicted variance by 18% and bring 
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it into agreement with the observed variance. Thus we conclude that the observed 

field-to-field variation in galaxy counts in our fields is in good agreement with 

previous work, with a possible difference of ~20% level at the very worst. 



CHAPTER 4 

GALAXY COUNTS AND COLORS IN 

2=1-2 RLQ FIELDS 

Abstract 

In this chapter I first compare the galaxy number counts in the 

fields of RLQs at r=l-2 and random fields. Even after accounting 

for possible systematic magnitude offsets. I find a significant excess 

of /v';^19 galaxies. The excess appears on two spatial scales. One 

component is at 9<AQ" from the quasars, and is significant compared 

to the gala.Ky surface density at ^>40" in the same fields. The other 

"large-scale" component appears roughly constant across our fields out 

to 0~1OO" from the quasars, and is significant compared to the gala.xy 

surface density predicted from random-field literature surveys. The 

strength of the 0<4O" excess shows no correlation with the presence of 

associated absorption, but does correlate with radio power and possibly 

the radio spectral steepness as well. 

The r — K  color distribution of the excess gala.xy population is 
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significantly redder than that of the field population. There is no 

s ignif icant  d i f ference between the  color  d is t r ibut ions  of  the  9<AQ" 

and large-scale excess components. The magnitudes and colors of the 

excess galaxies are thus consistent with a population of predominantly 

early-type gala.xies at the ciuasar redshifts. such as would be found 

in quasar host clusters or other large-scale structures containing the 

quasars. The surface density of the excess population and the spatial 

scale over which it appears are also consistent with a population of 

galaxies at the quasar redshifts. 

I quantify the strength of the gala.xy excesses using various methods, 

including Agr, and .V0.5. The average excess at <0.o/if5 Mpc (;^6.5") 

from the quasars corresponds to .-Vbell richness class ~0 compared to 

the data at >Q.ohj^ Mpc. and to .Abell richness class ~1 compared to 

the literature data. 

Finally. I estimate the amount of luminosity evolution in bright 

galaxies since c=l-2 by assuming the excess gala.xies are at the quasar 

redshifts and fitting their A'-band luminosity function. I find 

magnitudes of luminosity evolution to c=1.67. There is no clear 

consensus in the literature on the amount of luminosity evolution at 

these redshifts. and the error bars on most estimates are large. Only 

spectroscopic followup of the excess galaxy population in these quasar 

fields will enable a significantly improved estimate of the population s 

luminosity function to be made. 
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4.1. Characteristics of the Excess Galaxy Population 

It is clear from Fig. 3.8 that at A.'s;^19 our galaxy counts are higher than those 

of field surveys: i.e., there is an e.Kcess of galaxies in our combined RLQ fields (cf. 

Fig. 4.1). The larger e.Kcess at fainter magnitudes argues that the overall excess is 

not simply a random fluctuation in the counts. We will show that the excess does 

not have the same r—R's color distribution as the field population (see §4.5 and 

Figure 4.IS), and that there is an excess of galaxies spatially concentrated around 

the quasars themselves (see §4.4 and Figure 4.5). Before we can c[uantify the 

strength of the gala.xy e.xcess in these fields, however, we must consider the effects 

of systematic errors in our comparison of our N(m) results with the literature. 

4.1.1. Systematic Magnitude Scale Offsets 

In Figure 4.1 we plot our quasar field N(m) data and the area-weighted average 

of our control fields and all published random-field imaging surveys which reach 

A'>17. This includes all surveys listed in the key to Figure 3.8 except Soifer et nl. 

(1994). Where necessary, counts were linearly interpolated to bins spaced every 

07*5 and centered as shown. We also plot data from our 1994 and 1995 KPXO 4m 

runs separately for comparison. .A.rea-weighted RMS error bars are plotted for the 

control fields, but they are likely to underestimate the true RMS fluctuations at 

each magnitude between fields of size similar to ours (~8 arcmin^). This is because 

much of the area at /\'^19 comes from large surveys which are treated as single 

fields when computing the RMS. 

Our fields show an excess of galaxies at all A's;^16, although in individual 

magnitude bins the excess is only significant at /v'3>19. However, the similarity 

of the slope of our fields" N(m) counts and the literature counts is suggestive of 
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a systematic offset in magnitude scales being responsible for the difference in the 

counts. We first examine the magnitude systems used in faint gala.xy work to see 

how large a role systematic effects might be playing and then discuss the possible 

systematics between our own 1994 and 1995 data seen in Figure 4.1. 

4.1.2. Systematics Between Our Data and the Literature 

Three "k " filters have been used for faint gala.xy work: A'. K' (VVainscoat 

«L* Cowie 1992). and A.'s (McLeod et al. 1995). These are different passbands 

by definition, but the effective passbands will also be altered by the telescope, 

instrument and detector response (not a large effect at near-IR wavelengths; see 

Cohen et al. 1992). by differences between filter sets at different observatories (see 

Bessell Brett 19SS). and by the atmospheric transmission at the telescope site. 

Fortunately, most faint gala.xy studies have been calibrated to one of two 

/\'-band photometric systems: the CIT system (Frogel et al. 197S) to which the 

Elias et al. (1982) standards are calibrated, or the UKIRT system (Casali 

Hawarden 1992). Casali <k Hawarden give the transformations 

Kerr = KUKIRT — 0.01S(.7 — A )UKIRT (-1- U 

{H — K)CIT = 0.960(// — K)UI<IRT (4.2) 

.Assuming a typical color of J—A'=1.5, this means that faint gala.xies are 07'03 

fainter on the KUKIRT scale than on the Ken scale. 

Our photometric calibration is to the KUK [R T  scale, though we have retained 

the notation Ks since our observations were in that filter. Soifer et al. (1994). 

Minezaki et al. (1997). and Dickinson et al. (1998) also observe in K^ and calibrate 

to Kc KifiT- Minezaki et al. find no color term between Ks and A'tr/vVRT- but from 
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the different isophotal wavelengths of the filters they estimate: 

As = KUKIRT + 0.04(// — I\ )uKiRT 

Like Minezaki t t  a l . .  we do not make this correction, instead assuming 

/v's = /v'[ ;c//?r for the UKIRT standards. If the above relation is correct, then our 

l\.i = [\CKrRT+0-0'2. assuming a typical color of H — f\=0.o. In other words, our 

K's magnitude scale (and those of Soifer et al.. Minezaki et al.. and Dickinson 

el al.) may be 0?'02 fainter than the KUKIRT scale to which we claim we are 

calibrated, .\-ote. however, that M. Cohen (personal communication) calculate 

A's=:for for {H — I\)UKIRT=0- so the average difference 

between A's and H'UKIRT may be less than +07^02 for faint galaxies. We will assume 

a +07*02 difference to be conservative. 

Of the I \  surveys to which we have compared our data, those of McLeod et  a l .  

(199-5). EES97. and the Hawaii group (Gardner. Cowie VVainscoat 1993: Cowie 

cl al. 1994) are on the CIT system. The McLeod et al. data were obtained using a 

l\s filter, and so may require a color term in the transformation to the CIT system, 

although they did not detect one in their data. Combining equations 4.1 and 4.3 

above, with the same assumed average colors, we estimate A's = A'c/r+O.Oo. Most 

of the remaining surveys, namely Djorgovski et al. (1995), Glazebrook et al. (1994), 

Moustakas et al. (1997), Minezaki et al. (1997). Soifer et al. (1994). and the HDF 

(Dickinson et al. 1998), are on the LTvIRT system, with caveats for the latter three 

as  discussed in  the  previous  paragraph.  Last ly ,  the  ESO surveys  (Saracco et  a l .  

1997) are on the A' system as derived from observations of Elias standards and the 

relation 

A'  =  l \c iT + (0.20 I 0.04)( H — A )C/T (4.4) 



given by VVainscoat Sc Cowie (1992). Combining this with equation 4.1. we obtain 

R' = RCKIRT — 0.01S(J — A )UKIRT + (0.19 ± 0.04)(// — A )VKIRT (^-5) 

.•Xssunning average J  — /\'=l.o and H — /v'=0.5 as above, the ESO nnagnitude scale 

can be put on the CIT system by subtracting 0?^10±07^02 and on the UKIRT 

system by subtracting 0^07ifc0?'02. 

These average transformations between systems are accurate to only a few 

percent since faint galaxies will show a range of colors. The differences between 

systems are rarely larger than the ~0?'05 typical zeropoint uncertainty quoted 

for the various surveys, although the actual uncertainty in the correction to 

exoatmospheric magnitudes may be larger if extinction coefficient uncertainties are 

large, or if different groups correct differently from airmass one to zero (see §3.3.6). 

But even if the systematic magnitude scale offsets are not large, they may be 

enough to e.xplain the difference between our quasar field counts and the literature 

control field counts. This is because the number count error arising from an error 

AK in the magnitude [\ is given by 

An/n = 2. ' iAI \[d{ logn) /d[ \]  (• ' l -G)  

(Minezaki et  a l .  1997). 

To test the effects of systematics, we attempt to place all available data on 

the UKIRT K magnitude scale. (We choose the UKIRT scale because accurate 

flu.x zeropoints are available for it; see §3.8). We adjust data from this work. 

Dickinson et al.. Soifer et al., and Minezaki et al. brightwards by 07^02. We adjust 

the  McLeod et  a l .  data  br ightwards  by 07^02.  and the  ESO data  (Saracco et  a l .  

1997) brightwards by 0?^07. We adjust all other literature data on the CIT system 

(namely the Hawaii surveys) faintwa.rds by 0?'03. We then linearly interpolate the 
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counts back to the original bin centers where necessary and find the area-weighted 

average of  the  N'(m) f rom the  dif ferent  surveys .  S ince  the  ESO (Saracco et  a t .  

1997) and Minezaki et al. (1997) surveys are each ~170 arcmin^ in size, they are 

the dominant contributors to the literature control field counts at 17<A"<19. 

In Figure 4.2 we plot iV( AV/V/RT) for our data and for the average of all 

published random-field field data. (i.e. excluding Soifer et al. 1994. EES97. 

and Dickinson et al. 199S). including formal uncertainties on the magnitudes. 

Calibration onto a consistent magnitude scale does not significantly change the 

offset between our quasar-field data and the control-field data. 

Even if our simple offsets have in fact brought all surveys" magnitudes onto 

a common scale, it is probable that there are more systematics present in these 

various datasets than we have removed (cf. the discussion of aperture correction 

differences in Djorgovski et al. (1995) and the discussion of the true CIT and 

L'KIRT magnitude scale offsets above). In particular, near the faint end of all 

surveys there may be nonlinear offsets which depend on how "totar* magnitudes 

were estimated. However, the only control fields we have reason to prefer are our 

own. and they are too noisy to use by themselves. Thus our best option is to 

compare our data to the average of all available random-field data and to remove 

those systematics we believe we can estimate. 

4.1.3. Systematics Within Our Data 

From Figure 4.2 we see that in the range /w1994 and 1995 

data agree well in slope, but not in normalization. Figure 4.3a shows a closeup of 

this magnitude range. The RMS errors on the control field data are large enough 

that essentially all our data are in agreement with the control field data in this 
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Figure 4.2 The ACVC/RT N(m) relations for our 1994 and 1995 KPNO 4m run data 
are plotted as dotted and dashed lines respectively. The area-weighted average of our 
control fields and all published random-field imaging surveys (corrected to KCKIRT) 
is plotted as the solid line, along with RMS errors on the N(m) values and formal 
uncertainties on the magnitude bin centers (see text). 
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magnitude range, but the 1995 data lies consistently above the other datasets. A 

systematic offset of our 1995 data brightwards of our 1994 data is consistent with 

the possible zeropoint and extinction coefficient systematics discussed in §3.7.3. 

The conservative assumption would be that the offset between our L994 and 

1995 data and between those data and the literature is due to systematic errors. 

However, a complication in untangling systematic effects from real differences is 

that the 1994 data are composed almost e.xclusively of r>1.4 quasars, and the 

1995 data of r<1.4 quasars. Based on the K — z relation of powerful radio galaxies 

(§4.7.5). a brightest cluster gala.xy (BCG) might be expected to have 

at r=l and AV/\/RT~lS at r=1.4. Thus it is plausible that the difference between 

our 1994 and 1995 datasets is real, caused by the appearance of cluster galaxies at 

brighter apparent magnitudes in the 1995 (r<1.4) dataset. 

Since we cannot a pr ior i  discriminate between these two possibilities, we will 

quantify the gala.xy excess for both of them. Our liberal assumption will be that 

no further systematics e.xist once all surveys have been put on the L'KIRT A. 

magnitude scale as described in §4.1.2. Our conservative assumption will be that 

our 1994 and 1995 data should be matched to each other and to the control field 

data at 17<AV/\/flT<lS: i.e. that systematic errors are responsible for the offsets 

between our two datasets and the control fields. 

To ease comparison of e.g. color-magnitude diagrams under our two 

assumptions, for our conservative assumption we adjust our 1994 hch'iRT 

magnitudes OT'OG faintwards and our 1995 KVKIRT magnitudes 07'12 faintwards. 

With these offsets (Figure 4.3b). our 1994 data exactly match the control field data 

at /\V/c/Hr=l"-o-lS. our 1995 data at -o. and all three datasets lie 

within each others" Icr (RMS) error bars at KvklThe N(m) for these 
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offset magnitudes, which we refer to as our conservat ive  magnitudes, is shown 

in Figure 4.4. Our liberal magnitudes are KUKIRT magnitudes (often referred to 

simply as K hereafter), estimated as A'^—07^02 as discussed in §4.1.1:;. and whose 

N(m) relation is shown in Figure 4.2. 

We give our control field counts in Table 4.1 and the area-weighted average of 

the published literature counts in Table 4.2. both converted to the KchTRT system 

as detailed above. 
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Table 4.1. KUKIFT Galaxy Counts: Our Control Fields 

Poisson Errors RMS Errors .\rea Number 

A* log N Lower Upper Lower Upper (arcmin of Fields 

1.5.25 2.585 0.448 0.367 2.585 0.384 18." 78 2.0 

1.5.75 2.888 0.296 0.354 0.003 0.003 18.- 78 2.0 
16.25 ;}.190 0.210 0.248 0.544 0.234 18." 78 2.0 
1(175 3.067 0.339 0.296 3.067 0.382 18." 78 2.0 
17.25 :5.704 0.119 0.125 0.610 0.244 18." 78 2.0 
17.75 3.494 0.150 0.162 0.003 0.003 18." 78 2.0 

18.25 3.592 0.150 0.162 0.003 0.003 18." 78 2.0 
18.75 3.854 0.105 0.111 0.333 0.186 18." 78 2.0 
19.25 4.227 0.069 0.072 0.169 0.121 18." 78 2.0 
19.75 4.245 0.069 0.073 0.019 0.018 18.559 2.0 
20.25 4.348 0.067 0.070 0.065 0.057 16.7 18 2.0 
20.75 4.614 0.063 0.066 0.302 0.176 12.219 2.0 

Note. — Units of A' are number mag ^ deg Number of fields refers to the two separate control 

field pointings used to calculate the RMS errors. 
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Table 4.2. KUKIRT Galaxy Counts: Literature .\verage 

Poisson Errors R..VIS Errors .\rea 

log jV Lower Upper Lower Upper (arcmin-) 

1.379 0.451 0.366 0.108 0.086 600.808 
0.816 0.739 0.558 0.816 0.446 781.608 
1.519 0.162 0.214 0.516 0.^2-29 1668.088 
1.708 0.144 0.168 0.304 0.177 1668.088 
2.136 0.103 0.101 0.159 0.116 1668.088 
2.462 0.071 0.061 0.108 0.086 1668.088 
2.772 0.039 0.038 0.118 0.093 1684.598 
3.001 0.051 0.029 0.102 0.082 1684.598 
3.279 0.058 0.0^25 0.075 0.064 1196.398 
3.534 0.027 0.0^26 0.183 0.r28 565.878 
3.699 0.031 0.0-22 0.147 0.109 565.878 
3.889 0.019 0.019 0.179 0.r26 511.638 
4.077 0.027 0.027 0.r25 0.097 •294.928 
4.231 0.041 0.037 0.104 0.084 278.998 
4.341 0.051 0.0.56 0.104 0.084 59.499 
4.442 0.046 0.046 0.156 0.115 33.898 
4.639 0.040 0.044 0.164 0.119 27.609 
4.782 0.049 0.054 0.172 0.1 ̂23 13.590 
4.913 0.048 0.057 0.127 0.098 7.380 
5.032 0.041 0.052 0.147 O.llO 5.370 
5.172 0.052 0.057 0.131 O.lOl 4.210 
5.367 0.057 0.060 0.096 0.079 4.210 
5.597 0.085 0.085 0.095 0.078 2.880 

— Units of iV are number mag ' deg -. 

surveys used to calculate the RMS errors. 

Number of surveys refers to 
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Figure 4.3 The KUKIRT N(m) relations for our 1994 and 1995 KPNO 4m run data 
are plotted as dotted and dashed lines respectively. The area-weighted average of our 
c o n t r o l  f i e l d s  a n d  a l l  p u b l i s h e d  r a n d o m - f i e l d  i m a g i n g  s u r v e y s  ( c o r r e c t e d  t o  K V K I R T )  
is plotted as the solid line. RMS errors are plotted for the control field N(m) 
values, and Poisson errors for the quasar fields. Formal uncertainties are plotted 
for the magnitude bin centers (see text), a. The N(m) relation after correction 
to the UKIRT magnitude scale, b. The N(m) relation after further correction for 
systematics in our data. 
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Figure 4.4 The conservative KUKIRT N(m) relations for our 1994 and 199-5 KPNO 
4m run data are plotted as dotted and dashed lines respectively. The area-weighted 
average of our conservative-magnitude control fields and all published random-field 
imaging surveys (corrected to KUKIRT) is plotted as the solid line. RMS errors are 
plotted for the N(m) values and formal uncertainties for the magnitude bin centers 
(see te.xt). 
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4.2. Are the Excess Galaxies Associated with the Quasars? 

We now turn to the question of whether the excess galaxies are physically 

associated with the quasars. An alternate possibility is that they are intervening 

galaxies present because they trace large-scale matter fluctuations which weakly 

lens the quasars, resulting in quasars from radio catalogs with bright flux limits 

preferentially having galaxy excesses around them (""magnification bias": see 

Benitez, Martinez-Gonzalez Martin-Mirones 1997 and references therein). 

Since our fields may have excess galaxies at both and A'tvc//?r>i9 

(Figures 4.2 and 4.4). both effects may be present. We consider the possibility of 

magnification bias first, then examine the radial distribution of galaxies around the 

cjuasars. and then consider the galaxies" distribution in color-magnitude space. 

4.3. Weak Lensing by a Foreground Galaxy Excess? 

The possible excess of gala.xies in our fields at magnitudes 

too bright to be plausibly associated with the quasars, might be a statistical 

fluctuation, an artifact of a systematic magnitude offset, or a real e.xcess. 

Our fields contain 300±20 gals at /\V/\/Rr= 14.5-17. whereas the average 

literature counts predict 240.S±16.o. Taken at face value, this is a ia excess. The 

significance is reduced if we make our conservative assumption about magnitude 

scale systematics discussed in §4.1.3. so the excess could simply be a statistical 

fluctuation. It is less likely to be an artifact of magnitude scale systematics: to 

e l iminate  the  e .xcess  a t  a l l  /VVA:/RT= 14.5-17,  an  07^15 offse t  to  our  overal l  KCKIRT 

dataset is needed, about three times our formal errors and 0?'07 more than our 

conservative assumption. This adjustment would also result in our counts being 
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below the literature counts at where the RMS uncertainties are 

smaller. The smaller error bars and greater similarity between the N(m) slope 

of our data and the literature at AV/\/RT= supports our matching of the 

datasets in that range, rather than at /\V/\'/RT= 14.5-17. for our conserv-ative 

assumption. 

If the observed excess of 1^4.5-17 galaxies is real, the excess 

galaxies could be causing magnification bias, as such bright galaxies will be at c<l 

(Cowie 1996). The observed excess at could then be low-luminosity 

galaxies (;^L'+2.5) associated with the brighter galaxies. .A real excess would not 

be unprecedented, as a ~3cr excess of foreground galaxies around r=l-2 radio 

galaxies has been seen by Benitez. Martinez-Gonzalez Martin-Mirones (1997: 

BMM97). Tyson (19S6) also found an excess of /?<21 galaxies at 0<3O" in 23 

r=L-l.o RLQ fields, two of which (Q0952-t-I79 and QloOS—Ooo) overlap with our 

sample. We follow the analysis of BMM97 to test the reality of our excess and 

compare it to their results. VVe consider all galaxies at least 1?^0 brighter than 

A'SCG for the quasar redshift in each field, as determined from the A —c relation 

for powerful radio galaxies (see §4.7.5). VVe compare the counts of these galaxies 

within r<l' of our ciuasars to the counts over our entire fields. .A. statistically 

significant foreground e.xcess based on our field counts alone would largely bypass 

the question of magnitude offsets and would be strong evidence for the reality of 

the excess in comparison to the literature. 

[f we observe jV^bs galaxies total over JVf fields of total area AT- the expected 

total number of gala.xies rzexp within a region of fixed central area .4c will 

be distributed approximately as a gaussian with average riej^p^NobsfA- vvhere 

f_.\ — \pAc/AT. The variance will be cr^ = .'\Vcr^^^/.4( 1 — /.i). where (Trms is the 
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field-to-field RMS from Poisson noise and galaxy clustering. For our data. .\V=3l. 

arcmin^. and .Ac =3.14 arcmin^. so /a=0.4407. The average KBCG 

for the sample is Kui\LRT=^^- At KUKIRT^^~- the observed cr-m5=2..5S. vs. 

2.50 expected from the Carlberg et al. (1997) results for K ~ 19.5 galaxies and 

2.40 from Baugh et al. (1996) for f\ < 16 galaxies. We adopt crrTns=~.oS. thus 

cr^=7.13. .Vo65=132 is the number of galaxies in all fields at least IT^O brighter than 

KBCG for the ciuasar in each field. The number of those galaxies within 1' of the 

quasars is naf,s=62 compared to the expected number nexp=5S.l. This is a density 

enhancement q = 1.07 ± 0.12. If we attempt to increase the S/N by going IT'O 

deeper and considering all galaxies brighter than KBCG- we find q = 0.93 ± 0.07. 

Thus we find no evidence within our data to support the ^3<t excess of bright 

galaxies compared to the average literature data. Nonetheless, it would not be 

impossible to have a statistically significant e.xcess on the ~2' scales of our entire 

fields but not in the central 1'. Data covering wider fields around the quasars is 

needed to conclusively confirm or deny the reality of the bright gala.N:y excess, 

but based on the available data we conclude that weak lensing is not statistically 

significant in our fields. In any case, galaxies with 19 do show an excess 

at r<l' from the cjuasars (see §4.4). It would be implausible for those faint galaxies 

alone to be at r<l and causing magnification bias on 1' scales. Thus we conclude 

that only a fraction of the faint galaxy excess can be in the foreground and 

associated with any bright galaxy excess. 

4.4. Radial Distribution of Galaxies Relative to Quasars 

If the faint excess galaxies in our fields are physically associated with the 

quasars, they are likely to lie preferentially near the quasars on the sky. We 



therefore examine the radial distribution of galaxies around the quasars. Xote that 

this is insensitive to clusters or groups at the quasar redshift but not centered 

on the quasars. .A. matched filter (Postman et al. 1996) or cell count (Lidman <k: 

Peterson 1996) technique could be used to search for off-center clusters, but would 

be difficult given the small size of our fields (but see §4.S. However, the galaxy 

excess over each entire field should reflect the presence of off-center clusters, albeit 

with lower sensitivity than the aforementioned techniques. 

We took all galaxies detected at >3<T down to the average oa I\ magnitude 

limit in each field, above which essentially no spurious detections are e.xpected (see 

§3.9.7). VV'e binned the gala.xies in 10" annuli centered on the quasar and divided 

by the area imaged within each annulus. thus accounting for edge effects due to 

the limited size of our fields. No correction was made for loss of objects due to 

crowding or incompleteness or for stars fainter than our star-galaxy classification 

limits, and we do not count the quasar host gala.xy. The results (Fig. 4.5) show a 

clear excess of galaxies within 40" of the quasars. The data in Fig. 4.5 deviates 

from a uniform radial distribution with average determined from the 6'>40" data 

at the 99.9% (3.3cr. assuming a gaussian probability distribution) significance level 

(\ jg=2.927). With the same parameters, a K-S test gives 99.995% (4cr) significance. 

The data at 6<A0" deviates from the level determined from the 0>40" data at the 

99.999% (4.5cr) significance level (\3=S.99). Thus the excess at 0<4O" in Fig. 4.5 

is significant at approximately the 99.995% (4<T) level. 

A short digression is in order on how to quantify the significance of any-

apparent central excess and any deviation from the average literature counts. 

We quantify the deviation from a uniform radial distribution using the reduced 

chi-squared where u is the number of radial bins used minus the number of 
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parameters determined from the data. We will use \l both for the deviation from 

the literature across the entire field and for the deviation of the 0<40" data from 

the 0>4O" data. However, the \l test has two major drawbacks: it requires binning 

and it does not distinguish over- and under-densities in individual bins. Thus 

we also use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which requires no binning but has the 

drawback of being less sensitive to differences in the tails of the distributions, i.e. 

at small or large radii, than to differences in the middle. VVe apply the K-S test as 

follows: we take the number of galaxies N in each field, excluding incomplete annuli 

at large radii, and divide by the area within the largest complete annulus 

to find the average galaxy surface density for comparison (or use the predicted 

literature surface density). For each radial distance ri<t\najr 3-t vvhich the /th 

galaxy is found, we calculate the e.xpected number of gala.xies within that radius: 

<:,=(.V/7rri^^^)7rr?. The K-S test is then performed on the cumulative number of 

gala.xies (1.2.3 n) and the predicted number of gala.xies at the corresponding 

radii (e1.e2.e3 e„). 

To investigate the magnitudes of the galaxies producing the observed excess at 

^*<-10". we take all gala.xies with / \ ' s<17 and repeat our analysis. The results (Fig. 

4.6) are consistent with a uniform distribution, with reduced \7i=0..5S2. This is a 

strong indication that at least some of the faint excess galaxies in these fields are 

associated with the quasars, since both bright (i.e., r<l) and faint galaxies should 

be involved if intervening lensing galaxies or a random excess of field gala.xies 

caused the excess at 0<4O". 

To investigate the redshift dependence of the excess, we split the sample into 

c<1.4 and c>l.4 subsamples. Figure 4.7 shows the ensemble radial profile for 

the high-redshift subsample. which deviates from the uniform level of the 0>40" 
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Figure 4.5 Radial distribution of galaxies relative to the quasars. .All gala.^ies 
detected at >3cr down to the average ocr magnitude limit in each field are included. 
Error bars are calculated for the number of objects in each bin as per Gehrels (1986). 
The large errors at small radii are due to small number statistics since the bin areas 
are small, but at large radii are due to edge effects — only part of the full annulus 
is imaged at large radii, and so the number of galaxies detected is small. 
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Figure 4.6 Radial distribution of A'5<17 galaxies relative to the quasars. The dotted 
line is the surface density to [\UKIRT=^~ from the average of the published literature. 
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Figure 4.7 Radial distribution of galaxies in the c>1.4 fields. All galaxies detected 
at >3<T down to the average 5<T magnitude limit in each field are included. 
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Figure 4.S Data points are the same as Fig. 4.8. The expected radial galaxy profiles 
for Abell richness 0 clusters of the indicated core radii at the average quasar redshift 
are overplotted. Core radii of 125 kpc are typical for quasar host clusters at c^O.7. 
and core radii of 250 kpc are typical for clusters in general (Ellingson. Vee ^ Green 
1991). 
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bins at the >99.25% (2.7cr) significance level (reduced \fo=2.465). With the same 

parameters, a K-S test gives 99.83% (3.15cr) significance. The data at 0<4O" 

deviates from the 6>AQ" prediction at the 99.99% (3.9cr) level. In Figure 4.S, we 

overplot the expected radial galaxy profiles for .\bell richness 0 clusters of the 

indicated core radii. This plot shows that the amplitude and spatial profile of the 

central excess are both consistent with it being composed of galaxy clusters at the 

quasar redshifts. For the c<1.4 RLQ fields, we plot only objects brighter than 0?'4o 

above the average ocr A.' limit, equivalent to T.ocr detections, to ensure uniform 

detection sensitivity at all radii in spite of different exposure times. Fig. 4.9 shows 

a possible overall excess within 30", but no excess in the innermost 10". The overall 

dataset deviates from the ^>40" prediction at only 65% significance (Icr) and the 

9<AQ" data at only the 97% (2.2cr) level, due to the large uncertainties. The 0<1O" 

deficit is real, persisting even in the complete catalog of 3<T detections in either r 

or I\s- The average seeing in the c<1.4 fields is slightly worse than in the r>l,4 

fields, but not by enough to affect the detection of objects in the innermost 10" 

significantly. Neither is there a difference in dither patterns used in the imaging 

for the two redshift subsamples (an inappropriateh' small dither compared to the 

seeing might result in effective loss of sensitivity near the quasars). This 0<IO" 

deficit may indicate that the ^<1.4 quasars are not centered in any clusters or 

groups which surround them, but even excluding the innermost point does not raise 

the significance above 3<T. If the central excess around the ~<1.4 objects is real, 

the ^<10" deficit argues against the central excess being due to foreground lensing 

galaxies, although it says nothing about the possible presence of such galaxies 

being present on large scales and causing amplification bias. 

Can the e.xcess gala.xies in the central ~40" radius region explain the entire 

excess observed in our fields? The answer is no. In Figure 4.10 we plot the radial 
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Figure 4.9 Radial distribution of galaxies in the r<l.4 fields. All galaxies detected 
at >3<T down to the average T.oa magnitude limit in each field are included. 
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distribution of galaxies to fixed 1\UKIRT limits along with the surface density and 

±1(T R\IS dispersion derived from the average published literature counts. Despite 

the large uncertainties, there are apparently two components to the excess galaxies: 

the central component (0<4O") and a large-scale component extending to at least 

^~I00". (At r~1.5 in our HQ=7o. <7o=0.1 cosmology. 40" is Mpc and 

100" is ~0.7o/if5' Mpc.) Is there any way this large-scale component could be 

spurious? The RMS uncertainties on the combined literature counts are in good 

agreement with predictions based on single surveys (Carlberg et al. 1997: Roche. 

Eales Hippelein 1997). so we believe the range shown for the literature to be 

accurate. We do not expect significant numbers of spurious objects above our ocr 

limits. VV'e have neglected contamination by stars fainter than our star-galaxy 

classification limits, but we have also neglected incompleteness corrections to our 

fields (but not to the literature data). If we include both effects, the galaxy surface 

density is essentially unchanged to AVA:/RT=-0 and actually increases (by ^3%) 

to /\'t-/v /Rr="-0.o. Indeed, a simple check of the need for a large-scale e.xcess can be 

made as follows. From Figure 4.5. the central excess at 0<4O" above the surface 

density defined by the 0>4O" points is only ~10% of the total counts, or 0.04 dex. 

But from Figure 4.2. we see that our excess counts are ~0.1 de.x (25%) above the 

literature average at 19<A'{:K'//?T<21-5. Thus a large-scale e.xcess of amplitude 

roughly equal to the central excess must e.xist in our fields. 

VV'e now consider various subsamples of our data to test the ubiquity of the 

excess gala.xies. We plot the radial distribution of galaxies in our r>l.4 fields to 

various limits in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. Using the average surface density from the 

(9>40" data, the 0<4O" excess has significance 99.7% (3cr) at /v'<20.5. and <85% 

at /\'<20 or brighter. Using the average literature surface density and RMS. the 

overall e.xcess (central and large-scale) has significance 99.9% (3.3cr) at /v'<20.5 or 
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A'<20 and <95% (2cr) at /\"<19.5 or /\'<19. Using our conservative magnitude 

scale effectively moves the literature surface density upward slightly. The overall 

e.Kcess then has significance of only 96-97% (2-2.2cr) at /\'<20.o or A'<20. Thus 

the large-scale excess is only significant down to A'=20 or fainter, and then only 

under our liberal magnitude scale, and the central excess is only significant down 

to /\'=20.o. The limiting factor in determining the significance of the large-scale 

excess is the intrinsically large field-to-field RMS of A'-band galaxy counts. 

Is the large-scale excess present in our r<1.4 fields as well? Unfortunately, 

due to shallower magnitude limits and fewer fields, the uncertainties are larger in 

these fields. The overall excess compared to the average surface density from the 

literature is only significant at the 95% (2cr) level at best, and even less under our 

conservative magnitude scaling. 

.\re the observed e.xcesses produced by only a few of the fields? The answer is 

maybe for the central excess, and no for the large-scale excess. Only if we exclude 

the 5 (out of 20) r>1.4 fields with highest does the central excess signal drop 

below 3<T. Thus the central e.xcess may be produced by as few as ~25% of the 

fields (a very uncertain fraction). However, if we take the 15 c>1.4 fields which 

reach A'=20 and remove the 5 fields with highest \^, the resulting overall e.xcess is 

still significant at the 99.7% (3cr) level, as measured by both the and K-S tests. 

Thus the large-scale galaxy excess is not produced solely by the same fields which 

may contribute most of the central galaxy e.xcess. .At least ~50% of our RLQ fields 

must contribute to the large-scale galaxy excess, and the fraction may be higher 

since removing fields will decrease the S/N and reduce the significance below 3cr 

even in the case where all fields contribute to the large-scale e.xcess. .A^s a further 

check, we have used the N.^S.^/IP-AC E.xtragalactic Database (NED) to search for 
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Figure 4.10 Radial distribution of galaxies in the c>1.4 RLQ fields. Dashed line 
in both figures is the surface density from the average published literature counts, 
and dotted lines are the ±lcr RMS errors, a. .A.11 galaxies detected at >3cr down to 

//?r="-0.o in the 7 c>l.4 RLQ fields with ocr limits that deep. b. .-Ml galaxies 
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Figure 4.11 See key to Figure 4.10 for details, a. .A.11 galaxies detected at ^So-
down to /VVA.-/RT=19.O in the 19 r>1.4 RLQ fields with ocr limits that deep. b. .A.11 
galaxies detected at >3cr down to I\uKiRT=^^ in all 20 c>1.4 RLQ fields. 
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Figure 4.12 Radial distribution of galaxies in the -<1.4 RLQ fields. Dashed line 
in both figures is the surface density from the average published literature counts, 
and dotted lines are the ±lcr RMS errors, a. All galaxies detected at >."3cr down to 

in the 5 fields with ocr limits that deep. b. .A.ll galaxies detected at 
>3cr down to I\L'KrRT=^^ in the 8 fields with oa limits that deep. 
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Figure 4.13 See key to Figure 4.10 for details, a. All galaxies detected at >3cr down 
to /VV/\'/RT=1S.5 in the 10 ^<1.4 RLQ Fields fields with oa limits that deep. b. .\11 
gala.xies detected at >3cr down to AVa:/rt=1S in all 11 fields. 
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known clusters or groups within IS' (;:^3 Mpc at r>0.2) of our fields. Only one 

was found: .\bell 982. I'A from Q1018+348 but with no published reclshift. In 

addition. Qr221 + 113 is located 1°7 from the center of the Virgo cluster and 7f4 

from NGC 4352, and Q2230+114 o'.o from NGC 7305. Only these three of our 

fields might have a large-scale e.Kcess produced by known, very low redshift galaxy 

associations, and excluding them does not significantly reduce the \i of any fit. 

Lastly, we considered our fields" positions relative to the supergalactic plane (De 

V'aucouleurs 1975). The possibility is remote, but faint galaxies associated with 

this structure in the very nearby universe might affect our counts, despite it being 

relatively thin and well-defined (Lynden-Bell 1987). The supergalactic coordinates 

(De V'aucouleurs 1975) of our qucisars were e.xtracted from NED. The average 

absolute supergalactic latitudes are 31±I7° for the c=l-1.4 subsample and 27±I6° 

for the r= 1.4-2 subsample. The IR.A.F task SKYCTR.A..\' was used to calculate the 

supergalactic coordinates of all published random-field A'-band surveys e.xcept 

the bright survey of Glazebrook et al. (1994). The average absolute supergalactic 

latitude of these surveys is 23±14°. Thus even if faint gala.Ky counts do correlate 

with supergalactic latitude, there should be no systematic offset between our counts 

and those of the published literature data due to such an effect. 

4.4.1. Correlations with Quasar Properties 

Finally, we examine the dependence of the central e.xcess on various c[uasar 

properties using the test. Ordering our sample on absolute V' magnitude from 

Table 2.10 and splitting it in half at MK=-26.15, we find a 4cr 0<4O" excess for 

the more luminous RLQs (Mv'=-27.21±0.61) but only a '2a excess for the fainter 

RLQs (.V/vr=-25.31±0.77). However, these subsamples have average redshifts 

c=1.64±0.27 and 1.32±0.28 respectively. The central excess is more significant in 



our r>l.4 subsample (r= 1.6S±0.20) than in our r<l.4 subsample (3=l.l.}±0.r2). 

Thus we cannot say whether the primary dependence is on -V/v or redshift. In 

fact, the apparent redshift dependence may be due to the fact that our ~>1.4 data 

reaches an average of 2'!"4 below KBCG- the estimated brightest cluster galaxy 

magnitude at the quasar redshifts as opposed to 27^1 below KBCG for our r<1.4 

data (see §4.7.6). This is in turn because our 1995 IRIM data (mostly r<1.4 

objects) has higher backgrounds and poorer seeing than our 1994 IRIM data 

(mostly r>1.4 objects). 

Similarly splitting the sample in half at radio power log Prad=-~-o VV'/Hz. 

we find a >4<t 6<40" excess for the more powerful RLQs (log Praj=27.79±0.21) 

but only a 2a e.xcess for the less powerful ones (log Prati=27.14±0.37). The 

average redshifts of these subsamples are 1.46±0.32 and 1.49±0.32 respectively, 

and the average Mv are -26.20±1.40 and -26.26±0.95, so this does seem to be a 

dependence on radio power. 

If we compare the 11 flat-radio-spectrum and 19 steep-radio-spectrum objects, 

we find a 3.Ccr 0<40" excess around the steep-spectrum objects but only a 

l.Goo" excess around the flat-spectrum ones. These two subsamples have v^ery 

well-matched redshift. Mabs, and PraJ distributions, so again the dependence seems 

to be on radio spectrum. This is supported by the results of splitting the sample 

between sources with and without strong radio lobes (types FRII or T and types 

C or CE. respectively, in Tables 2.5 and 2.8), subsamples which are 84% and 2d% 

steep-spectrum objects respectively. For strong-lobed sources we see a 3.4cr 0<AQ" 

e.xcess. while for weak-lobed sources the excess is only 2.6cr. 

Splitting our sample according to the quasars' associated absorption properties, 

we find a 2.S<T 0<A0" e.xcess in the 13 objects with associated absorption and a 2.4o-
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excess in the 9 objects with no associated absorption. These two subsarnples are 

well matched in redshift and radio power. The objects with associated absorption 

have .V/v'=-26.S4±0.S7 whereas those without have Mv=-26.00rt0.S7. This slight 

mismatch should not lead to any significant difference in the excesses between 

the two subsarnples. and so the subsarnples can be considered essentially identical 

e.xcept for their associated absorption properties. Thus the presence of associated 

absorption does not seem to correlate significantly with the presence of excess 

galaxies within 40". Note that the subsarnples" slight differences in .V/v would if 

anything increase the excess seen in the associated-absorption subsample. 

Detecting excesses around steep-spectrum RLQs but not ones with associated 

absorption may seem surprising in light of the ;^2cr tendency for steep-spectrum 

RLQs to preferentially show associated absorption (see §1.2). However, this 

tendency is not strong enough, and our subsarnples not large enough, for us to 

claim a significant contradiction. 

4.4.2. Summary and Discussion: Radial Profiles 

In summary, we see an excess of galaxies at 0<4O" from these 31 RLQs 

compared to the 0>4O" background level. This central excess is significant at the 

~99.99o% (~4cr) level and consists primarily of A'>17 gala.xies. The central excess 

is seen at 3-4(T significance in the £:>1.4 fields, but only at ~2cr significance in the 

r<L4 fields which are shallower and fewer in number. The central excess may be 

produced by as few as 5 of the 20 c>1.4 fields, but it is not due to one or two 

extreme outliers. The amplitude of this central excess is insufficient to e.xplain the 

excess galaxy counts in our fields compared to the literature. There is. however, 

an additional large-scale galaxy excess detectable in our r>1.4 fields with 3.3cr 

significance at /v'<20 or A.'<20.5. This large-scale excess extends to at least 0~IOO" 
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and may also be present in our c<1.4 fields, though the larger uncertainties there 

make for a significance of only '2a. We consider various possible errors and conclude 

that the large-scale excess is real at the given significance levels, and that it is not 

produced solely by the same fields which may contribute most of the central galaxy 

excess. Finally, we note a few apparent dependences on various quasar properties: 

the 0<4Q" excess does not depend on the presence of associated absorption, but 

seems to be stronger (4cr vs. '2a) for the more radio-powerful RLQs. and may 

be stronger (3.6cr vs. l.Gocr) for steep-radio-spectrum (Or>0..5) RLQs than for 

flat-spectrum ones. It should be kept in mind that these dependences are based on 

only 31 RLQs (or fewer), but at the least they illustrate some interesting trends 

which could be verified with larger datasets. 

Can the large-scale (to 0~1OO") e.Kcess plausibly be located at the quasar 

redshifts? .\t r=L.4-2.0. a 200" diameter circle corresponds to Mpc 

diameter. Thus this excess does not occur over an implausibly large scale, especially 

if it is connected with the 0<4O" {0.6h~ Mpc diameter) excess which might be e.g. 

a cluster core or group embedded in a larger overdensity. 

From the PLE model redshift distribution of Roche. Eales Hippelein (1997). 

we estimate that ~1.5±0.o% of field galaxies to A.'=20 lie within <Jr=0.05 of r=l.7. 

This redshift bin size is large, but similar to those in which overdensities have been 

spectroscopically confirmed at high r (Dickinson 1996b: Steidel et al. 1998). Our 

observed gala.xy surface density to /v'=20 is 1.23±0.14 times the literature (Fig. 

4.10). If all this excess was at the quasar redshifts, it would consitute a typical 

galaxy number overdensity of (very roughly) 14±10. 

This overdensity is large, but again not implausible: virialized clusters are 

overdense by similar factors on similar scales, the RMS galaxy fluctuation on 
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Sh~^ Mpc scales is cr8~l (Lin et al. 1996). and superclusters have overdensities 

~5—10 on Mpc scales (Small et al. 1998). 

Finally, we note that this overdensity would be similar to the gala.xy 

overdensities of ~L0 spectroscopically confirmed by Deltorn et al. (1996: 1997) 

and Dickinson (1996b) at and/or near the redshifts of three c~l radio gala.xies on 

very similar spatial scales. The total excess surface density near the radio gala.vy 

redshifts in those fields also appears similar. It is particularly noteworthy that the 

overdensity near 3C 324 (Dickinson 1996b) is composed of two clumps or sheets of 

gala.xies separated by ~7500 km s~^ in their rest frame. This is suggestive (but of 

course not conclusive) evidence for the existence of large-scale structures around at 

least some r>l radio-loud .AGN. 

4.5. Color-Magnitude Diagrams 

Color-magnitude diagrams (hereafter CMDs and denoted as magnitude/color, 

e.g. h's/r— fx's) can provide useful information on the e.xcess gala.xies in our fields. 

Since field gala.xies contaminate CMDs at all magnitudes and colors, comparison 

of quasar-field and control-field CMDs must be made. Several techniques for doing 

this are discussed in this section, but first we present r—[\s colors for all objects in 

our fields and discuss the literature control field datasets we use. 

To reduce the errors on the colors, we use colors derived from FOC.A.S isophotal 

magnitudes rather than total magnitudes. This also allows for more accurate 

color limits, since measuring colors through smaller apertures allows very faint 

objects to be detections instead of 3cr upper limits. Comparison of isophotal- and 

total-aperture colors showed no systematic discrepancies and a scatter consistent 

with photometric errors. 
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Figure 4.14 shows the /v's/r—A's CMD for stars in 31 RLQ fields. Typically 

the robust star-gala.xy separation limit is Air/a5s/jm = l~-5-lS. hence the dropoff in 

s t a r  c o u n t s  f a i n t e r  t h a n  t h a t .  S t a r s  a t  F \ s > ' 2 0  w e r e  c l a s s i f i e d  f r o m  s n a p s h o t  H S T  

images. Figure 4.15 shows the R's/i—/v's CMD for galaxies in 30 RLQ fields, 

with upper and lower limits and error bars omitted for clarity. .A gala.Ky with a 

flat spectrum in /„ has r—1x^=2.06 with our adopted zeropoints (see §3.8 and 

Djorgovski et al. 1995). 

We have statistically corrected the number-magnitude relation at [\s> I'^dassUm 

for unidentified faint stars, but how do we statistically account for them in 

comparing quasar-field and control-field CMDs? Stars have a bluer mean r—fx ' s  

color than gala.xies. and thus could bias comparisons between fields at different 

Galactic latitude (and longitude). We could assume that stars uniformly populate 

the color range r—/v ' s  = l-4.5. However, our hciassUm values are faint enough that 

stellar contamination is only a ~5% effect at fainter magnitudes. We thus make no 

correction for stellar contamination in our consideration of CMDs. but will discuss 

the effects of it where relevant. 

4.5.1. Literature Control-Field Data 

It is advantageous to have as much control field data as possible, preferably 

with data in r and /v'^. Of the datasets available in the literature, however, few 

utilize those specific filters. For purposes of comparing color-magnitude diagrams, 

it is acceptable to use data in various optical filters to estimate r magnitudes, since 

the uncertainties in predicting r—Kg from /—A' (e.g.) for faint gala.xies are smaller 

than the binning size of 0^5 we will typically use in our comparisons. To estimate 

gala.xy colors in one optical filter set from another, we use the gala.xy colors for 

morphological types E through Im which have been computed by Frei Gunn 
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Figure 4. L4 Morphologically identified stars' r—h'^ colors vs. R 's magnitude, with la-
photometric errors. All RLQ fields are plotted except QloOS—055 (no r data) and 
Q2230+114 (nonphotometric Rc data). The 31 remaining fields cover 219.2 arcmin" 
and contain 3S0 stars detected at >3<T in r or A'^. 
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Figure 4.15 Galaxy r—K^ colors vs. Kg magnitude. All RLQ fields are plotted 
except Q150S—055 (no r data), Q2230+114 (nonphotometric Rc data), and 
Q0736—063 (uncertain stellar contamination correction). The 30 remaining fields 
cover 213.7 arcmin^ and contain 3886 galaxies detected at >3cr in r or Kg and with 
f\s brighter than the average bcr limits, all of which are plotted here. Note the 

reddest object at r— Kg'^SA (3o" lower limit). 
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(1994: FG94) from z=0-0.6 using the SEDs of Coleman. VVu VV'eedman (19S0). 

and by Fukugita. Shimasaku. Ichikawa (1995: FSI95) from z=0-0.S using the 

spectral atlas of Kennicutt (1992). Specifically, we use Tables 2-6 of FG94 and 

Tables 3-9 of FSI95 where both references give consistent first-order color-color 

conversion results (after accounting for different zeropoints in the two references, 

cf. §3.S). and FSI95 alone where they do not. 

.A.t /v's<20. for r—R's comparisons we use primarily our two control fields (IS.78 

arcmin^. Rc and As)- the McLeod et al. (1995) Her-1 field (10.56 arcmin^. Tyson 

RT and /v's). the HDS (Cowie et al. 1994) SSA13. 17. and 22 fields (5.33 arcmin'. 

U'BVIc and K). and preliminary data (25 arcmin'^. Rc and /v'j) from the S.-\57 

field of the 100 arcmin^ BRIzJK KPNO 4m-|-IRIM survey of Elston. Eisenhardt. 

<5c Stanford (1997; EES97). kindly provided by R. Elston. .A-t /v's>20. we use the 

Djorgovski et al. (1995) Hercules field (0.44 arcmin^. r and l\s). the Moustakas 

et al. (1997) Fields I and II (2.88 arcmin^. V'/A ), and the preliminary KPNO 

4m-|-IRIM observations of the Hubble Deep Field (HDF-IRIM: 7.40 arcmin". 

F606l'l- ' .  FSHl't ' . .///A ), kindly provided by M. Dickinson (cf. Dickinson et al. 

1998). Conservative errors of iO?*! were assigned to magnitudes, and iO'T'bo to 

colors, where none were given. VVe only removed objects classified stellar by the 

various authors, who used varying criteria including morphologies and colors (cf. 

Saracco et al. 1997). Stellar contamination is not a large effect at faint magnitudes, 

but should be kept in mind nonetheless, particularly for the HDF-IRIM and EES97 

datasets which still include stars. 

VVe estimated the r and i magnitudes of the McLeod objects from their RT 

and IT magnitudes (Gullixson et al. 1995) using relations derived from FSI95 and 
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our adopted zeropoints (see Table 3.5 and §4.5.1): 

r = Rt + 0.361 — 0.048 x (R-p — fj-) (4.7) 

i = /t" + 0.(10 + 0.045 X (Rf — If) (4.S) 

We estimated the r magnitudes of the EES97 objects from their Rc magnitudes 

using a relation derived from both FG94 and FSI95: 

This is the same relation used for our own control fields and the Q2230+114 

field, and the color term is negligibly small. We estimated the r magnitudes of 

the Moustakas and HDS objects from their V and fc magnitudes using a relation 

derived from both FG94 and FSI95: 

The la- scatter around this fit is the largest of all our fits, but is still ±07*1 or less 

at z^l. so this transformation is fine for our purposes. (Note the the published 

\ 'l magnitudes for Field II of Moustakas et al. are in error and should be adjusted 

by —17^6 and +17*6 respectively.) For the Dickinson et al. (1998) data, we convert 

the HDF F606VV and FSMPF AB magnitudes to Vega-based magnitudes which we 

dub 1-606 and Isi4 using V'6O6=F606l'F—0.116 and /8i4=FS14iy—0.439 (Williams 

el al. 1996). We then convert to V and Ic using V'=V6O6+0.37(Veoe —and 

/c=/si'i—0-10( V'eoe—/^8i4). which are first-order appro.Kimations derived from Tables 

10 and 7 of Holtzman et al. (1995). Finally, we estimate r from V and Ic as for the 

Moustakas data above. 

Control field ./ band data were taken from the McLeod et al. (1995) S.\57SO 

r = R c  +  0.322 (-1.9) 

r = lc + 0.447 + 0.452 x (V - /c). (4.10) 
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field, the EES97 S.A.57 field, and the HDF-IRIM data (Dickinson et al. 199S). Xo 

adjustments or transformations were made to these magnitudes or colors. 

.A.11 these literature control fields use total magnitudes and isophotal colors like 

we do. except Cowie et al. (fixed-aperture magnitudes with aperture corrections). 

Djorgovski et al. (isophotal magnitudes with aperture corrections, and aperture 

colors). EES97 (aperture colors), and Moustakas et al. (isophotal magnitudes). 

Isophotal magnitudes are typically fainter than total magnitudes, a difference 

which will not strongly affect our color-magnitude diagram comparisons. Also, we 

only use the Moustakas et al. data well above its 3cr limit of /\'>23. Moustakas 

et al. used corrected aperture magnitudes for their number counts, and their results 

are near the high end of the literature values (which are typically FOC.\S total 

magnitudes), while those of Djorgovski et al. (corrected isophotal magnitudes) are 

near the low end. This is suggestive of minor systematic offsets between magnitude 

measurement techniques and photometric calibrations between different researchers 

(cf. Djorgovski et al. (1995). §3). However, such differences can easily be swamped 

by the field-to-field variation due to galaxy clustering (see 3.10.1). if not by the 

Poisson errors due to the relatively small numbers of gala.xies in these surveys. 

Thus w-e are confident we introduce no large systematic bias in magnitudes or 

colors by combining control field data from different researchers. 

VVe use several different combinations of these datasets in our work. We 

exclude the Soifer et al. (1994) data from all formal comparisons since those fields 

were targeted around high redshift objects and are thus not the random fields 

we desire as control fields. By "published control fields'' we refer to all datasets 

mentioned above, except the HDF-IRIM and EES97 datasets, plus the data of 

Glazebrook et al. (1994) and the HMVVS and HMWS (Gardner 199.5a; Gardner 
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l99ob). The latter three datasets have limits too shallow for their optical data to 

be of use to us in our CMDs. but we use them to help define the A'-band N(m). 

By "opt-IR control fields" we refer to all datasets from which we generated r—k's 

colors, including our own. This includes only parts of some datasets: all but the 

HDS SS.A4 field of Covvie et al. (1994), just the Hercules field of Djorgovski et al. 

(199o). just the Her-1 field of McLeod et al. (1995). and just the S.A..57 field of 

EES97. 

To check that our conversions of the various literature colors to r — K  colors 

are accurate, we compare r—f\ distributions in Fig. 4.16. The dotted lines are all 

opt-lR control fields except our own. and the solid lines are all fields with r (or 

R) and K data, namely our own fields and those of Djorgovski et al. (1995). The 

uncertainties are large, but there are no significant differences between the actual 

and converted r—K distributions at any A.'= 17-21. given the deeper limits of many 

of the opt-lR control fields. 

4.5.2. One-Dimensional Histograms 

One simple method of comparing CMDs is to split them into different 

magnitude bins and compare the color histograms in each bin. In the following 

discussion we exclude the fields of QloOS—055 (no r data). Q2230+114 

(nonphotometric Rc data), and Q0736—063 (uncertain stellar contamination). .\t 

the 0?'5 binning size we use. the ~0^05 difference between our conservative and 

liberal magnitude scales is not significant, so we adopt the latter. In Fig. 4.17 we 

show the fractional r—K color distribution of galaxies in all 30 good RLQ fields 

(solid lines) and in the combined opt-IR control fields (dotted lines) discussed in 

§4.5.1. Smaller histograms represent those gala.Kies with lower or upper limits to 

their colors. .\t Af/c/Rri^lS. there is a clear excess of red gala.xies with r—K>o in 
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0.25 h r-K, Control Fields 
^ vs. Literature 

K,= 17-18 — K,= 18-19 

K,=19-20 — [C=20-21 -1 

Figure 4.16 Comparison of /v's-selected galaxy r—R's colors between fields with actual 
r (or R) and f\ data (solid lines) and literature control fields with r and [\ data 
synthesized from magnitudes in other filters (dotted lines). Smaller histograms 
are galaxies with lower or upper limits to their colors. Each histogram has been 
separated normalized to unity sum. The R's magnitude range is given in each panel. 
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the quasar fields. This is just the color and magnitude range in which we would 

expect to see bright ellipticals in clusters associated with the quasars. 

The apparent deficit of blue (r—/\'<3) gala.xies is mostly an artifact of the 

histograms being normalized to give the fraction of galaxies in each color bin. In 

Fig. 4.18 we instead plot the surface density of galaxies in each color bin. We see 

that at there is no significant deficit of blue gala.xies. and a clear e.xcess 

of red galaxies. To quantify the significance of any difference between the color 

distributions (i.e. the fractional histograms), taking into account upper and lower 

limits, we use the Peto ^ Prentice Generalized VV'ilco.xon Test. .At high significances 

this test gave the most conservative results of the different tests implemented in 

the IR.AF/STSD.AS task ST.A.TISTICS.TVVOS.AMPT. though the results of all tests 

agreed well. The two r—I\ distributions are different at only 67% (Icr) significance 

at but at 99.98% (3.7cr) significance at /\V/\//?T=1S-L9 and at 

>99.99-5% (>4(T) significance in the faintest tw^o bins shown, and at 

(not shown) for the handful of fields that reach that deep. Thus the excess galaxy 

population in these RLQ fields has a redder i—f\ color distribution than the field 

population at >99.995% (>4<T) significance. While random field to field variations 

in r—f\ color distributions are possible due to variations in gala.xy population with 

environment, they should average out when many fields are summed. Thus the 

excess population of predominantly red galaxies must somehow be connected with 

the presence of RLQs in our fields. 

The red galaxy excess persists at in which magnitude range 

the deficit of blue galaxies does appear significant. This apparent deficit is difficult 

to understand, since the A.Va://?t~20.5 faint blue galaxy population is mostly at 

c<l and should be uncorrelated with the presence of c>I quasars in these fields. 
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Figure 4.17 Colors of /\-selected galaxies. Solid line is r=l-2 quasar fields; dotted 
line is control fields. Smaller histograms represent those galaxies with lower or upper 
limits to their colors. Each histogram has been separated normalized to unity sum. 
The /vV/\/Rr magnitude range is given in each panel. 
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Figure 4. IS Colors of A'-selected galaxies. Solid line is r=l-2 quasar fields: dotted 
line is control fields. Smaller histograms represent those galaxies with lower or upper 
limits to their colors. Each histogram has been normalized by the area imaged in 
the appropriate magnitude range to yield the surface density of galaxies per arcmin^ 
in each color bin. The R'UKIRT magnitude range is given in each panel. 



If there are foreground galaxy structures causing magnification bias in these fields, 

one might expect slightly fewer blue (late-type) galaxies in the fields due to the 

tendency of red (early-type) galaxies to preferentially inhabit denser environments, 

but this tendency is too weak to explain a complete absence of blue galaxies or 

why it occurs only in the faintest magnitude bin. In addition, the Butcher-Oemler 

effect (Butcher Oemler 1984) is seen in clusters to zsimi (Rakos Schombert 

1995: Lubin 1996). so it is natural to expect that these candidate r=l-2 clusters 

should also have a large (~40%) fraction of blue galaxies. 

However, this apparent deficit is also difficult to explain away as spurious. 

There is adequate control field data (~200 galaxies) at AVAVflr="-0-21 from 

our control fields and the HDF-IRIM. Moustakas. and Djorgovski datasets. in 

order of decreasing area. It is possible that conversion of the HDF-IRI\I and 

Moustakas V and / magnitudes to r causes part of the offset between quasar- and 

control-field histograms, but the full offset is inconsistent with the scatter in 

the conversion (Eq. 4.5.1) and the good agreement between control-field datasets 

obtained with different optical filters (Fig. 4.16). More subtle errors involving 

different instruments and different magnitude measurement techniques cannot be 

ruled out. but the two largest control field datasets in this magnitude range were 

both obtained on the KPNO 4m with IRIM and catalogued using FOC.A.S total 

magnitudes and isophotal colors. 

Using our conservative magnitude scale reduces the deficit only slightly. The 

apparent deficit is of objects with r=22-24 and AVK/RT=20-21. which is well 

above the detection limits for the r data but within ~0^5-I7'0 of our 3<j As limits. 

The Eddington bias (Eddington 1913). the systematic overestimate of faint object 

flu.Kes due to the increase in number counts with decreasing flux, should only bias 
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our A's magnitudes brightwards by at our -5cr A'^ limits, using Eq. 7 

of Hogg Turner (1997). However, this error will occur in our control fields as 

well, and they still show an excess of blue galaxies compared to our quasar fields. 

.•\ny further systematic errors in our magnitude measurements are likely to e.xist 

only at our faintest limits (i.e. affecting only the A's magnitudes of any "missing" 

objects) and to underestimate the magnitudes of faint objects (e.g. if FOC.A.S 

total magnitudes underestimate the flu.x for the lowest S/N objects compared to 

brighter objects). However, any such errors in A's would produce a bias toward 

bluer r—A's colors, the opposite of what is observed, and would also occur in 

our control fields as well as quasar fields. Lastly, there is no significant deficit of 

gala.xies blue in J — K at A'=20-21 in our data compared to the HDF-IRIM control 

field data. This suggests that the error occurs either in r or in both J and A's if it 

is a straightforward magnitude measurement error, but we suspect it is instead due 

to a combination of errors. 

The best way to resolve this discrepancy is probably to obtain actual r data 

for our control fields and to compare r—l\ colors from that data alone to our 

quasar field data. But in any case, the excess of red galaxies at A'crA.-//?r=-0-21 is 

still significant even if we arbitrarily shift the quasar- and control-field r —A' color 

histograms so that they match at the blue end. 

In Figures 4.19 and 4.20 we plot the surface density of galaxies in each color 

bin for the c<i.4 and r>1.4 subsamples separately. The r<1.4 subsample is noisier, 

as usual, and is only useful down to A'c;A-/Rr=20- The blue galaxy deficit may be 

present in these fields at A'i/A-/Rr= 19-20, but the red galaxy excess is definitely 

present in this magnitude range, and perhaps at A'{:?A'//?r=lS-19 as well. The 

-<1.4 and control field distributions are different at the 99.71% (3cr) significance 
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level at A.'t /^-/RT = lS-19 and at the >99.995% (>4cr) level at /v'c K-/flr= 19-"20. The 

0I.4 and control field distributions are different at the 99.99% (3.9<T) significance 

level at /v't'A://?T=lS-19. and at the >99.995% (>4cr) level in the /\c-/v"/fir= 19-20 

and Kit I,: I magnitude bins. 

In Fig. 4.21 we plot the fractional r—K color distributions for galaxies at 

9<A0" (solid line) and 0>4O" (dotted line) from the quasars. There is no significant 

difference between the histograms in any magnitude range. The similarity between 

the color distribution of the excesses at small and large radii suggests that the 

large-scale gala.xy excess is the same population as the £><40" excess. 

.•\s a check on the reality of the redness of the excess population, we can plot 

the KVKIRT/J — I'^VKIRT CMD for the five fields with J data. Fig. 4.22 shows the 

[\ / J — K control field CMD (see §4.5.1). and Fig. 4.23 shows the CMD of 

the the five c>1.4 RLQ fields. Comparing the two. there appears to be an excess 

of galaxies in the RLQ fields with /\';^19 and .J—[\^2. In Fig. 4.24 we plot the 

normalized J—f\ color histograms in four magnitude bins. The J — K distributions 

are not significantly different at A'<19. They are different at the 98.28% confidence 

level (2.4cr) at /\'=19-20 and at the >99.995% (>4(T level) at /\'=20-21. in both 

cases due to the tail at A';^2 in the RLQ fields. Note that only the HDF-IRIM 

dataset has ./ data for objects at /v'>20. Note also that in plots of gala.xy surface 

density vs. J—K color (not shown), there is no significent deficit of gala.xies blue 

in J — K at /v'= 19-20 or even at /\'=20-21. 

So there is some evidence that the excess galaxy population is redder than 

the field population in J—K as well as r—K. There is also agreement (within 

the errors) at A'>19 between the blue limits of our and the literature's J — K 

distributions. This suggests that the difference between the blue limits of the 
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Figure 4.19 Colors of A'-selected galaxies. Solid line is r=l-1.4 quasar fields; dotted 
line is control fields. Smaller histograms represent those gala.xies with lower or upper 
limits to their colors. Each histogram has been normalized by the area imaged in the 
appropriate magnitude range to yield the surface density of galaxies per arcmin^ in 
each color bin. The KUKIRT magnitude range is given in each panel. Only a handful 
of gala.xies in one quasar field contribute to the A'crA/flr=20-21 magnitude range, 
so the difference in those two histograms is not significant. 
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Figure 4.20 Colors of /v'-selected galaxies. Solid line is ::=1.4-2 quasar fields: dotted 
line is control fields. Smaller histograms represent those galaxies with lower or upper 
limits to their colors. Each histogram has been normalized by the area imaged in 
the appropriate magnitude range to yield the surface density of galaxies per arcmin* 
in each color bin. The KUKIRT magnitude range is given in each panel. 
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Figure 4.21 Colors of A'-selected galaxies in r=l-2 RLQ fields. Solid line is gala.xies 
at 0<4O" from the quasars; dotted line is galaxies at 0>4O" from the quasars. Smaller 
histograms represent galaxies with lower or upper limits to their colors. The hcKiRT 
magnitude range is given in each panel. 
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r — K  distributions (cf. Fig. 4.20) is not due to systematics in the f \  data, unless 

they also affect the J data. It is not surprising that at /\'<20 the J — K color 

distributions are less significantly different between RLQ and control fields than 

the r—K distributions in the same A" magnitude ranges. This is because even to 

A.'=20 most galaxies are at z<2 (Cowie 1996) and the red envelope of J—K colors 

for early-type galaxies increases only slowly out to that redshift. 

4.5.3. Two-Dimensional Binning 

To view the excess galaxies in a different way, we can bin the two-dimensional 

CMDs of the quasar- and control-fields, scale to the same area, and subtract. This 

yields a direct, if noisy, image of the e.xcess galaxy population, with the noise level 

mostly determined by the size of the control field dataset. .As a test of this method, 

we took all r = 1.4 — 2.0 quasars in our sample with ocr limiting magnitudes 

brighter than A's=20. We scaled all published control field data obtained in r to 

the area of this data, binned in 07^5 bins in the Ks/r-Kg color-magnitude diagram, 

and subtracted. This plot of the color distribution of the RLQ field excess gala.xies 

is shown in Fig. 4.25. The excess has a redder color distribution than the field 

population and is most noticeable at A's>17.5 and )—A's>4. 

4.5.4. Nearest Neighbor Subtraction 

Neither of the above CMD comparison techniques yield a view of individual 

candidate excess galaxies in the CMD. For this, we can use the technique of 

removing galaxies from the data fields by individually pairing them with control 

field galaxies (Stanford, Eisenhardt Dickinson 1995). A set of control-field and 

quasar-field gala.xies are taken, each set having the same limiting magnitude. The 

shallowest r limits among all fields should also be applied to all fields in both 
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Figure 4.22 KjJ—K color-magnitude diagram for galaxies in the control field 
datasets of McLeod et al. (1995), Elston, Eisenhardt, & Stanford (1997). and 
Dickinson et al. (1998). Open symbols are stars and filled symbols are galaxies, 
but classifications are only available for the McLeod dataset. 
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5 z>1.4 RLQ Fields (44.27 arcmin ) 

Figure 4.23 Kf J—K color-magnitude diagram for galaxies in the five r= 1.4-2 RLQ 
fields with J data. Open symbols are stars and filled symbols are galaxies. 



5 z>1.4 RLQ fields vs. 
Control Fields 

Figure 4.24 J — K  colors of /v'-selected galaxies. Solid line is b  c= 1.4-2 RLQ fields 
with J data: dotted line is control fields. Smaller histograms represent those galaxies 
with lower or upper limits to their colors. Each histogram has been separated 
normalized to unity sum. The KUKIRT magnitude range is given in each panel. 
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Figure 4.25 Two dimensional images of ^>1.4 RLQ field Ks/r—Ks color-magnitude 
diagram, before (left) and after (right) subtraction of control field image (not shown). 
Data was binned in 07^5 steps in both Kg (horizontal axis) and r—Kg (vertical axis). 
Vertical tick marks on the horizontal axis are at A's=16 and A's = 18, and horizontal 
tick marks on the vertical axis are at r—A'j,=2, 4, 6, and 8. 



datasets for accurate intercomparison. The number of galaxies expected in the 

area of the quasar field(s) is calculated, and galaxies are randomly chosen (with 

replacement if necessary) from the control-field dataset until this number is reached, 

following the N(m) distribution of all published control field data. For each object 

in this synthetic control-field dataset. the nearest object in color-magnitude space 

(e.g. /v ' s/r—A 's  space) is removed from the quasar-field dataset. This results in an 

easily understood output product: a CMD of objects whose statistical distribution 

in that diagram is equivalent to that of the real excess objects, within the errors. 

(Individual objects in the field-corrected diagram are not all expected to be quasar 

host cluster galaxies (e.g.), but can be considered candidates.) There is however 

no guarantee that by matching in e.g. Ks/r—Ks space a representative sample 

has been removed in terms of other colors or of morphologies (Dressier et al. 

1994. Stanford. Eisenhardt & Dickinson 1997). 

.A.S an example, we take all 15 ::>1.4 fields with ocr magnitude limits fainter 

than A's=20.5. There are 1876 galaxies with KUKIRT between IS and 20.5 in these 

fields: brighter than A'C;A:/HT=1S.5 there is little or no excess in them. Figure 

4.26 shows the results of the nearest neighbor subraction applied to these fields. 

The e.xcess galaxies (filled squares) do have a much redder distribution than the 

field population (tiny squares), but shortcomings of the procedure are evident 

in three regions of the plot. First, from the N(m) graph we know the excess at 

A'=1S-1S.5 is spurious, but since the r—K distribution is slightly bluer in control 

fields than RLQ fields at A'=18-19 (Fig. 4.20), blue galaxies at these magnitude 

will remove fainter blue galaxies before they remove all the redder galaxies in 

the same magnitude range. The sharp cutoff at r—A'=4 is artificial for similar 

reasons. In terms of binned subtraction of the data (§4.5.3 above), this procedure 

removes the bin-to-bin noise in bins which do not show a strong excess. Lastly, the 
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Figure 4.26 K / r — K  color-magnitude diagram for 15 ::>1.4 RLQ fields after 
statistical subtraction of control field galaxies. Open squares are all galaxies in 
such fields; solid squares are those remaining after subtraction. 
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deficit at A'>19 and r—I\>6 exists because we did not apply the same r limiting 

magnitude to all fields in both datasets. Nonetheless, the results of this procedure 

agree in general with the results of one- and two-dimensional CMD comparisons, 

and the discrepancies are easily understood. .A revised approach which emphasizes 

magnitude similarities above color similarities would better match overdensities in 

individual magnitude bins, but the problem of abrupt cutoffs in the subtracted 

color distributions is inherent to this method. However, since it yields results no 

different than our simpler I-D comparisons, we will use the latter. 

4.5.5. Summary: Color-Magnitude Diagrams 

Our consideration of the K / r — K  color-magnitude diagrams of our fields in 

comparison to the literature leads to the following conclusions which are essentially 

independent of systematic magnitude scale offsets. The r—K color distribution 

of the faint e.xcess galaxy population is significantly redder than that of the field 

population. The J — K color distribution for the five quasar fields with J data 

also shows a red tail not present in the field. There is no significant difference 

between the color distributions of the 0<4O" and large-scale excess components. 

The colors and magnitudes of both e.xcess populations are thus consistent with a 

population of predominantly early-type galaxies at the quasar redshifts. There 

is an apparent deficit of blue gala.xies in the faintest magnitude bins which is 

difficult to understand as either a real effect or a systematic error in our magnitude 

measurements. Obtaining more control-field data in identical filters to our 

quasar-field data is probably the best way to determine the reality of this deficit. 

H o w e v e r ,  t h e  r e d  g a l a x y  e x c e s s  i s  s t i l l  s i g n i f i c a n t  i f  w e  a r b i t r a r i l y  a d j u s t  t h e  r — K  

color histograms so as to eliminate the apparent deficit. 
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4.6. Color Pictures 

Although color pictures themselves cannot really be used for quantitative 

analysis, they are extremely useful for visualization, particularly for comparing the 

colors of galaxies in different fields. To this end. the IRAF COLOR.RGBSUN task 

was used to create Sun color rasterfiles each field, which were converted to color 

PostScript using XV. The red, green, and blue images were the A'^. summed r+A',. 

and r images, unless a J image was available in which case it was used as the green 

image. The images were not convolved to the same PSF. which leads to occasional 

spurious effects in the color pictures. Two different pictures, "bright" and "faint." 

were generated for each field using a linear intensity map with the minimum 

intensity set to zero counts. The "faint" pictures have their maximum intensities 

set to S<T. where a is the iterative image RMS. These pictures are useful for 

studying the colors of the faintest galaxies detectable in each particular field. The 

"bright" pictures all have maximum intensities set to a common surface brightness 

in mag/pixel^, so that a given color and brightness in the color pictures represents 

the same color and magnitude in every field, except for edge effects. Maximum 

intensity mag/arcsec^ values of r=23, A's = 19, and .7=20 were used for all except 

the images with the deepest r data, where values 1?^0 fainter were used. Summed 

r+A's images have maximum intensities equal to the sum of the individual r and 

Ks image values. The edge effects mentioned above arise because the normalized, 

constant-rms images were used to create the pictures. Thus a given brightness 

represents a different magnitude depending on position, and the color scheme can 

be misleading near the edges of the pictures, by up to ±1 magnitude. 

.A. few notable fields are shown here. (Even these high-quality plots do 

not really do justice to the color images, which can be better viewed on-line at 



http://wwvv.astro.utoronto.ca/~halI/thesis.htmL) In all pictures North is at top. 

East at left, and the bright, blue quasar at center. Fig. 4.27 shows the field of 

Q0S3o+oS0 (r=l.o34). Note the clump of very red {r— R's^b) galaxies around the 

quasar (which is partially merged with a fainter star.) Fig. 4.28 shows the field 

of QLr26+101 (r=1.516). Note the faint orange- and red- colored galaxies to the 

VV'NVV of the quasar (bright bluish-white object at center). These galaxies have 

similar, red r—h'^ colors, but the red-colored galaxies are also quite red in J—R's. 

which makes them candidate background galaxies at (see §o.2.3). .Also note 

the yellow-green objects ~1' ESE and ~2' NNE of the quasar. These objects also 

have red r—K^ but blue J—h's. which makes them candidate e.xtreme late-type 

stars (see §5.3). although the NNE object may be extended. It should be noted 

that the ESE object is the reddest object in r—h's in any field. Fig. 4.29 shows 

the field of Q234o-F061 (r=1..540). The J image of this field has 2'.'6S seeing and 

does not reach particularly deep, but the clump of red and blue galaxies around 

the quasar (bright bluish object at center) is still evident. 

4.7. Estimates of Cluster Richnesses 

We have seen that there is a significant faint galaxy excess in our RLQ 

fields with a color distribution redder than that of the field population. While 

only spectroscopy can determine the redshift distribution of the galaxy excess for 

certain, its magnitude, color, and spatial distributions are consistent with it being 

composed of clusters or other large structures at the quasar redshifts. We now 

assume that clusters do exist at the quasar redshifts in order to quantitatively 

estimate the richnesses such objects would have. 

Since we have no information on the dynamical state of these structures, our 

http://wwvv.astro.utoronto.ca/~halI/thesis.htmL
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Figure 4.27 Color image of the field of Q0835+580 (2=1.534) using rJKs images to 
drive the blue, green and red color guns, respectively. Saturation occurs at r=24, 
/i'a=20, and J=21 mag/arcsec^. North is up and East is left; the area in black is 
approximately 3.25' by 3.25'. 
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Figure 4.28 Color image of the field of Q1126+101 (2=1.516). See key to Figure 
4.27 for details. The area in black is approximately 3.3' by 3.3'. 
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Figure 4.29 Color image of the field of Q2345+061 (2=1.540). See key to Figure 
4.27 for details. The area in black is approximately 3.8' by 3.2'. The J image of 
this field has 2'/68 seeing and does not reach particularly deep, accounting for the 
different appearance of the colors in this picture compared to Figures 4.27 and 4.28. 
Several of the low surface brightness red "objects" near the bright star at the SW 
corner of the field are probably ghosts of the star. 



use of the term "clusters" can be somewhat misleading. Spectroscopy is needed to 

confirm or deny the hypothesis that these structures are virialized or virializing. 

But even then, the evolution of individual galaxies and clusters from Ol to 

c~0 might make accurate comparison with low-redshift clusters difficult without 

detailed comparison with simulations to identify similar populations of objects at 

each redshift. VVe discuss these and similar issues further in §4.7.7. but for now we 

assume the strength of the galaxy excess in our fields can be compared more or less 

directly with that of low-redshift clusters. 

.•\bell (19-58) defined a cluster's richness is the number of member galaxies 

above background which are no fainter than 'iT'O below the third brightest cluster 

gala.xy and are within Mpc of the center center. This is a difficult criterion 

to apply directly at high r. mostly due to the large and uncertain background 

correction which would be required over a 'ih~^ Mpc diameter circle, but also to 

the uncertainty in identifying the third brightest cluster galaxy. VVe will consider 

two alternate richness measurements in this section: .4^, and -Vo.s-

4.7.1. The Angular Covariance Amplitude Ag^ 

The apparent distribution of galaxies around the quasars in our fields can be 

described by 

n(0)dn = ng[I + ii;(0)]dn (4.11) 

where n(^') is the surface density of galaxies at angular distance 6 from the quasar. 

Ug is the average background density of galaxies, dfi = 2~9d0 is the solid angle of 

the annulus at angular distance 9 from the quasar, and uj{0) is the galaxy-galaxy 

covariance function. \ standard power-law form is usually found for u-'(0): 

uj{6) = (4.12) 
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with tlie canonical value of being 1.77 (Selclner Peebles 1978). VVe can solve 

for .Vgc, by integrating ec[uation 4.12 out to some angular distance 9: 

J  n ( 0 ) d n  =  J  n g d f l  +  J  n g c 4 ; ( 6 ? ) d n  (1-13) 

The total number of galaxies within angular distance 9 of the quasar is 

Xj(0) = n(0)dn. and the e.xpected number of background galaxies within that 

same area is Ng(0) = Jq UgdQ = 7rng0^. Substituting in these relations and Ecj. 4.12 

for <-c(9). we have 

Nc(^) = Ng(6?) + r ns\^O'-''2n9d0 (4.14) 
Jo 

Nt(0) = Ng(6?)[l + -i—Agq6?'-"] (4.1.5) 
•J — "/ 

and solving for .A.gq. 
N,(»)-.V,(E)(:I--,) . 
—N;(«) ' ' 

where .-\.gq is calculated with 9 measured in degrees. Note that the sign of the 

e.xponent of 9 in this eciuation is reversed in Eci. 3 of Yee Green (19S7). Thus 

A,j,, is proportional to the ratio of the excess and e.xpected gala.xy counts. .Although 

.\gc, appears to scale as 9^''~^K if Equation 4.12 is valid then the i9-dependences of 

.Vf(0) and S,j[0) cancel this out. leaving .Agq independent of 9. 

Since our fields contain a large-scale e.xcess and a 0<AW e.xcess (§4.4). there 

are two ways in which we can choose to measure We can measure it over our 

entire fields compared to the galaxy counts expected from literature data, or on 40" 

scales compared to the galaxy counts at 0>4O" in our fields. There is evidence that 

the two excess populations are the same (§4.5.2). so the former approach should be 

valid. However, the latter approach is the conservative one since if the large-scale 

c.xcess is not at the cjuasar redshift. we want to characterize the strength of only 

the 0<40" excess. 
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We use the [atter approach first. For 0=O?Olll and 

7=1.77. .4j,=0.0L92((.V(/A'j) —I) and the Poisson uncertainty 

a.\ = 0.0 L92(-Vf/.Vj)' + N~^. We use all galaxies detected to 

in the 15 c>l.4 fields with ocr limits that deep, and similarly for the 9 and o 

;<1.4 fields which reach R'UKIRT=^^ and respectively. The results, 

which are independent of systematic magnitude errors, are shown in Fig. 4.30. 

The uncertainties are large, particularly at c<1.4. but the average value at r>l.4 

definitely lies above zero, as it should since we do observe an e.xcess at 6'<40". 

These values of Agq are consistent with those found by Roche. Eales Hippelein 

(1997) and Yee <k: Green (19S4: V'GS4) for objects at similar c. although the latter's 

optical data did not reach particularly deep and so their uncertainties (estimated 

from the scatter in their data points) are much larger. Objects in similar richness 

environments will have larger Agq at lower r (Yee Sc Green 1984: Prestage 

Peacock 1988) because t)® larger since the associated gala.xies will be 

brighter and the field counts are lower at brighter magnitudes. In other words. 

A,j,, does not provide an absolute measure of the richness of any associated gala.xies. 

[f we combine all galaxies in the mid-c subsample. we find .-lg,=0.00S0±0.003o 

to A'=19 and .Ag,=0.0062±0.0029 to /\=20. This is only ~2.2cr higher than 

expected, consistent with the radial profiles in §4.4. For the high-r subsample we 

find .43,=0.00.58±0.0014 to /v'=20.o. This is ~4.1(T higher than e.xpected. again 

consistent with the radial profiles in §4.4. 

Now we consider .4^, as measured over larger scales compared to the 

gala.xy counts expected from the average published literature data (§4.1.3). The 

largest circle that can be inscribed within the fields in the magnitude-limited 

subsamples used above has radius SO". We denote our .4^, measurement on 
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Figure 4.30 The angular covariance amplitude .4^, measured at 0<4O" around our 
quasars in comparison to data at 0>4O". Poisson error bars are shown. The 
horizontal dotted line at .4g,=0 shows where the observed 0<4O" counts equal the 
0>4Q" prediction. The vertical dotted line shows the division between mid- and 
high-~ subsamples. All high-r .4^, values are measured down to /\ =20.5. For the 
mid-c subsample, solid squares show .4^, values measured down to /v'=20 and open 
squares and dashed error bars to A'=19. 
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Figure 4.31 The angular covariance amplitude .4^,(80") measured at 0<SO" around 
our quasars in comparison to average literature data. Error bars computed from 
the Poisson errors on the observed number of galaxies and the RMS errors of the 
literature data are shown. The horizontal dotted line at .4j,=0 shows where the 
observed 0<SO" counts equal the literature prediction. The vertical dotted line 
shows the division between mid- and high-- subsamples. All high-r .4^, values are 
measured down to A'=20.5. For the mid-c subsample. solid squares show .4^^ values 
measured down to [\=20 and open squares and dashed error bars to /\"=19. 
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this scale in comparison to the literature as .4^,(80") to avoid confusion with 

the previous .4^, measurement, not to imply .4^, depends on 9. For ^?=0°0'222. 

.4j,,(S0")=0.032S((:V//:'Vj) —I) and the uncertainty (T,.I=0.032S( 

where cr.v^ is the error on .\g found from the RMS of the literature data. The 

results are shown in Fig. 4.31. The uncertainties are large, but the c>l.4 average 

is clearly nonzero. The possible trend to smaller .4^, from c=1.4 to c=2 may be 

spurious, but might also be understood as our fixed magnitude limits failing to 

reach sufficiently deep to identify e.xcesses around r~2 quasars as well as the\' do 

around r~l..5 quasars. 

If we combine all galaxies in the mid-r subsample. we find 

.4^,,(S0")=0.0072±0.0027 to /v = l9 and .4j,(80")=0.0073±0.0026 to [\=20. 

For the high-r subsample we find .4g,(S0")=0.009o±0.0011 to /v'=20.o. These 

2.7(T results for the mid-r subsample. and 4.6-S.6cr for the high-c subsample. 

are consistent with the radial profiles in §4.4. The significances are reduced to 

2.3(T for the mid-r subsample and 3.6-6.2cr for the high-r subsample if we adopt 

our conservative magnitude scaling and adjust the literature counts upwards 

accordingl}-. The significances are also reduced if v\'e measure .4^,(40"). the .4^,, 

measured at 6<40" in comparison to the literature. This is due to the RMS of 

the literature data being large compared to the Poisson errors on the number of 

galaxies within 0<40". 

4.7.2. Summary: .4^, 

In summary, the angular covariance amplitude .4^, gives reasonable values 

both when calculated using gala.xies at 0<4O" from the c{uasars compared to 

>40" and using gala.xies at 0<SO" compared to the literature. The 0<40" e.xcess 

is significant at 4.1cr for the r=I.4-2.0 subsample and at 2.2(7 for the r=l-1.4 



subsample. independent of systematic magnitude scale offsets. The large-scale 

excess is significant at 4.6-S.6cr at r=L.4-2.0 and 2.7cr at r=l-1.4. This reduces to 

3.6-6.2cr and 2.3cr under our conservative magnitude scaling. 

As noted above, even if the excess galaxies are all at the quasar redshifts. 

Aj,, is not an absolute measure of associated richnesses while the related spatial 

covariance amplitude Bgq (Seldner & Peebles 1978: Yee Green 1987) is an 

absolute measure. However, the uncertainties on our individual values, 

and most of the A g g { S O " )  values, are large enough that calculating from them 

would not really be worthwhile. Instead, we opt to calculate an alternate absolute 

richness measure. A0.5. 

4.7.3. The Hill &; Lilly Statistic A0.5 

Hill Lilly (1991) defined the quantity .V0.5 to be the number of gala.xies above 

background located within 0.5 Mpc radius of the quasar and with magnitudes 

between rriBCG and mBCG+3- where ruBCC is the brightest cluster gala.vy 

magnitude. This is similar, but not identical, to the A ' 0 .5  used by Bahcall (1981). 

To measure A ' 0 .5  in our data, we need to know mgcG(-)- Also, for valid comparison 

with results at low c. we must account for redshift-dependent changes in the bright 

end of the gala.xy luminosity function (between rriBCG and mscG+-^)- deal with 

both these issues in the following section. 

4.7.4. What is 

Hill Lilly (1991) were studying the environments of radio galaxies at 

c~0.o. and so originally defined niBCG to be the magnitude of the radio gala.xy 

in each field. In the absence of a clear "red sequence" of early-type cluster 

gala.xies (e.g., Dickinson 1995: Stanford el al. 1997), there are several possible 
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observationally-basecl ways to define niBcci-) (which will be different for each 

quasar field). VVe could make use of our data directly by using the brightest R's 

magnitude at which an excess population of EROs appears in each field, but the 

<^^300 so determined might vary from field to field at the same redshift. and 

would be very uncertain due to small number statistics. There are only two 

spectroscopically confirmed BCGs at c>L. clearly not enough to define mBcci-) 

from c=:l-2. However, we could use the magnitude given by the K—z relation 

for high-r powerful radio galaxies (HzPRGs). This does not mean we assume all 

our quasars are from the same population as the HzPRGs. merely that we assume 

A.'-band HzPRG magnitudes are ecjuivalent to BCG magnitudes at c=l-2. 

VVe choose to adopt this latter approach, supplemented by the K — z relation 

of known BCGs at (see §4.7.5). .Assuming for the moment that HzPRGs are 

BCGs (see below for a discussion of this point), this has the advantage of having 

"built-in" evolutionary, cosmological. and k- corrections to the BCG magnitudes. 

However, in most reasonable models of structure formation, the typical cluster 

seen at r>I is from a different population than the typical cluster at r=0: 

i.e.. the r>I cluster arose from a larger initial perturbation in the density field 

(.\rag6n-Salamanca. Baugh Kauffmann 1997. Thus it is likely that the BCGs 

seen at c>I form a different population than BCGs at z=0. Nonetheless, there 

are two reasons we believe this does not invalidate our use of the K—z relation of 

HzPRGs to estimate that of BCGs at r=l-2. 

First, our targets are radio-loud quasars, most of them powerful ones which 

might very well be drawn from the same population of host gala.xies as PRGs. In 

this case, the clusters we are looking for around RLQs might be drawn from the 

same population of clusters as those around PRGs. and thus at each redshift the 
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BCG magnitude determined from the PRG f \ — z  relation would be applicable to 

RLQ host clusters. 

Second. Eales et al. (1993) have reaffirmed the conclusion of Lilly (1989) that 

the HzPRG R'—z relation shows low scatter to r=2. while citing some evidence 

for increased scatter at z>2. Thus the presumed BCG population at r=l-2 does 

not show much more scatter in the K — z relation than reasonably expected from 

studies of dozens of BCGs in clusters at c<0.0-5 (Thuan Puschell 19S9; Postman 

Lauer 1995) which span a range of richnesses and presumably formed from a 

range of initial density fluctuations. 

One concern with estimating the BCG R —z relation from that of HzPRGs is 

whether PIzPRGs are so bright in R because they truly are BCGs or because of 

contamination by the .AG.N' either through scattered or direct .AGN light, or through 

AGX-induced star formation or line emission. High-resolution IR observations (e.g. 

with .\ICM0S) will hopefully go a long way toward answering this question in the 

near future, but in the meantime we outline the following evidence that HzPRGs 

are indeed BCGs. Roche. Eales Rawling (1997) examine 10 6C radio gala.xies 

(RGs) at c = l-l.4. 6C RGs are roughly six times less radio-luminous than 3C RGs 

at similar c. The 6C gala.xies have significantly smaller /\''-band half-light radii 

than 3C gala.xies at similar redshifts. Thus the brighter (by CK"7 on average) A' 

magnitudes of the 3C galaxies are due. at least in part, to their larger sizes rather 

than an increased contribution by .A.GN-related flux. The sizes of 6C RGs are 

comparable to those of ~L' ellipticals, again consistent with the larger, brighter 

3C RGs being BCGs. Best, Longair & Rottgering (1997a: 1997b) present several 

other arguments in favor of 3C RGs being BCGs. They claim a ^15% .-\GN-related 

contribution to the A'-band light, and radial intensity profiles well matched by an 
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r'*" law. both consistent with starlight from old populations dominating at f \  .  In 

addition, the combined 3C RG /\'-band profile shows evidence of excess emission 

at r>3o kpc. which they interpret as cD-type halos. A similar excess of A'-band 

emission at large radii in 3C RGs relative to a sample of MG radio galaxies was 

found by .VIcLeod (1994), who however suggested it may be due to very nearby (i.e. 

interacting) galaxies. It should also be mentioned that there is some direct evidence 

that at least some 3C RGs at c>l lie in clusters, as e.xpected for BCGs. Dickinson 

(1997) has spectroscopically confirmed a cluster around 3C 324 at z=L206 from 

X-ray  emiss ion  has  a l so  been  de tec ted  (Smai l  D ick inson  199-5 ) .  and  De l torn  et  n l .  

(1997) have spectroscopically confirmed a cluster around 3CR 184 at z=0.996. 

Extended cluster-scale X-ray emission has also been detected around several 3C 

RGs by Crawford & Fabian (1996a: 1996b). 

We believe the results summarized above support the interpretation of 3C RGs 

as BCGs. at least as far as the A"-band light is concerned. The sole remaining issue 

in determining A0.5 is whether the bright end of the gala.xy luminosity function (LF) 

down to has the same luminosity evolution with redshift as WBCG- If not. 

then our values of A0.5 may be biased with respect to low-redshift measurements. 

Bes t .  Longa ir  Rot tger ing  (1997b .  the ir  F ig .  I )  show that  a t  r= i -2  the  K — z  

relation for 3C RGs runs slightly brighter than the relation for a nonevolving 

ellliptical normalized to 3C RGs at c<0.6. From nearly complete redshift surveys. 

Cowie (1996. his Fig. 2) shows that at all z<'l the upper envelope of the field galaxy 

population's K magnitude distribution tracks the same nonevolving ellliptical [\ —z 

relation (what Cowie plots is the K—z relation of a nonevolving Sb gala.xy with 

Mr^=--2o.S. but the two relations are very similar at r=I-2). In addition. Cowie 

et nl. (1996) estimate the A'-band LF and find, within the errors, an invariant .\/^-

and o to c=l and consistency with an invariant at c=l-1.6. These results 
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show there must be some evolution in the BCG and field galaxy populations since 

neither are ever quite as bright at c=l-2 as the K—z relation for passively evolving 

single-burst galaxies with ZF=O. But since both populations agree reasonably well 

with a single I\—z relation (that of a nonevolving ellliptical). differential evolution 

between them is likely to be small at c=l-2. and so our .V'o.s values should not 

be strongly biased compared to ones made at low redshift. Also, by assuming the 

same K — z relation for both populations we are being conservative, since from the 

a forement ioned  two  f igures  the  sense  o f  any  poss ib le  evo lu t ion  i s  such  that  by  z='2  

the BCGs are at most ~1'" brighter than the nonevolving elliptical [\ — c relation, 

while the upper envelope of the field galaxies still tracks that relation. If real, this 

evolution would mean that we do not reach as far down the LF at higher redshift 

and thus our A '0 .5  values will be conservatively low. 

4.7.5. The K — z  Relation for Powerful Radio Galaxies at z=l—2 

To use the K — z  relation for HzPRGs to define mBca in our quasar fields, we 

must fit a function to that relation. Given that the dispersion in the K — z relation 

is we ignore the ~07'0o differences between photometric systems used in the 

literature, though we note the system used where possible. 

We use the data on HzPRGs presented in Figure 3 of Eales et  a l .  (1993). 

which have been corrected to 34.5 kpc apertures assuming h=Q.o. Fitting a linear 

relation to PRGs between c=l-2 using least-squares, we find 

K = (16.99 ± 0.17) -f- (5.99 ±0.96)/og(c) (4.17) 

with standard deviation 0^41. The two spectroscopically-confirmed r>I BCGs 

(see above) are consistent with this K—z relation, which is further evidence that it 

does track the magnitudes of BCGs to high r. When we include these two objects 
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in the fit. we find 

K = (17.02 ± 0.16) + (-5.90 ± 0.92)/oi^(c) (4.18) 

with standard deviation 0?*40. In both cases the dominant uncertainty is on the 

slope of the relation. VVe thus consider lower-redshift studies which might reduce 

the uncertainties in the slope by increasing the redshift baseline. 

.\rag6n-Salamanca et  a l .  (1993) give K C I T  magnitudes, measured within a 

•50 kpc diameter aperture, for 19 BCGs in optically selected clusters at r<l. Fitting 

their data, we find 

with standard deviation 07^32. The smaller uncertainties on the slope of this 

relation suggest that combining this dataset with the r>l data will provide a 

useful overall K~z relation for our use. Note that .A.ragon-Salamanca. Baugh 

Kauffmann (1997) have very recently presented a new compilation of c<l BCG A. 

magnitudes. They find slightly fainter magnitudes at ~=1 than our fit. However, 

the even more recent compilation of K magnitudes of BCGs in X-ray luminous 

clusters at r<l by Collins Mann (1997) agrees well with our fit at r~l. 

Fitting the data of .A.rag6n-Salamanca et  a l .  (1993). Eales et  a l .  (1993). and 

the two spectroscopically confirmed c>l BCGs. we find 

with standard deviation 07^37. This relation is consistent with Figure 3 of Eales 

et al.. since the redshift range z=l-'2 in that graph has a somewhat steeper slope 

than the overall relation from z=0-4. VVe adopt Equation 4.20 as describing the 

magnitudes of BCGs to r=2. 

K = (17.04 ±0.11) + (5.01 ± O.l4) log{  = ) (4.19) 

A" = (17.12 ±0.06) + (5.10 ± 0.11)/o^(r) (4.20) 
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4.7.6. Calculating the Hill S>c Lilly Statistic Vo.s 

We assume Ho=To.  qo=0. l .  and A=0 to calculate 6'o.5- the angular distance 

corresponding to O.o/ifg^ Mpc at the quasar r. for each cjuasar. In each field we 

extract all galaxies inside and outside of 0o.5 between KBCG (S'S given by Eci- 4.20) 

and A"ecG+3. However, only six fields have ocr limits that reach /VSCG+3. (Our 

r>l.4 data reaches an average of [\BCG='^^~- vvhile our r<l.4 data reaches an 

average of ) For each other field, we scale the .V0.5  measurement down 

to to the expected value down to /V'SCG+3 using measurements to both limits 

in the six deepest fields, suitably averaged. This eliminates the bias toward lower 

.Vq 5 observed in the raw measurements to in these fields. The uncertainties on 

.Vq 5 are dominated by the uncertainties in the background subtraction. There is no 

way to reduce the uncertainty on the number of galaxies within 0.5 Mpc between 

f'^BCG and A.'BC&+3. but the uncertainty on the background subtraction can be 

reduced by observing larger areas. 

The results (for our liberal magnitude scale) are shown in Fig. 4.32. The 

plotted error bars do not include the uncertainties in the corrections for fields 

which do not reach A'ecG+'^- ^^e average .V0.5 value lies above zero, as it should 

since we do observe an excess near the ciuasars. However, the uncertainties are 

large: the average ;Vo.5 for all 31 good fields is ll.S±r2.0. for all 20 r>L4 fields is 

ll.4±r2.S. and for all 11 c<l.4 fields is r2.o±11.0. Using the relations between 

.V0.5. Bgt,. and .A.bell richnesses given in Hill Lilly (1991). these A0.5 v-alues 

correspond to richnesses of .A.bell class Oil. where by —I we mean the richness of 

the general field. In other words, the Icr upper limit on the average local richnesses 

of our c[uasars is .'\bell richness class I. not including the uncertainty on the 

correction to /\'BCG+3 where needed. By "local" we mean the gala.xy overdensity 
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Figure 4.32 The Hill & Lilly (1991) richness statistic .V0.5 measured in our RLQ fields. 
Error bars are Poisson only. The horizontal dashed line at -Vo.5=0 shows where the 
observed counts at <0.o Mpc equal the prediction from data at >0.5 Mpc. 
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Figure 4.33 Histogram of "local" A0.5 values measured for our RLQ fields. .Abell 
richnesses of 0 .  1 .  and 2  are approximately . ' V o . 5  =  L 0 .  1 9 .  and 3 1 .  
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in the central O.oh— Mpc radius region compared to the region between 

and ~0.S-5/2f5^ Mpc. This same Abell richness class Oil result was found for 

17 c=L-l.4 oC and 6C radio galaxies by Roche. Eales Hippelein (1997). In 

Fig. 4.33 we plot the histogram of local iVo.5 values for all 31 fields. This plot can 

be directly compared with Fig. 9 of Hill Lilly (199L). Like FR II radio gala.xies 

at z~0..5 (their Fig. 9a) and RLQs at c~0.5 (their Fig. II). our quasars at z=[-2 

show values extending from ~0 to ~40. with an average greater than zero (typical 

Poisson errors on our points are ±2 bins). 

We now consider the "global" richness, i.e. the gala.xy overdensity in the 

central O.oh— Mpc radius region compared to the literature e.xpectation. VVe 

calculate these values in the same manner as the local richnesses, using the 

average published literature N(m) and RMS in the appropriate magnitude range. 

The uncertainties are difficult to reduce other than possibly through a more 

accurate determination of the random-field RMS and through observing all fields 

to f\BCG+'^- The results (for our liberal magnitude scale) are shown in Fig. 4.34. 

These plotted error bars do include the uncertainties in the corrections for fields 

which do not reach /vgcG+3. The average global .VQ.S is larger than the average 

local .Vo 5. as expected. The uncertainties are still large: the average global .\o.-> 

for all 31 good fields is 25.2±19.1, for all 20 ~>1.4 fields is 2S.S±21.4. and for all 

11 r<l.4 fields is I6.4±12.o. This roughly corresponds to .Abell richness I.5±1.5 

for the r>1.4 subsample. and .Abell richness 0.5dbl.0 for the r<1.4 subsample. 

Thus while the average richness levels are higher when compared to the literature 

expectation, the uncertainties are also larger due to the large field-to-field RMS 

seen in the literature. 

Finally, we note that the average "local" A0.5 value for our two control fields is 
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Figure 4.34 The Hill &: Lilly (I99I) richness statistic .VQ.., measured for our RLQ 
fields compared to the literature. Error bars include the uncertainties in the 
corrections for fields which do not reach /V'SCG+3. The horizontal dashed line at 
.Vo .5=0 shows where the observed counts at <0.5 Mpc equal the prediction from the 

average published literature data. 
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5.6±8.9. calculated assuming r=1.201 and 1.315 for them so that their 0(T K limits 

are equal to [\BCG+^- Their average "global" .V '0 .5  value is —13.3±10.3 with the 

same assumptions. This negative value is expected, since our control fields" galaxy 

counts are below the published literature average (Fig. 3.L0). These control Held 

results show no evidence for any systematic bias in our .V0.5 measurements. 

4.7.7. Summary: .V0.5 

Cnder the assumption that the excess gala.xies are all at the quasar redshifts. 

and that a straightforward comparison of .V0.5 values can be done between these 

quasars" gala.xy excesses at c=l-2 and clusters at r~0. the values of .V0.5 ue 

calculate indicate the local e.xcess around the quasars within O.oh^^ Mpc (~6o") 

corresponds to .-\.bell richness class ~0±L where by -1 we denote the richness of 

the field. The global e.xcess within O.oh— Mpc compared to the expected literature 

counts corresponds to Abell richness class ~I.5±l.o. The global e.xcess across our 

entire RLQ fields compared to the e.xpected literature counts is presumably the 

same structure. 

One simple interpretation of these results is that RLQs at r=l-"2 are located 

on a large scale (^O.Toh^^ Mpc) within clusters and/or large scale gala.xy 

structures of .Abell richness 0 or greater (Icr lower limit). On a smaller scale 

Mpc) within those structures, the RLQs can be located in unremarkable 

"field"' environments or in groups or clusters up to Abell richness 1 (Icr upper 

limit). 

However, as mentioned in §4.7. the evolution of individual galaxies and gala.xy 

clusters may complicate such comparisons. The numerical simulations of Steinmetz 

(1997) show that present day L' galaxies typically have several progenitors at c~3 
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spread over a few hundred kpc. and Sawicki V'ee (199S) find that the inferred 

total stellar masses of Lyman-break-selected z^'2 galaxies in the Hubble Deep Field 

are not large enough for them to be the direct progenitors of L' galaxies. If we 

assume that a present-day L' galaxy has on average two progenitors at c~I-2. 

then our richness measurements will be biased high by a factor of two on average. 

However, this would not change our qualitative finding that c=l-2 RLQs are often 

embedded in large-scale gala.xy structures and occasionally also in smaller group-

or cluster-sized structures. This may also be an extreme case, since if these are 

bound structures galaxies may need to be counted within a larger radius for direct 

comparison with low redshift cluster richness measurements, and since early-type 

gala.xies in clusters or other dense structures may be fully formed at higher redshifts 

than field gala.xies. Nonetheless, this illustrates the need for detailed comparison 

of deep imaging and spectroscopic data on high-redshift clusters with numerical 

simulations in order to relate such objects to their better understood low-redshift 

counterparts. 

Finally, as large as the errors on :Vo.5 are. the local :\'o.5 values woidd have had 

even larger errors if we had not designed our data reduction procedure to make 

use of the edges of the fields which have less than the full exposure time. More 

accurate determination of RLQ richnesses at r=I-2 will require comparably deep 

data (to triBCG+'i) over wider fields (>4'x4'). Such imaging might also be more 

usefully done in ./ or H. if they have a smaller field-to-field gala.xy RMS than the 

K band does. 

4.7.8. Angular Covariance Amplitude .4^, with Color Selection 

In §4.7.1 we found that the angular covariance amplitudes .4^, calculated for 

our fields are nonzero, i.e. that there are excess galaxies both near the quasars 
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compared to the edges of the fields and across the entire fields compared to the 

literature expectation. In §4.5.2 we saw that this population has an r—{\ color 

distribution which is significantly redder than the field. Thus it is %vorthwhile to 

investigate whether the significance of the nonzero values is increased when a 

color cut is composed on the input galaxies. 

We consider color criteria of r—[\>4 and r—f\>o.  The former is based on the 

results of §4.5.2. where we found that there were essentialh' no e.xcess gala.xies in 

our fields at r—A';^4. However, the apparent deficit of r—A'^3 gala.xies in our fields 

at the faintest magnitudes may mean that there are slight offsets in our control-

and  quasar - f i e ld  r—K his tograms  a t  those  magni tudes .  These  would  make  r—[\>4 

selection somewhat overstate the significance of the e.xcess. so we also consider a 

more restrictiv^e selection of r—f\>o. This is based on passively evolving models 

for galaxies formed in a single burst at high Such galaxies should have 

at and the only other populations of r—/v';^5 objects should be dusty galaxies 

and unresolved late-type stars. So this should be a reasonable, simple criterion 

for identifying c>l early-type cluster gala.xies against the background. It is also 

conservative since we do not take into account the different limiting r magnitudes 

of the fields, which below some threshold magnitude will cause galaxies with true 

r—K>5 to  be  measured  as  upper  l imi t s  a t  smal l er  va lues  o f  r—K. 

Considering gala.xies at 0<4O" compared to ^>40". we find significant excesses 

only for r—K>4 galaxies from the c>1.4 subsample to A'=20 (3.0(t) or /\'=20.5 

(O.4<T). Note that the excesses for r—K>o galaxies in this subsample are '2.0a and 

2.Scr to /v'<20 and A'<20.5. respectively, and so they do follow the same trend as 

the r—K>4 gala.xies. just at lower significance. 

Considering galaxies at 6'<S0" compared to the literature, we find very 
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Figure -!..'3o The angular covariance amplitude .43,(80") measured for gala.xies with 
r—K>'[ at ^<80" around our quasars in comparison to average literature data. 

Error bars computed from the Poisson errors on the observed number of gala.xies 

and the RMS uncertainties of the literature data are shown. The horizontal dotted 
line at .-l3,=0 shows where the observed 9<S0". i—f\>4 galaxy counts equal the 

literature prediction. The vertical dotted line shows the division between mid- and 
high-c subsamples. .\ll high-c .4^, values are measured down to /v'=20.5. For the 

mid-c subsample, solid squares show Agq values measured down to /\'=20 and open 

squares and dashed error bars to 



significant excesses (4-1 Icr) for r—f\>4 galaxies in both reclshift subsamples clown 

to all magnitudes considered under both our liberal and conservative magnitude 

scalings. For r—K>o galaxies, we find 2..5-2.S(T excesses for the r<l.4 subsample 

and o-lOcr excesses for the r>l.4 subsample. depending on the depth and 

magnitude scale used. For both selection criteria, we took as the expected gala.xy 

surface density the average published literature counts multiplied by the fraction 

of gala.xies in all our opt-IR control fields which lie in the appropriate magnitude 

and color range. 

Note that the significance for all these excesses increases with sample depth. 

The overdensities are also larger under both color selection criteria than measured 

without color selection, as expected. .As an e.xample. we show in Fig. 1.35 the .4^,, 

values in our individual quasar fields for galaxies with r—/v'>4. .Vote that the 

vertical scale in this graph is twice as large as that of Fig. 4.31. Thus optical-lR 

color .selection is a useful means of increasing the S/N in measurements of gala.xy 

overdensities. 

4.8. Smoothed Faint Galaxy Surface Density Images 

Both Agq and .V0.5 indicate the presence of galaxy overdensities in our r>l 

RLQ fields, on average. The uncertainties on the richnesses of structures in 

individual fields are large, however, due to the small number of galaxies and/or the 

field-to-field RMS of A' band galaxy counts. In addition, several fields which stand 

out in inspection of color pictures as good cluster candidates do not stand out in 

the richness measures considered in this section. 

In particular, consider the five quasars at c=1.50-I.o5. These include 

Q0S3o-foS0 (3C 205: Fig. 4.27) and Q2345-1-061 (Fig. 4.29) which show "obvious" 
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evidence on those color pictures for galaxy excesses centered on the quasars. 

However, these quasars have the lowest global A'0.5 values in this r range (Fig. 4.34). 

.•\s seen in Fig. 4.30. these two quasars do have the highest at 0<40" of any 

0I.4 fields, but the uncertainties are large. The c=l.5-l.oo quasars with the 

highest .1^, in Fig. 4.31 and Fig. 4.3o. i.e. in comparison to the expected literature 

counts, are Ql 126+101 (Fig. 4.28) and Qr21S+339 (3C 270.1). These two quasars 

also have the highest global .V0.5 values in this c range (Fig. 4.34). but have local 

.V0.5 values around zero (Fig. 4.32) and have .45,~0 in Fig. 4.30. This argues 

that gala.xy e.Kcesses exist in these fields but that they are not that concentrated 

around the quasars. The other quasar in this redshift range is Q2149+212. which 

shows Ag,, consistent with zero compared to the literature e.xpectation or at 0<40" 

compared to 0>40". but which does have highest local -V'o.s at c>l.4 (Fig. 4.32). 

albeit with large errors. 

These conflicting rankings are partially due to the large uncertainties in 

individual-field .V0.5 and measurements arising from the small numbers of 

galaxies in inidividual fields and the large RMS of the literature counts. However, 

additional uncertainty may be introduced into ;Vo.5 because a local galaxy e.xcess 

is only seen at ^?<40". not at the full 9^6o" over which .VQ 5 is measured. On the 

other hand. Agg measurements are limited in their usefulness by not being absolute 

richness measurements, and by the inclusion of galaxies too bright to plausibly be 

at the quasar redshifts. 

Since it would be useful to have a less noisy measure of individual fields* 

relative richnesses and galaxy spatial distributions, we have constructed smoothed 

images of the faint galaxy surface density across our fields. This quantity is similar 

to the projected density Pproj or Dproj introduced by Dressier (19S0) and used 
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by Deltorn et al. (1997). so we refer to it as the smoothed galaxy surface (or 

projected) density Sproj- In each field we computed the surface density in square 

bins W" wide and spaced every 10". using only galaxies fainter than KBCO for one 

image and further restricting the selection to galaxies with r—K>A for another. 

We then magnified the resultant images back to the original pixel scale for ease of 

comparison, smoothing with a 3rd-order spline. Details of individual Sproj images 

are given in §5.1. Here we just note the results for the five quasars at r=l.oO-Loo 

discussed above. 

Q1126+101 and Qr21S+339 do have large-scale overdensities in their Sproj 

images which are not particularly concentrated around the ciuasars. Qr21S-r339 

has a overdensity 2.ocr above background (referred to as simply a 'l.bcr ov^erdensity 

hereafter) covering the NE quadrant of the image. Qir26+101 has a 3cr overdensit\-

located N of the quasar and elongated E-VV. measuring ~40"x90" (contours 1<T 

above the background level). 

Q0S3o+oS0 has a 3<T faint galaxy overdensity centered on the quasar which 

measures ~40"x60" ( 1<T contours). There is also a similar sized 2-3cr overdensity 

SO" from the quasar in the NE corner of the image. Q2345-I-061 has a 3cr faint 

gala.xy overdensity centered on the quasar which measures ~40"x50" (Icr contours). 

The 1<T contours connect to a ia overdensity of r—I\>4 galaxies in the NE corner 

of the image. S-5" from the quasar. The Sproj images of these fields thus suggest 

that the .4^, values in Fig. 4.30 can be used in spite of their large error bars to 

determine the relative strength of excesses near the quasars. 

Lastly, the field of Q2149-|-2r2 has a 3cr peak 35" ENE of the ciuasar and a 4cr 

peak 50" VV'NW. It is possible that the local A'o.s measurement could be biased high 

l)y these peaks within O.oh— Mpc and the lower average surface density outside 
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that, while the Agq measurement at 0<40" would be less susceptible to such a bias 

giv^en the location of the peaks right at 0~4O". 

Thus the smoothed faint galaxy surface density (5'proj ) images can be helpful in 

sorting out whether or not individual fields have small- or large-scale overdensities. 

This is useful for prioritizing spectroscopic targets, but until spectroscopy is 

obtained, the reality of an excess for any particular quasar field is difficult to 

establish with certainty (cf. §5.1.34). 

4,9. The A'-band Luminosity Function of Candidate z > l  

Galaxies 

We have shown that there exists an excess population of red galaxies in our 

fields and that the color distribution of the excess at 0<40" from the quasars is 

indistinguishable from that at 0>40". This argues that the large-scale excess as well 

as the small-scale excess is associated with the c[uasars. The color and magnitude 

distributions of the excess population are broadly consistent with it consisting of 

gala.xies at the ciuasar redshifts. Our data are too noisy for us to fully constrain 

the luminosity function (LF) of the excess population under this assumption, but 

we can constrain -V/^-. the magnitude of the "knee" in the LF. We will do so in this 

section, but first some notes on terminology. 1\BCG is the apparent K magnitude 

for brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs). is the BCG absolute l\ magnitude. 

-V/^- is the absolute K magnitude of the knee in the luminosity function, and I\' 

is the apparent K magnitude of the knee. .-Ml of these parameters can vary with 

redshift. 
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4.9.1. Evolution from O { I \  — K B C G )  

The simplest way to construct a luminosity function (LF) for the excess 

galaxies is to calculate O{I\—KBCG)- the background-subtracted number of galaxies 

as a function of I\—1\BCG in each field, and then add together many fields to 

reduce the uncertainties. If the evolution of the galaxy LF in the observed l\ band 

i s  a d e c [ u a t e l y  d e s c r i b e d  b y  p u r e  l u m i n o s i t y  o r  d e n s i t y  e v o l u t i o n ,  t h e n  o { [ \ — l \ B c r : )  

can be reliably used to estimate the evolution in If. however. BCGs evolve 

differently with redshift than ~L"" gala.xies (i.e. the bright-end LF shape changes 

with redshift). there will be evolution in — \IK.BCG as well as possible evolution 

in .1//'-. Since we do not know a priori that the bright-end LF shape is constant, 

we must confirm any apparent evolution in from 0{l\ — KBCG) by determining 

the LF in the more usual method. This method is to assume a cosmology and 

a prescription for no-evolution /t-corrections. use them to determine absolute 

magnitudes for the e.xcess gala.xies. and fit a Schechter function to the resulting 

absolute magnitude distribution. Note that since our fields reach only below 

KBCG on average, we are not sensitive to (and cannot constrain) the faint-end LF 

slope o. Similarly, since we do not know the redshift volume over which the e.xcess 

gala.xies are distributed, we cannot constrain the LF normalization o". 

To find o { K —  K B C G ) -  we count all galaxies across each field brighter than 

the OCT K limit (/v's^). correct for incompleteness, subtract the e.xpected literature 

counts, subtract KBCG from the magnitude scale of the resulting excess .\'(m). 

sum up the individual fields' excesses, and normalize by the area in each bin. We 

exclude the faintest bin from further consideration since it contains data from 

only one field. The results for c<1.4 and c>1.4 on our liberal magnitude scale 

are the solid lines in Fig. 4.36 and Fig. 4.37, respectively. The dashed lines are 



the ±[a Poisson uncertainty ranges at each magnitude. The e.vcess in the r<l.-l 

sample ,  and  to  a  l e s ser  ex tent  the  c>1 .4  sample ,  be tween  R 'BCG and  ^KBCC,- -

(i.e. almost certainly at c<l) is not large in actual numbers of galaxies observed 

in our fields, and is only marginally significant using our conservative magnitude 

scale. Still, this possible bright excess illustrates that imaging over wider fields to 

accurately determine the extent of any foreground excess causing magnification 

bias is worthwhile. 

VVe wish to fit the observed excess N { K — K B C G ]  with a Schechter function, 

defined as 

o { M )  =  0.92o"exp(-0.92(iV/ -  .V/-)(a + L) -  e.rp[-0.92(-V/ -  .V/")]) (4.21) 

(Schechter 1976). VV'e adopt Q=-I.O, since all previous /\-band LF determinations 

find this value within the errors, which reduces Eci. 4.21 to 

D { K  —  KBCG) = O.920'exp(—ej-p[—0.92( A.' — A')]) (4.22) 

We adopt a very simple technique to estimate K'. We assume various values of 

K' and generate o{I\ — KBCG) for each value. Since o' is unconstrained by our 

data, we shift this curve vertically by the weighted difference between it and the 

data in all bins at f\>R'BCG — I- VVe then calculate the for this shifted curve 

compared to the data, and repeat the procedure for different A ' to find the value 

of A " which yields the lowest 

For C= 1.4-2.0 we find A'" —A'BCC=1-SO±0.4O under our conservative magnitude 

scaling and A'" —A'ecG=l-6o±0.45 under our liberal magnitude scaling. The ±lcr 

limits are the values of I\' — I\BCG which yield ±lcr deviant values. The 1-1.4 

data are too noisy to constrain A' under our conservative magnitude scaling, and 

only yield A ' —/v'gcG = l-4o±0.90 under our liberal magnitude scaling if we exclude 

a l l  da ta  br ighter  than  KBCG-
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Figure 4.36 The solid line is the excess galaxy surface density (log A') vs. K  —  [ \  B C G -

where KBCG is the estimated brightest cluster galaxy [\ magnitude at the quasar 
redshift. Dashed lines show the ±lcr error envelope. The excesses from all r<I,4 
fields have been coadded and normalized by the area at each magnitude bin to make 
this plot. 
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Figure 4.37 The solid line is the excess galaxy surface density (log .V) vs. L \  —  K B C G -

where KBCG is the estimated brightest cluster gala.xy l\ magnitude at the quasar 

redshift. Dashed lines show the ±lcr error envelope. The excesses from all c>1.4 
fields have been coadded and normalized by the area at each magnitude bin to make 
this plot. Even though these fields are at higher redshift. better data enables us to 

reach farther below KBCG in them than in the s<L4 fields, on average. 
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4.9.2. Evolution from O(.V/A,-) 

As mentioned earlier, since we do not know whether and evolve 

similarly with redshift. we must calculate as well as o{I \  — K B C G ) -  VVe 

assume our usual cosmology of HQ=76 km s~' Mpc~'. <70=0.1. and .\.=0. For our 

no-e\^olution A:-correction we adopt the average of the /\'-band A:-corrections for the 

15 Gyr old model E and Sa galaxies of Poggianti (1997). This is reasonable since 

at the bright end of the LF a mi.xture of ellipticals and bright spirals is found. 

These A:-corrections change very little over the range r=l-2. It is true that in our 

cosmology the age of the universe at c=0 is only IL.06 Gyr. but the difference 

in SEDs at the relevant wavelengths (A>6600 .\) is negligible between gala.xies 

of ages 11.06 and 15 Gyr. The expected amount of passive luminosity evolution 

will be different, however, as discussed below. In each field, we calculate absolute 

magnitudes assuming the excess galaxies are all at the cjuasar redshifts. We sum up 

the individual fields" e.xcesses and normalize by the area in each absolute magnitude 

bin. 

The results for r<1.4 and r>1.4 on our liberal magnitude scale are the solid 

lines in Fig. 4.38 and Fig. 4.39. respectively, with dashed lines the ±1<T Poisson 

uncertainty ranges. .N'ote that in our cosmology our assumed KBCG (Eq. 4.20) 

corresponds to .V/j^'^^=-26.56±0.36 (including intrinsic dispersion of 0'7'3) at 

r=1.4-2. and -26.2S±0.31 at r=l-1.4. Thus the possible excess at .\//v<-27 is 

almost certainly not at the ciuasar redshifts. It is also not large in actual numbers 

of gala.xies observed, and is a <2cr excess in all bins with in both 

samples. 

We fit a Schechter function with Q:=-1 and arbitrary normalization to the 

absolute magnitude distributions in the same manner as before. We exclude the 
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Figure 4.38 The solid line is the excess galaxy surface density (log .V) vs. 
Dashed lines show the ±1<t error envelope. The e.Kcesses from all c<1.4 fields have 

been coadded and normalized by the area at each magnitude bin to make this plot. 
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Figure 4.39 The solid line is the excess galaxy surface density (log A ) vs. MK -

Dashed lines show the ±lcr error envelope. The excesses from all r>1.4 fields have 

been coadded and normalized by the area at each magnitude bin to make this plot. 
Even though these fields are at higher redshift. better data enables us to reach 

farther down the luminosity function in them than in the r<1.4 fields, on average. 
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faintest bin in both samples since it contains only a single field, and all bins 

brighter than .V//v=-26.5 since such objects are very unlikely to be at the quasar 

redshifts. For the c=l-l.4 subsample we also exclude bins fainter than .V/A- = -23.o 

since their uncertainties are too large. We find .V/^-=-25.25l,^'° for our r=l-L l 

fields and .\/^-=-24.S5io;5o for our c= 1.4-2 fields. We cannot put an upper limit 

on from our c= 1-1.4 data since the cutoff in the LF at bright magnitudes is ill 

defined. 

4.9.3. Discussion 

We compare our results with the LF or Gardner et  a l .  (1997): .V/^- = -

23.90±0.I0 at 3=0.14. Gardner et al. measure magnitudes in 10" diameter 

apertures (Gardner et al. 1996). or 22 kpc diameter at 3=0.14 for our cosmology. 

This is equivalent to a -3" diameter aperture at c=l-2. smaller than the typical 

total magnitude aperture for our faint galaxies, but comparable to the typical 

isophotal magnitude aperture. Fig. 3.4 shows that the average offset between these 

two magnitudes is ~0?'3±0'!"2. Since our magnitudes are probably systematically 

brighter than those of Gardner el al. by roughly this amount, we include this offset 

and uncertainty in our luminosity evolution estimates. .\'ote that this offset is a 

factor of ~3 too low to explain the amount of luminosity evolution we see. 

We find -l.Ool,^'" magnitudes of luminosity evolution in 11 RLQ fields with 

r=l.I3 and -0.6o!!lo;55 in 20 RLQ fields with r=1.67. We stress that these estimates 

are made assuming that all excess galaxies in these fields are at the quasar redshifts 

and with a very simple fit to an arbitrarily normalized Schechter function with 

fi.xed faint-end slope. 

.Vonetheless. this detection of luminosity evolution from O { MK )  is in good 



agreement with our estimates from O (  K —  R ' B C G ) -  At r<0.4. '^ = -26.22±0.4 1 

(Aragon-Salamanca et al. 1993). consistent with the match between the radio 

galaxy K—z diagram and no-evolution predictions to z='2 (Aragon-Salamanca. 

Baugh KaufFmann 1997). and so .V/^-.V/®'^'^=2.32±0.41. Compared to 

A'" —at c=l-1.4 and /v' —A.'SCG=1-6O±0.4O at ^=1.4-2 from 

o{ [\ — KBCG)- this gives -0.S7±0.99 magnitudes luminosity evolution in 

to r=1.13 and -0.67it0.61 magnitudes to c=1.67. 

How dependent is our detection of luminosity evolution from o(.V//^-) on the 

assumption of the excess galaxies being at the quasar redshifts? If the excess 

galaxies were consistently located foreground to the quasars, our estimates of 

their absolute magnitudes would be biased systematically bright. To erase the 

evolution seen in .V/^- the excess galaxies would need to have r=0.7 in the r=LI3 

RLQ sample, and c=I.2±0.1 in the r'=1.67 RLQ sample. This is more or less 

independent of the assumed cosmology. We can rule out c~0.7 since gala.xies at 

that redshift would not show such a strong tail to very red colors in r — K. We 

cannot rule out 3"~1.2 since galaxies can be as red as r—K^Q at that redshift. 

Thus our detection of luminosity evolution in .V/^- from o{\I[^) is quite dependent 

on our assumption that the e.xcess galaxies are all at the quasar redshifts. (The 

similar result from 0(I\ — KBCG) is largely independent of this assumption, but 

the larger uncertainties on that result and its interpretation make it less useful.) 

However, if the excess gala.xies are at r;^0.9 as indicated by their r—l\s color 

distribution, the most likely redshift for them to be at is the quasar redshift. This 

is because the only other reason for an e.xcess gala.xy population in many fields is 

weak lensing amplification of these r=l-2 RLQs. and large scale structure at r~l 

would not efficiently cause such an effect. Nevertheless, only spectroscopic follovvup 

of our fields will enable us to refine our results. 
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To summarize, in our adopted cosmology observed /v'-band BCG magnitudes 

match no-evolution predictions to within 07*3. Vet we observe evolution in 

K' — R'BCC- which indicates -0.S7±0.99 magnitudes luminosity evolution in A/^- to 

3=1.13 and -0.67±0.61 magnitudes to 3'=1.67. This is supported by the 

magnitudes of luminosity evolution to c=I.l3 and -O.Goto]!? to c=1.67 determined 

directly from 0{Mk). assuming the excess galaxies are at the quasar redshifts. 

This amount of luminosity evolution is roughly consistent with passive evolution 

of stellar populations formed at high c. Poggianti (1997) give passive evolution 

of -1.05±0.10 and -1.33±0.i2 to the same redshifts for an equal mi.xture of Sa 

and E galaxies in an /7o=o0. 70=0.225 universe. The model elliptical used has 

an e.xponentially decreasing star formation rate with r=l Gyr. which makes for 

slightly more luminosity evolution than the commonly assumed 1 Gyr burst model. 

On the other hand, in our cosmology galaxies will be younger at both r=0 and 

c=l-2 and so there will be slightly more luminosity evolution between those 

redshifts. since young stellar populations evolve more rapidly than old ones. .And 

if our assumed cosmology is in error, the amount of passive evolution we infer will 

also be wrong. .A. <70=0.0 cosmology would reduce the luminosity evolution we infer 

by ~(r3. 

.Most of the above effects will act to increase the discrepancy between the 

luminosity evolution we observe and the amount expected from passive evolution. 

Thus on the whole, despite the uncertainties, our data hints that we see too little 

luminosity evolution to be consistent with passive evolution. Such a result would 

require gala.xies to be not yet fully assembled at z=l-2. since less massive galaxies 

will be fainter even accounting for passive evolution. (It is important to keep in 

mind that the formation of a gala.xy's stellar population and the formation of a 

gala.xy need not occur at the same time.) This is consistent with predictions of 



hierarchical galaxy formation models (e.g. KaufFmann Chariot L997) and such an 

effect has been detected in the early-type gala.xy population at r<l (Kauffmann. 

Chariot Sc White 1996). 

4.9.4. Comparison with Previous Work 

Our result is broadly consistent with previous work. Studies of the /\'-band 

LF through various means exist at low redshift (Mobasher. Sharpies Ellis 1993: 

Glazebrook  et  a l .  1995:  Gardner  et  a l .  1997) ,  in  a  r=0 .3  c lus ter  (Barger  ef  a l .  

1995). to r~l (.\rag6n-Salamanca et al. 1993: Steidel. Dickinson Persson 

1994: Cowie et al. 1996). and at =>l (.A.rag6n-Salamanca et al. 1994: see also 

-Aragon-Sa lamanca .  E l l i s  O'Br ien  1996) .  .A . t  l ow  c  we  adopted  the  Gardner  et  a l .  

since it is the most accurate value to date and lies between those of the other 

two low-c studies. 

From a /v'<lS field gala.xy redshift survey. Elston (1994) suggests that ~ T" 

luminosity evolution to r~l in bright early-type galaxies is recjuired. in agreement 

with the results of the Lebofsky «L' Eisenhardt (19S6) survey of a heterogenous 

sample of ellipticals and radio galaxies to c=l. Initial results of the /?i21.5 CXOC2 

~^0.55 field galaxy redshift survey (Lin et al. 1997) also suggest i^l"' luminosity 

evolution to c=l. However. Cowie et al. (1996) find from a /v'<20 field gala.xy 

redshift survey that within their ±0^5 errors, is invariant to c=l and is 

consistent with being invariant at c=l-1.6. Their assumed .V/^- is ~(X"2 brighter 

than ours for the same cosmology. Their c<l results hold for their dataset alone or 

combined with the field redshift surveys of Glazebrook et al. (1995) and Mobasher. 

Sharpies & Ellis (1993). The trend in the data to r=l is for to brighten, by 

0?'4 in their data or 0?'3 in the combined data (qo=0.02). However, at r=l-1.6 

they observe a deficit of bright gala.xies (.V//v<-25.1) at magnitudes where their 
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spectroscopy is >95% complete, which argues against a brighter \[J^- at r>l. From 

a Mg n absorption line selected galaxy sample. Steidel. Dickinson Persson { 1994) 

also find no evolution in the /\'-band LF to c=l. 

Thus comparison of our work with that of others may hint at differential 

evolution between cluster and field LFs at r>I. This is in contrast to the studies 

of Barger et al. (1995) and Aragon-Salamanca et al. (1993) which found no 

evidence for evolution in (within ±0?'3-0^4 errors) in clusters since r=0.3 

and from r=0.37 to r=0.9. respectively. (The latter study did find evidence for 

color evolution of the reddest cluster gala.xies consistent with passive evolution, 

however.) It also conflicts with the work of .-Vragon-Salamanca et al. (1994). who 

found that the LF of Mobasher. Sharpies Ellis (1993) was consistent (within 

uncertainties of ±07^45) with that of a sample of candidate c= 1.3-2 multiple C IV 

absorbing gala.xies. 

However, there is evidence for surface brightness evolution in both cluster 

and field early-type gala.xies from the work of Schade and collaborators (.Schade 

rt al. 1995: Schade et al. 1996ab: Schade. Lopez-Cruz Barrientos 1997: see 

Schade 1996 for a review). The amount of evolution is A.V/e=-r (at a given 

galaxy size) to ~=1.2 in the rest-frame i5-band. With redshifts from the r<21.5 

Canadian Network for Observational Cosmology cluster redshift survey (CNOCl) 

and the [^B<-- O Canada-France Redshift Survey (CFRS), and morphologies 

from subarcsecond ground-based and/or HST VVFPC2 imaging, the detection of 

surface brightness evolution is robust. The simplest interpretation of the surface 

brightness evolution is luminosity evolution, and the amount inferred is consistent 

with passive evolution of stellar populations formed at high c. There is no evidence 

for differential evolution between field and cluster early-type gala.xies to c~0.6. 
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although early-types in dense cluster cores are not well represented in the sample 

used for that comparison. The results on cluster ellipticals are supported to r~0.-l 

by other spectroscopic (van Dokkum Franx 1996: Bender. Ziegler Bruzual 

1996) and imaging work (Barrientos. Schade Lopez-Cruz 1996: Pahre. Djorgovski 

de Carvalho 1996: Dickinson 1997). 

Thus there is no clear consensus on the magnitude of luminosity evolution in 

galaxies to r~l (cf. Zepf 1997: Hudson et al. 1997: Brinchmann et al. 1997: Lilly 

et al. 1997). Such evolution will be stronger in the blue, which may help reconcile 

the 17'0±0.20 (If) evolution in rest-frame MB seen by Schade et al. with the limit 

of <0?^o (lo") evolution in seen by Cowie et al.. Within the uncertainties, 

our results are certainly not in conflict with previous work. However, the excess 

population in our RLQ fields does suggest a brighter at r>l than at c=0. in 

contrast to the trends seen at z>\. by Cowie et al. (1996) and .-Vragon-Salamanca 

et al. ( 1994). but plausibly in agreement with the work of Schade and collaborators. 

Once again, only spectroscopic followup of our fields will enable us to refine our 

results and contribute to the general understanding of gala.xy luminosity evolution 

t o  r > I .  
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CHAPTER 5 

NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL RLQ FIELDS 

Abstract 

In this chapter I discuss properties of individual r>l RLQ fields, 

including possible quasar host galaxy features, possible intervening 

Mgll absorber galaxy IDs. properties of the Sproj images, and the 

handful of spectroscopic IDs of (foreground) galaxies in these fields. 

I also examine the spectral energy distributions of unusual objects 

in several fields. There are several galaxies near Q0S3o+5S0 (r=Lo34) 

which are redder than the gala.xy LBDS o3VV091 and thus may 

constrain the cosmological model if their redness is due to age. There 

are also over thirty candidate background gala.xies (c;^2.5) in the field 

of Ql 126+101. and at least four objects which are best fit as dusty 

galaxies at the cjuasar redshifts and are either old and of moderate 

intrinsic luminosity, or young and very intrinsically luminous. Finally, 

there are three objects in two fields with red r—R's colors but blue 

J —Kg colors. These objects have SEDs v^ery similar to several known 

very late type stars and/or brown dwarfs. 



Table 5.1. l.O < r < 2.0 RLQ Field Galaxy Redshift Data 

ID in Galaxy Galaxy Galaxy Interven. 

Qucisar Ref. Offset. " Mag. Filter Redshift Ref. .\bs.? Notes 

0017+154 . . . 11 20.3 V" 0.254 kro9l 
0835+580 10 22 V 0.236 bur90 \ 

0952+179 6 54.3 20.3 r 0.2955 bb9l N 

I 26.3 19.8 r 0.332 bb91 \ 

5 30.3 21.7 r 0.381 bb91 .\ 

2 37.7 20.1 r 0.412 bb9l N 

3 22.8 

13.7 

21.1 r 0.653 

star 

bb91 
bb91 

N 

1221 + 113 4352 443 14.5 V 0.0070 NGC •7 

2230+114 7305 332 15 V 0.0260 -NGC •7 

2345+061 66 65.0 17.9 /v. 0.82 dey 1 11 

71 65.0 18.2 /v. star dey .v r—A'S=5.5 

N'ote. — References: kro91 is Kronberg et al.  (1991). bur90 is Burbidge et al.  (1990). bb9l is 

Bergeron <L' Boisse (1991), NGC is the New General Catalog (Dreyer 1988) as cited in Burbidge 

el al. (1990), and dey is Dey (personal communication), but all parameters except redshifts for those 

two objects are taken from this work. 



5.1. Notes on Individual Fields 

In each of the following subsections, we include any notes on the images 

themselves, mention any significant possible quasar host galaxy features detected, 

discuss the smoothed faint galaxy surface density Sproj images (§4.S). give possible 

ID(s) for any intervening Mgll and associated C IV absorption seen in the quasar 

spectra, and discuss various properties of any unusual objects in the fields. 

Redshifts of Mgll and C IV systems seen in the quasars" spectra are listed in 

Tables 2.6 and 2.9. To determine potential Mgll absorber IDs in our fields, we use 

the criteria outlined in Steidel Sc Dickinson (1994). which are based on the results 

of their c<1.6 Mgll absorber identification surv^eys. .According to these criteria, 

candidates for r>l systems should be at 9<7" (median A".o) from the cjuasar and 

have iS.o-19 and r— Ks'^^-o-A. They find .V//;^-=-23.S7±0.14 (^o=0..5) at 

r=l-l.6 for systems so identified, and so for comparison we give Mi^ (f /o=0.o) at 

the absorption r for candidate Mgll absorber galaxies. For candidate C IV absorber 

IDs, the situation is more complicated, since a one-to-one correspondence between 

C IV absorption systems and galaxies is not necessarily predicted by current gala.xy 

formation models (Rauch. Haehnelt Steinmetz 1997: Haehnelt. Steinmetz 

Rauch 1996). Thus we simply give the number of galaxies within 7" which might 

be counterparts of associated C IV absorption systems. There are a handful of 

fields where PSF subtraction and/or deeper data would be particularly interesting, 

e.g. to identify absorber galaxies which are not seen in our data: Q0017-I-154. 

Q0033+19S. Q0352+r23. Q080S+2S9, Qr21S+339, and Q2044-I6S. Our I\\ limits 

in these fields are not deep enough to directly contradict the finding of Steidel .SJ 

Dickinson (L994) that Mgll absorbers always have but they do reciuire 

.\/A-;^-23 in some fields. 



In Table 5.1 we list spectroscopic data from the literature in our fields. Any 

discussion of the individual IDs can be found in the individual entries for each 

quasar below. 

5.1.1. Q0003-003/3C 2 (r=1.037) 

This quasar has an extension to the SE visible in A's and probably r and 

possibly one to the NVV visible in A's only. These extensions correspond respectively 

to objects c and a of Ridgway & Stockton (L997: hereafter RS97). who presented 

FIST VVFPC'2 and subarcsecond near-IR imaging of this field. Our seeing is 

not good enough to for us to detect their object b. Our results for object c are 

consistent with RS97. who find that it is considerably redder than the quasar. RS97 

in fact find good agreement with a ~4 Gyr old population at the quasar redshift. 

RS97 find that object a is coincident with the quasar's northern radio lobe and is 

as l)lue as the optical synchtrotron emission expected for a radio hot-spot. Our 

possible detection of this object in A's only despite its blue opt-IR colors is likely 

due to the quasar being fainter and the seeing slightly better in the A's image. 

The Sproj image shows a 4cr peak ~30" ENE of the quasar, elongated towards 

the quasar. 

5.1.2. Q0017+154/3C 9 (c=2.012) 

There is a faint PSF ghost immediately NE of the quasar in r. but some of 

the light in that region may be from a faint gala.xy visible in A's- There is also an 

extension visible to the south of the quasar on the r image but undetected in As-

This object has also been seen in R by Kronberg, Dyer Roser (1996) so it is real. 

However, our data suggests it may be part of the quasar host galaxy rather than 

the separate intervening galaxy they assume. There may also be a faint extension 



to the W of the quasar in both R's and r. 

There is a 3<T peak in the smoothed galaxy density map ~45" E of the quasar, 

extending at lower significance to the quasar and the NE corner of the image. The 

peak contains some red gala.xies: others are scattered across the field. One of the 

red objects (^3o2) is in fact a star (on the HST snapshot image of this field) with 

/v's= 18.91 ±0.06 and r — k\>6.o9 (3cr). 

There are two Mgll absorption systems in the quasar spectra. There are four 

catalogued gala.xies within 7". but all are undetected in k's to A ' s=21.46 (3(T) or 

equivalently \[r^=-2'2.Q at c=1.3636 or -23.0 at c=1.62o. The absorbers could be 

either at 9<'i". associated with the extension to S of the quasar, and/or associated 

with the faint gala.xy 4'.'9 NNE of the c{uasar which is seen in As but confused with 

the PSF ghost in r. 

5.1.3. Q0033+198 (c=1.920) 

There is a faint PSF ghost immediately NE of the quasar in r. 

There is a 2.5cr peak in the smoothed faint galaxy density map centered ~20" 

SW of the quasar and e.xtending over a ~1.5' diameter region in the center of the 

image. There is another peak in the NE corner of the image. ~70" from the quasar. 

There is a c=1.7776 intervening Mgll system and an associated r=1.9036 

Mg 11 + CIV system in the quasar's spectra. There are four galaxies within 7" 

but two are barely detected, and only in h's. at /v"s~21.5±0.3 (iV//v~-23.35). 

The remaining two are #91.0033 (0=3'.'6. A ' s  = 19.o2±0.0o. r—A ' s=o.l6±0.II) and 

#89.0033 (0=6'.'7. A ' s=20.40±0.14. r—A ' s=3.07±0.10). It would be interesting 

to see if the associated absorption in this quasar seems to be intrinsic from 

spectroscopic considerations. If not. #91.0033 is probably the r=1.9036 absorber 



and #89.0033 the c=l.7776 absorber. 

5.1.4. Q0149+218 (r=1.320) 

There is a faint PSF ghost immediately NE of the quasar in r. There is a 

bluish extension to the VVNW which may be spurious. 

5.1.5. Q0232-042 (r=1.438) 

This field has an unusually low N'(m) in r and A's, along with an unusual kink 

in the Kg N(m) where the (differential) N/mag/deg^ declines in the O^'o wide bins 

centered at A', = l9.7o and 20.25 before rising again. The A's image was destriped. 

which leads to concern about incompleteness. However, the striping was weak — 

only a effect on the image RMS — and visual inspection of the images shows 

that the deficit of faint R's objects is real. Very few possible objects on the original 

image are missing from the destriped image. Thus this field just illustrates the 

field-to-field variation in faint galaxy number counts. 

There is a faint PSF ghost immediately NE of the quasar in r. and a slight 

E-VV depression running through it due to a bad column. There is associated C IV 

absorption at the quasar redshift. Since there are no catalogued gala.xies within 7". 

any gala.xy counterpart of this absorption system must either have 6>7". 0^2". or 

.\f[^ >-'2'2A (A's>21.o). In fact, there is a possible faint (<3<t) object ~3'.'6 S of the 

C[uasar. visible in Kg only. 

The smoothed faint galaxy density map reveals no peak around the quasar, 

but two peaks at the SE and NW corners of the image which both contain a 

number of red gala.\ies. 



5.1.6. Q0256-005 (r=1.995) 

The optical image for this field is not particularly deep. There is associated 

C IV absorption at  the quasar redshift .  There are two catalogued objects at  6<~"  

from the quasar; one is barely a 3(T detection and may be spurious. There is also a 

possible object ~3'.'5 NVV of the quasar detected in A's only but not split from the 

quasar PSF. 

There is no significant galaxy density peak around the quasar. The most 

significant peak in the field (2.ocr) is in the NE corner. 

5.1.7. Q0352+123 (c=1.608) 

The A's image of this field required destriping. This quasar and Q0926+II7 

were the only ones classified by FOCAS as "fuzzy stars". 

There is a c=L.4S31 intervening Mg[[ system and an associated r=l.6007 

Mgll + CIV system in the quasar's spectra. There are no gala.xies detected at 

0<~" in this field to a 3CT limit /v's=20.34 (.V//<- = -24.0). but there is a possible 

e.xtension to the E of the quasar in both r and A.,s(especially Ks)- This could be 

either aljsorber. located at from the quasar. There is also a possible (<3(T 

detection) galaxy 6'.'6 E of the quasar. Deeper data and PSF subtraction are needed 

to determine for certain the counterparts of the absorption systems. 

The Sproj image shows no significant galaxy density peak around the quasar, 

nor anywhere else except at the edges of the field. 

5.1.8. Q0736-063 (c=1.901) 

There is a faint PSF ghost immediately IN'E of the quasar in r. However, there 

is also emission in this region in h's which may be either a separate galaxy or an 
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extension of the quasar host galaxy. There is also a faint galaxy visible in 

NW of the quasar which was missed by FOCAS. probably due to the poorer seeing 

in r. 

There are intervening Mg[I systems at c:=l.2009 and 1.203.5 in this quasar's 

spectra, as well as associated C IV. There are three catalogued objects at 0<7": two 

have A . ' s~l6.4 and one of those is unresolved. Under the Steidel <L' Dickinson (1994) 

criteria, the absorber(s) could be identified with the third galaxy (/\'=20..5S±0.14 

{r—/\'5=3.41±0.15). with the slightly brighter galaxy 3'.'3 XW of the 

quasar missed by FOC.-\S. with the similarly bright extension to the XE of the 

quasar visible in f\s. or with another gala.xy hidden by the quasar or the two bright 

objects at 0<7". 

Xo Sproj image was made for this field due to the high surface density of stars. 

5.1.9. Q0808+289 (c=1.887) 

There are intervening Mgll systems at r=0.6492. 1.0472. and 1.1417 in this 

quasar s spectra, as well as associated C IV. There are no objects at 0<T": the 

closest is S" SW of the quasar and is quite faint and red (A.'s=20.2S±0.13 and 

I—/V',5>O.04). There is a bright (As = 15..5) galaxy at 0=19'.'!. but it is too distant to 

plausibly be the c=0.6492 absorber under the Steidel Sc Dickinson (1994) criteria. 

There may be a faint uncatalogued low surface brightness object 5'.'4 W of the 

quasar, and perhaps two even fainter objects ~6" to the SSVV and and VV'SW. In 

any case, either the Mgll absorbers are at 0<2" from the quasar, are at distances 

>3-5^"' kpc, or are rather faint (As;^21.4.5 or jV//^-;^-20.9. -22. and -22.2 for the 

three redshifts. respectively). If the associated C IV is not intrinsic, the lack of 

candidate absorbing galaxy IDs is exacerbated, although the limits on the absorber 



absolute magnitudes are not as strong at the quasar redshift. 

The Sproj image shows a l-2cr enhancement in the galaxy surface density over 

much of the southern half of the field, but no >2.5cr peaks. 

5.1.10. Q0831+101 (r=1.760) 

There is an obvious extension to the NW of this quasar in both r and Kg. 

Its color is neither extremely red nor extremely blue. If intervening, either it is at 

c<0.4 or it produces very weak Mgll absorption, since the range c=0.4-1.7 has 

been unsuccessfully searched for Mgll absorbers. It could be part of the quasar 

host galaxy, or the galaxy responsible for the quasar's associated C IV absorption. 

The Sproj image shows a 2a peak ~30" VVSVV of the quasar, part of a larger 

1(T structure running from ~4o" NVV of the quasar to ~70" ESE. There is also a 

peak ~S0" NE of the quasar, near a prominent clump of very red gala.xies. 

5.1.11. Q0835+580/3C 205 (r=1.534) 

There is some evidence for extended emission around the quasar in r. ./. and 

A,, but its significance is impossible to assess without PSF subtraction. The object 

to the NE of the quasar is stellar on the H S T  WFPC2 snapshot image of this 

field and has colors consistent with a moderately late-type star. 

The Sproj image shows a 3<T faint galaxy overdensity centered on the quasar 

and measuring ~40"x60" (Icr contours) with a possible extension to the NW. The 

significance is also 3cr in the image of r—f\>4 galaxies. There is also a similar sized 

2-3<T overdensity SO" from the quasar in the NE corner of the image which is also 

significant in the image of r—K>4 galaxies. 

This quasar has intervening Mgll systems at r=l.43o3 and 1.4383 and 



an intrinsic Mg H + C IV system at c=1..5431. as well as two other associated 

C IV absorption systems. There are four galaxies at 6<~". We conservatively 

identify the intervening absorbers with #354 {9=7". /v's = LS.90±0.05. MK = -

25.3. r-/v',=3.2S±0.04) and #356 (0=6'.'4. /v',= 19.37±0.04. .V/K-=-24.9. 

/ • —A , s=5.S0±0.l3), although the former is somewhat unusually bright and blue 

compared to the c=l-1.6 absorbers of Steidel Dickinson (1994). The other two 

gala.^ies at 0<7" have /\,,;:^21.5 and could plausibly be responsible for the associated 

C IV absorption, assuming a somewhat unlikely one-to-one correspondence between 

CIV absorption systems and galaxies (see §5.1). 

For a detailed examination of the SEDs of the red galaxies in this field, 

particularly the clump within ~20" of the quasar, see §5.2.1. Since this field is a 

top priority for followup. we have recently obtained broadband H and narrowband 

Ho imaging of it at the IRTF. although no results are available yet. 

5.1.12. Q0926+117 (c=1.750) 

The /v., image of this field required destriping. This quasar and Q0352-(-l23 

were the only ones classified by FOC.\S as "fuzzy stars". There is an extension to 

the XE in r which is not a PSF ghost, and a gala.xy to the SSE which was unsplit 

from the quasar b\- FOC.-\S. 

The Sproj image shows a large-scale I-2<T overdensity over most of the field to 

the NE. E. SE. and S of the quasar, including a number of faint reddish gala.xies 

~1' E. and a smaller 2<T peak immediately to the WNVV. 
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5.1.13. Q0952-f-179 (c=1.472) 

The identity of the r=0.237S Mgll absorber in this field remains unclear 

despite spectroscopy of all obvious candidates (Bergeron Boisse 1991: Hutchings 

1990). Our ./ and R's images show the "linear" emission structure running SVV"-XE 

through the quasar as seen by Hutchings (1990). As with that data, it is not clear 

from our images whether this emission is from distinct galaxies or from structure 

in the host or a superimposed absorber galaxy. 

The Sproj image shows a large-scale overdensity running .VE-SVV across most 

of the field at the 1-2.ocr level. The significance is higher for red (r—A'>4) galaxies 

only, and the two most significant peaks are ~30" N'NE and WSVV of the quasar. 

5.1.14. Q1018+348 (r=1.404) 

The IK'S image of this field showed severe striping which nonetheless subtracted 

out quite cleanly. There are two associated C IV' absorption systems in the quasar's 

spectrum. There is a low surface brightness extension to the NVV' of the quasar in r 

which is not a PSF ghost and is not visible in A's- There is one catalogued galaxy 

within 7" to /v ' s=20.9 which could in principle be the gala.xy counterpart to the 

associated absorption. 

There is a 3.5cr peak in the Sproj image ~4.5" N of the quasar, but the 

image is not very deep and so the peak appears mostly due to blue gala.xies. 

5.1.15. Q1126-I-101 (r=1.516) 

The ./ image of this field required destriping. There are about a dozen 

candidate very faint (all are certainly <ocr) objects on the destriped J image which 

were not included in the final catalog, which is an unusally high number. Some of 
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the objects failed to meet the minimum area criterion, and several were detected 

but classified as noise or long objects, but most were too faint to show up in the 

summed r./h's image. Only one is also detected in another filter (r). and then 

just barely. We suspect that these are spurious objects related to the destriping 

process. Special care was taken to mask out candidate objects to very faint levels 

when destriping this field, since it was known from preliminary reductions to 

contain several objects with very red J—K (see below). Thus it was important not 

to oversubtract faint galaxy emission in the ./ band during destriping. so that the 

./ magnitudes were determined as accurately as possible. Flowever. it is possible 

that spurious objects were masked out as well, and thus artificially boosted in flux 

instead of being accounted for by the median-smoothing destriping process. 

.A. remote possibility is that these are objects with strong emission lines in ./. It 

is true that gala.xies at the cjuasar redshift would have HJ and [0 III] 5007 in the ./ 

band, and that our H image is not deep enough to rule out these candidate objects 

being detected in f/. where Ha would be present. However, the non-detection of 

all but one candidate object in r and all in A's argues against these being strong 

emission-line objects, since in that case they should be blue and detectable in r or 

dusty and detectable in Kg-

There may be low surface brightness emission to the NE of this quasar, of blue 

color since it is only visible in r. The ciuasar has two associated C IV absorption 

systems, and there are three catalogued gala.xies within 7". 

The Spro] image shows an overdensity N of the quasar and elongated E-VV'. 

measuring ~40"x90" (Icr contours) with peak significance 3cr 40" VVNW of the 

q u a s a r .  T h e  o v e r d e n s i t y  i s  o f  t h e  s a m e  e . x t e n t  b u t  e v e n  m o r e  s i g n i f i c a n t  f o r  r  —  f \ > 4  

galaxies only. 
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5.1.16. Q1218+339/3C 270.1 (c=1.520) 

This field required destriping in A'^. There is a very faint PSF ghost 

immediately NVV of the quasar in r. There is an extension to the NE which is red 

i n  c o l o r  a n d  o n l y  a p p e a r s  i n  K g .  a n d  a  p o s s i b l e  e x t e n s i o n  t o  t h e  S V V  o n l y  i n  r .  

This quasar has an intervening Mg 11 system at r=0.7423 and an associated 

Mg H + CIV system at C=i.5000. There are two candidate absorbers: the red 

extension (to 2") NE of the quasar and the blue (i—/\'s=2.34±0.27) galaxy 4'.'4 E of 

the c{uasar. It would be interesting to see if the associated absorption in this quasar 

seems to be intrinsic from spectroscopic considerations: if not. the red extension is 

probably the r=l.oO absorber. The r=0.74 absorber would then be an unusually 

blue galaxy. 

The Sproj image shows a large-scale overdensity in the NE quadrant of the 

image, with peak 'l.ocr above the background. 

5.1.17. Q122H-113 (r=1.755) 

The A's image of this field rec[uired destriping. There is an intervening Mg H 

system at c=L.6144 in this quasar's spectra. There are no objects at 0<7" to a -ia 

limit A ' s=21.14 (A//^-=-23.4). but the absorber may be at 6^V!'i atop the quasar 

PSF. 

The Sproj image has a '2a peak to the VV and NVV of the quasar, as well as 

several other such peaks around the field, but none at more than 2cr significance. 

5.1.18. Q1258+404/3C 280.1 (r=1.660) 

There may be a low surface brightness extension of the quasar to the NW and 

W. The color of the putative extension appears neither e.xtremely red or blue. 



The Sproj image has a \.o-'l.ocr peak essentially centered on the quasar, and 

~ l ' - s c a l e  2 . O C T  p e a k s  c e n t e r e d  ~ 4 5 "  S E  a n d  N V V .  a n d  a  3 c r  p e a k  o f  r e d  ( r — K > A )  

galaxies centered ~30" N. 

5.1.19. Q1328+254/3C 287 (r=1.055) 

3C 287 was assumed to be the northernmost of the two stellar objects at the 

center of this field, based on the HST image from the 3C Snapshot Survey. 

The Sproj image has 4cr peaks ~30" NVV and ~45" SVV of the quasar, but the 

/v., image is shallow and so these peaks consist of only a few galaxies. 

5.1.20. Q1416+067/3CR 298 (r=1.430) 

There is a faint PSF ghost immediately NVV of the cjuasar in r. There 

are e.vtensions to the E and SE of the quasar, of unremarkable color, and two 

catalogued gala.xies within 7". The c[uasar has three associated C [V absorption 

systems. 

Object :j^296 in this field is a stellar object on an H S T  VV'FPC2 snapshot of 

this field, ft has A's=17.9-5ifc0.03 and r—As=6.90±0.19. 

The Sproj image has a H.oa peak ~60" .\'E of the quasar. There is no 

conspicuous peak of very red galaxies in this field. 

5.1.21. LBQS 1430-0046 (r=1.0229) 

The k's image of this field required destriping. There may be an e.xtension to 

the VV' of this c[uasar. 

The Sproj image has a 2cr peak centered on the quasar, and a L-3(T structure 

e.xtending ~2' E-VV' about 1' S of the quasar. The Kg image is not particularly 



deep, however, so these peaks consist of only a few galaxies. 

5.1.22. Ql437-i-624 (c=1.090) 

The f\s image of this field required destriping. 

There is a c=0.723 intervening Mgfl absorber in this field. The only 

gala.xy within 7" is 4'.'1 from the quasar and has /v'., = 19.SS±0.25 (.V//^- = -22.7l) 

and r—/v ' s  =o.74±0.2S. The next closest galaxy is Q'.'I SSE of the quasar with 

A.'., = 17.SO±O.OS (MA.-=-24.79) and r—A'5=4.66±0.0S. There is a hint of an 

e.xtension to the N.N'VV of the quasar in our A's image, but the PSF is elongated 

E-V\' and so its reality is uncertain without PSF subtraction. Based on the Steidel 

Dickinson (1994) criteria, either the 0=4'!l galaxy is the absorber, or it lies at 

from the c[uasar hidden by the PSF. with the 0=9'.'l gala.xy being an unlikely 

candidate due to its large impact parameter. 

The S^roj image has a 4cr peak ~20" NE of the quasar containing several red 

(r~ [\>4) gala.xies. and a i.oa peak ~60" S of the quasar which contains almost no 

red gala.xies. 

5.1.23. Q1508-055 (c=1.191) 

We have only a A's image of this field, and it has poor seeing and a high 

background, so we have excluded this object from all our analyses. There is 

elongation in the quasar image, but it is only PSF structure. 

Schneider et al. (1997) report evidence for a coherent weak lensing shear signal 

in this field, but they do not consider it as evidence for a c[uasar host cluster since 

it is fairly uniform over the field containing the quasar. 



5.1.24. Q1556+335 (r=1.646) 

There is a faint PSF ghost immediately NE of the quasar in r. A faint 

extension to the NNVV of the quasar may be detected in kg only. 

Morris (L9S6) originally pointed out the existence of two strong high-redshift 

C [V absorption complexes in this quasar"s spectra. This field does not stand out in 

terms of the various richness measurements we have considered. The Sproj image 

does show three 2-3.5cr peaks within ~4o" of the ciuasar. and there are a number 

of faint (mostly blue) galaxies in the immediate vicinity of the quasar. Thus while 

spectroscopy of this field will be needed to be certain, our imaging suggests that 

i f  the re  a re  two c lus te r s  a long  the  l ine  of  s igh t  which  a re  respons ib le  fo r  the  C  I V  

absorption comple.xes. they are poor clusters. 

This quasar has three associated Mg H  +C I V  systems and five more associated 

C IV systems. There are three faint blue gala.xies at 0~o'.'5 from the quasar, 

and a possible red extension of the quasar at O^'S" to the NNW. The latter is a 

more plausible associated Mgll absorber ID than the former. The lack of a large 

nimiber of candidate associated absorber galaxy IDs also argues that the associated 

aijsorption systems are not being produced in a quasar host cluster, although it 

does completely not rule out the possibility. 

5.1.25. Q1606+106 (c=1.226) 

The R 's image of this field reciuired destriping. and the seeing on the r  image is 

poor. There is a large-scale overdensity extending ~ 2' S and ~ 1' E of the quasar, 

with peak significance 3cr. 
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5.1.26. Q1718+481 (c=1.084) 

The PSF is elongated at /v',. but nonetheless there is a real extension of the 

quasar to the ESE. The quasar brightness and seeing on the r image prevent 

determination of its )—Kg color. 

On the Sproj image, there is a 3cr peak 15" VV of the quasar which is part of a 

structure extending ~ 90" N at the 1<T level. 

5.1.27. Q1739+522 (c=1.379) 

The Ks image of this field required destriping. There is a very faint PSF ghost 

immediately NE of the cjuasar in r. 

There are several 2-3.ocr peaks on the Sproj image (none centered on the 

quasar), but the image is shallow and so the peaks are composed of only a few 

gala.Kies. 

5.1.28. Q2044-168 (c=1.937) 

There is an intervening R= 1.3285 Mg 11 system in the quasar's spectra, as well 

as two associated C IV absorption systems. The Mg 11 absorber may be the gala.xy 

with /V'5 = 17.7S±0.04 ( :V/K=-26.25) and r—/v'S=3.S9±0.03 located 4'.'9 E of the 

quasar, although it is overluminous according to the Steidel Dickinson (1994) 

criteria. It is the only galaxy within 7" and there is no strong evidence for distortion 

in the quasar PSF. .Aragon-Salamanca et al. (1994) give /\V /v/flr=17.66±0.0S and 

R— K='-iA for this object, in good agreement with our measurements. However, 

they identify the galaxy with the multiple intervening C IV absorption line system 

at C~1.733. postulating that the Mgll absorber lies atop the QSO. Our images 

have better sampling of the quasar PSF than theirs did. so this possibility seems 



less likely to us but without PSF subtraction (or spectroscopy) we cannot rule it 

out. Deeper data in this field might be interesting, in hopes of positively identifying 

the gala.Ky IDs of these various absorption line systems. 

The Sproj image exhibits a structure of '2a peak significance centered on the 

quasar and e.xtending ~ 90" E-VV. and one of 3cr peak significance and similar size 

located ~ 60" N of the cjuasar. 

5.1.29. Q2144+092 (r=1.113) 

The R's image of this field required destriping. The PSF is elongated in the 

h's image. There is a red extension or companion 3" SW of the quasar 

which was not split from the quasar by FOC.A.S. 

The Sproj image has a structure of peak significance 3cr extending ~ I' ENE of 

the quasar. 

5.1.30. Q2149+212 (c=:1.536) 

The Kg image of this field required destriping. -A. faint blue gala.xy o" SSE of 

the ciuasar was not catalogued by FOC.A.S as it lies in the wings of a bright star. 

The Sproj image shows a 3<T peak 35" ENE of the quasar and a 4<T peak -50" 

VVNW. There are also a number of faint gala.xies near the ciuasar which may 

connect the two peaks, and a few less significant structures in the southern half of 

the image only. 

There are intervening Mg I I  systems at -=0.9114 and 1.0073 in the quasar 

spectra. There is a star with r~r2 only 9^7 from the quasar whose PSF covers 

much of the region within 7". This caused FOC.AS to miss a faint blue galaxy o" 

SSE of the quasar. This could be one of the absorbers, or the absorbers could be 



hidden by the bright star or by the quasar if they lie at 0<'l". There are a number 

of faint blue galaxies in the immediate vicinity of the quasar, making it a good 

target for adaptive optics observations. 

5.1.31. Q2230+114 (r=1.037) 

The [\s image of this field required destriping. There is an apparent extension 

to the VV'NW of this quasar which is due to PSF structure. There is also a 

companion or e.xtension 4'.'S to the south which is visible in both r and A's (and of 

unremarkable color) but which was not split from the quasar by FOC.\S. An liST 

spectrum of this object shows associated C IV absorption (Wills el nl. 1995). but 

there is no associated Mgll absorption. 

The Sproj image has a structure ~ 1' S of the quasar with peak significance 3(T 

and extending ~ 90" E-W. 

5.1.32. Q2325+293 (r=1.015) 

There is a faint PSF ghost immediately NE of the quasar in r. There may be 

an extension or companion (or two) to the N of the quasar, within o". which was 

not split by FOC.\S due to the PSF ghost. 

The Sproj image has a 4cr peak of ~ extent located ~ I' SE of the quasar. 

5.1.33. Q2345+061 (r=1.540) 

There is an extension to the SE of the quasar towards a very red object 

(r—/v'5>6.47). The extension is also quite red in color. There is another red object 

merged with a brighter, bluer object only S'.'l NW of the quasar. 

The Sproj image shows a 3cr faint galaxy overdensity centered on the quasar 
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which measures ~40"xo0" (la contours). The la contours connect to a similarly 

sized l.oa galaxy overdensity in the NE corner of the image. So" from the quasar. 

Both of these peaks are '3a above the background in the smoothed image of the 

r—f\>4 gala.xy surface density. 

This field is a top target for followup study. Dey (personal communication) has 

recently obtained Keck LRIS spectra of two objects in the field. Object 9^66.234o 

(As = 17.S9±0.03. r—As=o.37±0.13) has a preliminary redshift of r=0.S2. and 

#71.2345 (A.'s= IS.23±0.04. r—/\'5=.5.o2±0.1S) has been tentatively identified as an 

M star. We have also recently obtained broadband H and narrowband redshifted 

Ho imaging of this field at the IRTF. but no results are yet available. 

5.1.34. Control Fields 

The /v's image of both control fields required destriping. The R' image of 

Control Field #l contained a reflection from a star outside the original CCD field; 

this reflection has been interpolated over. 

There are three significant (3-4cr) density peaks in each ~9.4 arcmin" field, 

which cautions us against ascribing too much significance to individual density 

peaks in the c(uasar images but not located near the quasars, even though we know 

the counts in the quasar fields are on average higher than the literature. The 

counts in our control fields are smaller than the literature average, however, which 

makes density peaks of a given significance relative to the local RMS somewhat 

easier to achieve. In addition, not all the peaks are significant in terms of r—[\s>-l 

gala.xies alone. 

VV'e denote gala.xies in Control Fields #1 and ?^3 (named for historical reasons) 

with codes 9001 and 9003 respectively. Object #38.9001 has /v's= L7.70±0.04 



and r—/\'s=6.S7±0.27. making it the reddest nonstellar object at /v.,<lS in n n i j  

field imaged by us or in the published literature we assembled, a total of ov^er 

250 arcmin^. The object is resolved and elongated, so it could either be a disk 

galaxy or an elliptical. 

5.2. Spectral Energy Distributions of Candidate z > l  

Galaxies 

In several of our fields we have data in filters other than just r and fx's- It 

is worthwhile to compare the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of red objects 

in these fields to models of evolving stellar populations to see how strongly the 

galaxy redshifts and/or stellar populations can be constrained. Our approach is a 

qualitative one since we have at most six points with which to constrain the SEDs 

and since many parameters of old stellar populations are uncertain at the 

level using current models (Chariot. VVorthey & Bressan 1996: Spinrad et al. 1997). 

5.2.1. The Candidate Group or Cluster Around 3C 205 

There are 19 catalogued objects to our oa I\ limit within 2I'.'.5 of Q0S3o+oS0 

(excluding one star at 0=2O'.'39) which form a fairly distinct clump with surface 

density ~47 galaxies per arcmin". One {^'3b2, 9'.'30 from the quasar) is known to 

be at c=0.236. and one (^358. 6='i'!2S) is unresolved on the VVFPC2 snapshot 

of this field and is likely a star. Only one other (^354. 0=7'.'OO) shows up on the 

VV'FPC2 image, and it is definitely a galaxy. The other objects are all too faint 

and/or low surface brightness to show up on the VVFPC2 image. None of them 

are likely to be stars since VVFPC2 snapshots can detect unresolved objects to 

verv faint limits, and onlv one of them lies outside the VVFPC2 field of view. Two 



of the galaxies (7^352 and #3oo) each seem to be two distinct galaxies (one blue 

and one red) unsplit by FOCAS due to their close proximity. The compact spatial 

distribution of these galaxies, and the red color of many of them, makes it very 

likely that they are at the redshift of the quasar (c=1.534) or the intervening Mgd 

systems (r~1.436S). 

The two reddest objects at 0<2(/.'o have 3cr lower limits to their r—A.', colors of 

7.03 (^339. 0=ir.'25) and 6.79 (#347. 0=LO'.'6O). We convert their magnitudes to 

F^. normalize to the same flux in R's- and compute the weighted average in each 

filter. These are plotted as the filled points and error bars in Fig. o.l. for rizJHA", 

filters. To fit this average SED. we consider various model elliptical spectra of the 

appropriate age for the assumed c~l.5 of the gala.xies. normalizing them all to the 

data at Kg. 

In our cosmology the universe is only 11.06 Gyr old at c=0. and was 

only 3.53 Gyr old at r= 1.534. This is slightly lower than the most recent 

(post-Hipparcos) estimate of globular cluster ages: ll.5±1.3 Gyr (Chaboyer rt nl. 

1997). If we assume star formation began at r=10. 3 Gyr old gala.xies can exist by 

c=l.o34. The 3.4 Gyr old model elliptical E of Poggianti (1997) fits the data at 

A>4000/^fm in the rest frame, but is much too blue at A<4000/^<m. This model E 

has an e.xponentially declining SFR with T=1 Gyr. so we consider models without 

recent star formation for a better fit. Specifically, we use a PEG--\.SE (Fioc <L' 

Rocca-V'olmerange 1997) model solar metallicity E formed in a 1-Gyr burst with 

Scalo IMF from 0.1 to 120 A/,T, and viewed 3 Gyr after the start of the burst. 

However, this model (dotted line) still produces too much flu.x at <4000 .\ rest, 

even though it fits well at A>4000 .4. (Note that the plotted error bars on the 

fluxes do not include systematic errors, and so we attach little weight to the fact 



that the models do not appear to match the JHK data simultaneously.) 

To produce a stronger 4000 A break to match the observations, an older or a 

more metal-rich population is needed. Dust extinction will not produce the desired 

effect because the allowed reddening between 0.4-0.9^m rest frame is smaller than 

the reddening needed at <0.4/fm to match the model with the data. In Fig. 5.2. we 

s e e  t h a t  a  3  G y r  o l d  I - G y r  b u r s t  P E G . A . S E  m o d e l  E  r e d d e n e d  b y  E {  B  —  \  ' ) = O M n  

(rv~L) fits the data reasonably well e.Kcept at ./. where it predicts only ^60% 

of the observed flux. The strength and abruptness of the break between c and J 

(observed) requires a strong 4000 .\ break between those filters, either from age or 

metallicity. 

.A. somewhat more speculative possible cause for the strong 4000 A break is a 

nonstandard initial mass function (IMF) with a high low-mass cutoff .\/T 

(Bithell Rees 1990: Chariot et al. L993). Chariot et al. (1993) discuss the 

spectral evolution of galaxies with some or all of their mass involved in such a 

burst. They do not confirm the suggestion of .\ragon-Salamanca. Ellis Sharpies 

( 1991) that light from .AGB stars in a recent burst component with a normal IMF 

could substantially redden the overall SEDs of the galaxies. However, a burst 

with a high-m£, IMF will produce very red colors when the lowest-mass stars in 

the burst evolve off the main sequence. To produce a strong 4000 .\ break within 

3 Gyr and avoid the need for gaia.xies older than that at c=i.534. 

would be recjuired (Fig. L of Chariot et al.). Depending on m^,. 4000 .A. break 

amplitudes ~20-40% larger than those of normal ellipticals can occur over a period 

of ;^0.5 Gyr for bursts containing 25-100% of the underlying gala.Ky mass. There 

is some evidence for high-m^, IMFs in some local starbursts (Englebracht 1997: 

Chariot ef al. 1993 and references therein), but overall we consider a nonstandard 
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Figure 5.1 The average SED for the two reddest objects in r—R'a within ^=20'.'o 
from Q0S3o+oS0 (c=1.534) is shown as the filled squares and Poisson error bars 
on the fluxes. Data points are plotted at the effective wavelengths of each filter, 
ignoring the dependence of the true Ae// on the object's color, and horizontal error 
bars indicate the widths of the filters. Model spectra are as shown on the figure and 
discussed in the text. 
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Figure 5.2 See key to Fig. 5.1 for details. Model spectra are as shown on the figure 
and discussed in the text. 



IMF a more exotic explanation for strong 4000 A breaks than high metallicities. 

Determining whether a strong 4000 A break is caused by a nonstandard IMF 

rather than high metallicity would require data on the relative strengths of stellar 

absorption lines. Such data will be difficult to obtain for galaxies this faint. The 

next best test would be a spectroscopic measurement of the 4000 A break strength, 

since very strong breaks are difficult to reproduce with reasonable metallicities. 

Data in more filters to better constrain the SEDs of these objects would be helpful 

as well. 

.A. 6 Gyr old l-Cyr burst PEGASE model E (solid line in Fig. o.l) fits the 

data reasonably well at all observed wavelengths, but this is uncomfortably old for 

r=l.o."j4. The age of the reasonable-fit spectrum can be reduced to ~o Gyr if the 

burst duration is shortened to O.l Gyr. but .5 Gyr is still uncomfortably old for 

r=l.534. Worthey (1994) showed that two populations will appear almost identical 

if AT"/AZ=3/2. where AT and AZ are the age and metallicity changes, in percent. 

In other words, the +100% change in the age of the universe at r= 1.534 we require 

to match the observed SEDs of these two objects could instead be produced by 

approximately a +67% (+0.21 dex) change in the metallicity. To test this, we use 

the Bruzual Chariot (1996) GISSEL96 code to produce spectra for ellipticals 

formed in 1-Gyr bursts with metallicities Z=Z,7, ([Fe/H]=+0.0932) and Z=2.5Z7 

([Fe/H]=+0.5o9o). The 3 Gyr old GISSEL and PEG.-\SE model Z=Z; ellipticals 

are very similar, but we use the GISSEL model to reduce systematic errors in the 

comparison with the Z=2.OZ,T, model (PEG.ASE models are available only for solar 

metallicity). Both GISSEL models use a Scalo IMF from 0.1 to 125 \fi. and the 

theoretical stellar spectra of Kurucz and Lejeune. Buser Cuisinier (1996). The 

results are shown in Fig. 5.3. The high-metallicity E (solid line) is as good a fit to 

the data as the 6 Gyr E model in Fig. 5.1. .A. less metal-rich E should also be a good 



fit according to W'orthey (1994). but no such GISSEL model is available. Thus the 

SEDs of these objects are consistent with ~3 Gyr old metal-rich ellipticals, even 

though the metallicities of r=0 ellipticals averaged over the entire gala.xy like our 

SEDs are likely to be roughly solar (Spinrad et al. 1997 and references therein). 

However, we note that these two objects are redder than LBDS 53VV091 

(r = l.5o2). a mJy radio source with r—A'~6.15 (Dunlop et al. 1996) whose 

ultraviolet spectrum is remarkably similar to \I32. which is believed to contain 

an intermediate-age stellar population ~4-o Gyr old in addition to the old stellar 

population usually present in ellipticals (Spinrad et al. 1997. and references 

therein). Spinrad et al. (1997) claim an age of ;:^3.o Gyr for this gala.xy. and Dunlop 

(1996) quote ;^4.5 Gyr for a similar galaxy (LBDS o3VV069 at r= 1.432). On the 

other hand. Bruzual Magris (1997) claim that if the full rest-frame 0.2-l;c/m 

SED of LBDS •53W091 is taken into account, it can be modelled as an elliptical 

only 1-2 Gyr old. The discrepancy is partially due to the evolutionary spectral 

synthesis models of Bruzual Chariot (1993) used by Bruzual Sc Magris (1997). 

which produce red rest-frame R—K colors as fast or faster than any other such 

models (Spinrad et al. 1997. Fig. 16). However, it is also partially due to the fact 

that the ratio of the integrated flu.x at (rest-frame) 0.4-0.8/^fm to that at 0.2-0.4^fm 

is larger for \I32 than for LBDS o3VV091 (Bruzual Sc Magris 1997. Fig. 1). In 

other words, the rest-frame optical-IR colors of LBDS 53W091 are bluer than those 

of M32 despite the similarities in their rest-frame UV spectra. (Note that Heap 

et al. (199S) also claim an age of ^2 Gyr for LBDS o3VV091. but on an entirely 

different basis; namely, comparison with a Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph 

ultraviolet echelle spectrogram of an FSV star.) 

In Fig. 5.4 we compare the average SED of our two r—h's^T objects to the 
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Figure o.4 The average SED for the two reddest objects in r—A's within ^=20'.'o 
from Q0S3o+5S0 (c= 1.534) is shown as the filled squares and Poisson error bars on 
the fluxes. Horizontal error bars indicate the widths of the filters used to construct 
the SEDs. The Bica et al. (1996) spectrum of M32 is shown as the solid line. 
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spectrum of M32 (Bica et al. 1996). normalized at Kg. Within the systematic 

uncertainties, the M32 spectrum is a good fit. This is consistent \vith the good fit of 

the 6 Gyr model in Fig. 5.1. The Bica et al. M32 agrees well with the 0.4-0.6-5/^zm 

spectrum of Hardy Delisle (1996). but is bluer than the "M32(b)" SED of Magris 

Bruzual (1993). Ev^en adopting the latter spectrum, however, the main objection 

of Bruzual Magris (1997) to the old age claimed for LBDS .53VV'09l at ~~Lo is 

substantially weaker for these two galaxies at similar -. Deep optical spectra of 

these objects have the potential of placing constraints on the cosmological model 

as strong as or stronger than those claimed for LBDS o3VV091 by Spinrad ft al. 

(1997). 

To summarize, the red SEDs of the two reddest objects within ~20" of 3C 20-5 

could be due to supersolar (^+0.2 de.K) metallicities or to a population as old 

as M32 at c= 1.534. Dust e.xtinction cannot be entirely responsible for the red 

SEDs due to the large break between r and J (observed), but deep spectroscopic 

data are needed to determine what combination of metallicity. age. and/or dust 

are responsible for the observed SEDs. Such data will be tough to obtain for 

the faintest of the two objects (;:^247'9 in riz). but not impossible for the other 

(/~24.5). Supersolar metallicities would be interesting if they indicated a large 

scatter in the metallicities of cluster gala.xies of similar luminosity at high redshift. 

Old ages would be interesting since they could constrain the cosmological model. 

.Note that there is one other object with r— in the field (^^618. 0=99") 

which is another candidate metal-rich or old gala.Ky. 

The seven next reddest objects in r—R's within 0<2O'.'5 have r —A.'s=4.95-5.S0. 

(The remaining nine objects — excluding the galaxy of known "=0.236 — have 

r—/\',=2.6S-4.49. consistent with any r;^0.5. and we do not consider them further 
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Figure o.o The average SED for the seven next reddest objects in r — f \ s  within 
0='2(y.'o from Q0S3o+580 (.r=l.o34) is shown as the filled squares and Poisson error 
bars on the fluxes. Horizontal error bars indicate the widths of the filters used to 
construct the SEDs. Model spectra are as shown on the figure and discussed in the 
text. 
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here.) We average together the SEDs for these objects as before and plot the 

average in Fig. 5.5. 3 Gyr old PEGASE model is again plotted as a dotted line, 

but for these galaxies this model is slightly too red. .A. better fit is made with the 

2 Gyr old PEG.A.SE model (solid line), although there is a hint of excess emission 

in r above this model. The 3.4 Gyr old Poggianti E model produces too much flux 

in observed r. however. This can be interpreted as simply that, on average, star 

formation dropped off in these objects more quickly than an e.xponential but less 

quickly than a sudden cutoff of a burst. The inferred ages of these very red objects 

(as opposed to the two e.xtremely red objects or EROs with r— discussed 

abov^e) do not place any real constraint on cosmological models. However, if they 

truly are younger than the EROs and yet are also early-type gala.vies at the same 

redshift. that implies we are seeing a time close enough to the formation epoch 

of these gala.xies that the dispersion in the rest frame U—V colors of early-type 

gala.xies is finally rising above the small values seen at r<l (Stanford. Eisenhardt 

<k: Dickinson 1997). Note that there are many other objects with r—[\s^o in the 

field whose SEDs lie between the 2-3 Gyr PEGASE models and thus are candidate 

old early-type gala.xies at the quasar redshift. 

5.2.2. The Southern Radio Hotspot of 3C 205 

Lonsdale Barthel (1986: 1988: 1997) have studied the radio morphology 

of this quasar at V'LBl resolution. The southern hotspot is extremely compact, 

curved, and polarized, and is is located 2'.'3 VV and 8'.'2 S of the quasar. One of the 

extremely red galaxies discussed above (7^347) is located 3'.'S0 VV and 9^89 S of the 

cjuasar (^'=10'.'60), consistent with the hotspot being produced by the collison of the 

radio jet with part of this gala.xy. (Note that there may be a small (<5°) rotation 

of our image's reference frame relative to true north.) This "hotspot gala.xy" has 
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A.'s = l9.-53±0.07. r — [\s>6.79 (3(T lower limit), R —./>3.S9 (3<T). ./—/\'s=l.S7±0.06. 

and //—A.'s=0.S.5±0.1S. As we saw in §5.2.1. this object's SED is red enough to 

match that of a metal-rich and/or very old galaxy, but that the observed >I/im 

slope does not allow much dust e.xtinction. Thus the jet is probably being deflected 

by a high-pressure .X-ray halo around the gala.xy rather than dust and gas within 

the galaxy. 

Could the hotspot object simply be synchrotron emission from the hotspot 

itself? The SED of such emission is expected to have oc (Ridgway 

.Stockton 1997). or r—/v's=.3.33. r—.7=1.49. As=L6I. and // —A ' s=O.SI. Thus 

while the near-IR colors of the hotspot object are consistent with the e.xpected 

synchrotron emission, such emission cannot explain the break at ~l/^im in the 

observed frame. The break is most naturally explained as a 4000 .\ break at r~l..5. 

consistent with the redshifts of the quasar or the intervening Mgll systems. 

5.2.3. Candidate Dusty Associated and Background Galaxies in the 

Field of Q1126-I-101 

.\ very intriguing feature of the field of Ql 126-1-101 is that many of the r—A">4 

gala.xies have very red J—K colors as well, consistent with them being background 

to the quasar with a 4000 K break lying between ./ and H (cf. the reddest objects 

in Fig. 4.28). In Fig. 5.6 we plot two e.xamples of this class of object. #424 (reddest 

J—K in the field) and 7^425 (reddest J—K still detected in J. and fifth reddest in 

J—K overall). The strong break between J and H places the gala.xies at c;^2.5 (in 

the absence of dust). 

In Fig. 5.6a we see that object #^424 is detected only in r and Kg. If it has a 

substantial 4000 .4 break, it must fall between J and Kg- The dotted line is a 2 Gyr 



old PEGASE 1-Gyr-burst elliptical at -=3. An extra component of blue light is 

needed to match the detection in r. but such a component would raise the ./-band 

flux above the observed limit. It is possible that the main stellar population of 

the galaxy is redder due to higher metallicity or greater age. so that the 4000 

break is larger and the blue flux needed in r would not raise the ./-band flu.x above 

the data. It is also possible that the spectrum of the galaxy is intrinsically bluer 

and that dust extinction is responsible for the observed red colors. This has the 

added advantage of allowing a lower redshift: the magnitude of object t^4"24 is 

/v,= L9.S3±0.1. which would be quite bright for a r=3 gala.xy. The dashed line in 

the figure is a 2.2 Gyr old E model of Poggianti (1996) at the quasar redshift. It 

shows that an intrinsically bluer galaxy could be at as low a redshift as the quasar 

r and still match the observations if it were reddened, albeit with large amounts of 

e.xtinction (.4s~l'^5). It still seems likelier, however, that the object is at c~2.5. 

In Fig. 5.6b we plot the SED of object 7^425. of the Poggianti 2.2 Gyr old 

E at z=2.5. and of the PEG.A.SE 3 Gyr old E at z=l.5. No matter what redshift 

is chosen, the extreme red colors in the observed near-IR seem to require dust 

extinction to fit the SED. This is not surprising since this object and #424 are 

actually redder in J—fx than the only ERO with a spectroscopic redshift. HRIO 

(Hu <k: Ridgway 1994). and HRIO requires dust reddening in any reasonable 

cosmology to fit its SED at it known r=1.44 (Graham Sc Dey 1996: Cimatti et al. 

1997). So while the break amplitude in these two of the three dozen objects in 

the field with J — f\s>2.b does not conclusively place them at c>2. it is certainly 

consistent with that redshift. 

Detailed SED modelling is clearly needed to understand these objects well, 

so we make a first attempt at this here. Whenever possible we attempt to fit the 
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objects with elliptical spectra of reasonable age for the assumed redshift in order 

to minimize the required dust extinction. 

How well can dust explain the colors of these objects with ./—A. >2.5? To 

model the effects of dust, we used the standard Milky Way (MVV'). LMC. and 

SMC extinction laws and the law given in Calzetti (1997). The latter law is an 

empirical e.xpression for the "selective attenuation" effects of dust on the spectra 

of e.Ktended star-forming regions, including e.xtinction. scattering, and geometrical 

dust distribution effects. It lacks a 2200 A bump and is less wavelength-dependent 

than the standard extinction curves for stars in the MW. LMC. or SMC. Flowever. 

for the same E(B—V'), it predicts more attenuation than the MVV e.xtinction curve 

at all A>r200 .\. and more than the SMC extinction curve at all A>2000 The 

Calzetti formula was derived for active star-formation regions, so it may not be 

applicable to early-type galaxies. Nonetheless, it may still be more physical since 

it incorporates not just extinction but other radiative transfer processes which 

involve dust, unlike the standard MW. LMC. or SMC extinction laws. In any case, 

the relative extinction from ~2500 to 9000 .A (observed r to h' at r=l.o) is similar 

for all four of these curves, as seen in Fig. 5.7. 

In Fig. 5.7 we plot the two objects with r  —  [ \ > o  which are reddest in J — f \ .  

#424 and #315. -A. 2.2 Gyr old r=l Gyr Poggianti E at c=2.5 with £"( V')=0.35 

(-r~l) provides a good match to the SEDs of these objects. The choice of 

reddening law does not strongly affect the fit except at r. where an SMC law 

provides too much reddening, and possibly at r. where a MW law provides too 

little reddening. The break between J and H is suggestive of -=2.5 for these 

two objects, but the lack of detected flux except at r and A'^ makes for a weak 

constraint on the redshift. However, a lower redshift would require a larger n- since 
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longer rest-frame wavelengths would be observed. Note also that a younger galaxy 

or one with a more extended star-formation history would require more dust. The 

need for dust cannot be eliminated by invoking an older gala.xy. since a galaxy much 

older than 2.2 Gyr at c='2.5 is not feasible (unless A>0). However, the amount 

of dust can be slightly reduced (to E{B — V)^0.2o) by fitting a gala.xy with two 

stellar populations: a ~2-Gyr old 1-Gyr-burst and a young (;^0.1 Gyr) population 

contributing substantial light only at <l/ifm (observed). These E{B — V) values are 

similar to those found by Sawicki & Yee (1998) for confirmed zl'l gala.xies in the 

Hubble Deep Field through detailed SED fits, so they are not unreasonable. 

More dust is very likely for objects #18 and #237. the two objects with 

r—f\<o which are reddest in J—K. The same £"(F —V )=0.35 Poggianti E fits the 

./ and A's fluxes of these objects, but their r and/or c flu.xes are higher. These 

objects require at least two stellar populations; a dusty old population to match 

the red J—K color and a young population to match the blue r—.J colors. .\s 

discussed in the previous paragraph, it is possible that more than one stellar 

population exists in objects #424 and #315 as well, but the data for those objects 

do not require that. 

The lack of useful H data for the previous four objects prevents a firm estimate 

of their redshifts. We have conservatively assumed r=2.5 so that the 4000 break 

lies just redward of J. It is not obvious from the SEDs that a strong break must 

e.xist in the objects" spectra, but we have again been conservative in assuming 

that one does, since a younger population without such a break would recjuire 

more dust extinction. There are only two objects with J—I\>2.b with believable 

detections in H which might help better constrain their redshifts: #425 and #381. 

These objects are somewhat unusual due to their strong breaks between r and 
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./: there are only two other galaxies with J — [\>'2.b which show similarly strong 

breaks (^447 and 7^506). These objects are more consistent with dusty galaxies 

at the quasar redshift c=l.516 than objects at r~2.o due to the strong spectral 

break between r and J. The red J—h's and blue r—r colors can be fit only by two 

stellar populations, e.g. a dusty 2 Gyr old population with E{ B — \ ')=O.Tn (rv-~2) 

and a young (100 Myr) dust-free population with ~L% of the total mass. If the 

young population is also reddened, as is likely, an even younger component would 

be required. The only vvay to avoid dust would be with metallicities Z>oZ; and 

ages ;^o Gyr. and even then a young component would be needed to provide the 

flu.x in r. Of the two other galaxies with similar spectra. #447 is consistent with 

less reddening (£"( B —V ')~0.3.5 or rv'~I) and a factor of ~2 less luminous young 

component, and ^o06 is also consistent with less reddening (or even a ;^4 Gyr 

old unreddened PEG.*\.SE elliptical) plus a factor of ~2 more luminous young 

component. Thus at least 3 of these 4 objects recjuire dust extinction to fit their 

observed near-IR SEDs. 

If we e.xclude the four objects mentioned above with strong breaks between 

r and the remaining IS objects in the Qir26-|-I0I field with r—A.j>o and 

./ —A.'s>2.5 all have SEDs similar to those in Fig. 5.7. The average SED of these 

objects is shown as the solid squares in Fig. 5.10. along with the objects" individual 

SEDs as error bars without symbols. These objects are typically faint enough that 

the shallow H image offers no strong constraint on the location of the 4000 .A 

break. Once again we adopt a conservative redshift of ~=2.5 and plot three 

synthetic spectra to illustrate the range of properties which can fit the objects" 

SEDs. The average spectrum is reasonably well fit by a 2.2 Gyr old Poggianti 

model E reddened by iE'(5 —1-'')=0.25 (rv^~0.7). The reddest objects could be the 

same E reddened by E{ B—\- )=0.o0. while the bluest could be an unreddened 
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PEGASE model E only 1.2 Gyr old. Unreddened ellipticals older than ~l.-l Gyr 

can fit the J and Kg data but would require an additional young (~0.l Gyr) stellar 

population to fit the r data for some objects, and ellipticals older than 2.3 Gyr 

would be older than the universe at c=2.o for our adopted cosmology. 

The 15 objects in the Qir26+101 field with r  —  f \ s < o  and ./—/v's>2.o can be 

adequately modeled with any of the spectra discussed above for r—/\',>o objects, 

plus a young stellar population which produces significant additional flux at r but 

not at ./ or hg. It is of course possible that the r — f\s>o objects also have multiple 

stellar populations, but the data do not require it. 

To summarize, there are three dozen objects with ./—As>2.5 in the field of 

Ql 126+101. Four of these have strong breaks in their SEDs at and are 

consistent with being at the cjuasar redshift of c=L516. Their SEDs are best fit 

by an old. dusty (~2 Gyr. £"(S —V')~0.75) population with a young (<0.1 Gyr) 

component comprising ~l% of their mass. The remaining J — f\s>'2.n objects 

are consistent with being at r;^2.5. They can be modeled as ~l-2 Gyr old 

populations with E(5 —\ )~0-0.5 and a younger component in some cases: in 

other words, some of them are likely to be dusty, and some of them are likely to 

have a composite stellar population, but not all of them require dust or multiple 

populations. .As mentioned in §5.2.1 in reference to old gala.\ies. the likely presence 

of relatively old. dusty galaxies at the quasar redshift is interesting since it suggests 

considerable dispersion in the properties of cluster ellipticals at -~L5. as predicted 

by hierarchical clustering models (Kauffmann 1996). However, it should be noted 

that these "old. dusty" gala.xies could be younger if higher E{B—V) values are 

assumed. Determining the strength of HQ emission from the galaxies would help 

pin down E{B—V). The r;^2.5 gala.xy candidates are interesting since some of 



them are best fit as relatively old and quiescient galaxies at high redshift. and may 

help constrain the cosmology if firm estimates of their ages can be made. These 

galaxies are similar in r—R'^ and J—Kg color to the spectroscopically confirmed 

r=2.38 galaxies of Francis, VVoodgate Danks (1997). who point out that their 

objects are much redder on average than UV-dropout selected c;^2..5 gala.xies (e.g.. 

•Steidel et al. 1996). Incompleteness in those samples may bias estimates of the 

star formation history of the universe. 

5.2.4. Candidate Dusty Associated and/or Background Galaxies in 

Other Fields 

We have shown that there exist candidate •r;^2.5 galaxies and candidate dusty 

(and possibly old) quasar-associated galaxies in the field of QLr26-fI01. The 

surface density of objects with —/v's>2.5 is twice as high in the Ql 126+101 field 

as in the other four fields with ./ data, and the surface density of objects with 

./ —A's>3 is five times as high (14 objects vs. 11 in the four other fields). The 

presence of candidate old. dusty c[uasar-associated gala.xies in more than one quasar 

field is relevant to the evolution of early-type gala.xies in clusters and groups. The 

surface density of candidate gala.xies is interesting in its own right, and 

because of the possibility of lensing of these background gala.xies by clusters or 

groups at the quasar redshifts. We thus briefly examine the A . ' s>2.5 objects in 

the other fields with J data (Q0952-f-179 and Qr25S+404). We do not consider the 

field of Q2345-I-061 since the seeing and depth of that ./ data are subpar. 

If we select objects with J — I\s>'2.o and r—/\'s>6. we find six objects from 

all fields except Q0S3.5-|-oS0. This includes two objects from the Ql 126+101 field 

previously fit as dusty galaxies at the quasar redshift. The lack of r-band data in 

the other fields prevents the redshift of those objects from being firmly constrained. 



They can be fit by 3 Gyr old PEGASE l-Gyr-burst model ellipticals at the quasar 

redshifts with E{ B—V')=0.o-Q.7b. or by 2 Gyr old PEGASE model E"s at :^'2.r). In 

either case, this is good evidence that the types of objects seen in the Ql 126+101 

can be found in other fields, albeit with lower surface density. 

If we select objects with J—Ks>'i we find 10 objects from all fields besides 

Q1126+101 and 14 objects from that field, including two objects previously fit 

as dusty galaxies at the quasar redshift. Only one of the objects outside the 

Qir26+10l field is detected (at 4cr) in ./. but about half are detected in r. with 

fluxes bright enough to require a flat spectrum in Fi, between r and ./ (observed). 

The red J—k's colors, on the other hand, require a spectral break between the 

two filters. Thus these objects are similar to #237.1126 and ?^1S.U26 as seen in 

Fig. o.S — they must have =^2.o and composite stellar populations. Once again, 

this is good evidence that the objects in the field of Q1126+101 which are so red 

in J—Kg that they must have z^'2.0 are not isolated curiousities but can be found 

in other fields as well. 

5.2.5. Summary: Spectral Energy Distributions 

There is a distinct overdensity of galaxies around Q083o+oS0 (3C 205). The 

extremely red spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of the two reddest objects 

within ~20" (and a third object 99" away) could be due to metallicities ;^+0.2 dex 

above solar, to stellar populations as old as M32 (4-5 Gyr) at c= 1.534. or to 

a substantial stellar population component (;:^25% of the galaxy mass) with a 

nonstandard IMF deficient in low-mass stars. Dust extinction cannot be responsible 

for the entire SEDs due to the strong break between r and J (observed), presumed 

to be the 4000 A break. High metallicities might indicate a large scatter in the 

metallicities of cluster galaxies of similar luminosity at high redshift. and old ages 
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would be interesting since they could constrain the cosmological model. The SEDs 

of the seven next reddest objects in r—h's within ~20" of 3C 205. and of many 

other galaxies across that field, are consistent with 2-3 Gyr old ellipticals formed 

in a l-Gyr burst. These ages do not put strong constraints on cosmological models, 

but if these gala.xies and the three extremely red objects discussed above arc all 

early-type galaxies at the quasar redshift, then we may be seeing a dispersion in 

the colors and ages of early-type cluster galaxies or their progenitors. 

In the field of Qir26-t-I01. there are three dozen objects with —A',,>2.o. a 

distinct e.xcess compared to the other fields with J data. Four of these galaxies 

are consistent with being old and dusty (~2 Gyr. £'( B —\ ')~0.75) gala.xies at the 

c[uasar r with young (<0.1 Gyr) components comprising ~1% of their masses. The 

remaining J — I\s>'2.o objects are consistent with being at some of them 

are likely to be dusty, and some to have composite stellar populations, but not 

all of them require dust or multiple populations. Gala.xies with SEDs similar to 

both of the above types can be found in the other fields with J data. The possible 

presence of relatively old. dusty gala.xies at the c(uasar redshifts. coupled with the 

possible dispersion in early-type galaxy ages mentioned in the previous paragraph, 

suggests there may be considerable dispersion in the properties of cluster ellipticals 

at r~l.o. in agreement with hierarchical clustering models (Kauffmann 1996). 

P l o w e v e r .  t h e s e  g a l a . x i e s  c o u l d  a l s o  b e  y o u n g e r  s y s t e m s  w i t h  h i g h e r  E [ B  —  V ) .  

5.3. Candidate Very Late-Type Stars in Two RLQ Fields 

In the field of Qir26-|-I01 there are two objects very red in r—Kg but with 

relatively blue J—H and H—K colors. .A.s seen from their SEDs in Fig. o.II. such 

colors are not characteristic of gala.xies at z>l. but are similar to the colors of the 



very late type stars and/or brown dwarfs Kelu 1 (Ruiz. Leggett .-Vllard L997) 

and LHS 2924. Teide L. and Calar 3 (Burrows et al. 1997). In Fig. -5.11 we also 

plot the SED of a similar object in the field of Qr2oS+404. ^60.12-58. This object 

is stellar on the HST VVFPC2 snapshot of the field, as expected fronn its SED. 

Object ^247.1126 is consistent with being unresolved, but is slightly too faint to be 

sure. It is undetected in Gunn r. but shows up at Gunn c=2L.7. Object ^-522.1126 

is odd. since its colors look like those of a very-late-type star and it is unresolved 

in Ks- but it looks e.xtended in J and perhaps r as well. It may be a superposition 

of two objects. It is interesting that these three objects were discovered in just the 

~40 arcmin^ for which we have J data. J and H data on additional fields would 

enable more such candidate very late type stars to be identified. 
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Figure 5.6 a. SED of Object #1126.424 (solid squares), b. SED of Object #1126.425 
(solid squares). Model spectra are as shown in the figures and discussed in the text. 
No single stellar population or unreddened model gala.x:y can fit either SED. 
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Figure 5.7 The data points are the two objects with r—[\>o which are reddest in 
J—K in the Q1126+101 field. #424 (triangles) and #315 (squares), normalized to 
the same flux in The lines are the 2.2 Gyr old E model of Poggianti (1996) 
reddened by different extinction laws with £'(B —V')=0.35 and normalized to the 
data in A's. Solid line is the Milky Way (MW) extinction law from Seaton (1979) 
and Howarth (1983). Dashed line is the extinction law from Calzetti (1997). Dotted 
line is the LMC extinction law from Howarth (1983). Dash-dot line is the SMC 
extinction law given by a linear (in 1/A) fit to the data of Prevot et al. (1984). .-Ml 
extinction laws have been normalized to /?K=3. The relative extinctions for the 
various laws are significantly different only at A<3800 k. 
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Figure o.S The data points are the two objects with r—A'<5 which are reddest in 
J — K in the Ql 126+101 field, #237 (triangles) and 9^18 (squares), normalized to 
the same flux in A',. The lines are the 2.2 Gyr old E model of Poggianti (1996) 
reddened by the same extinction laws as in Fig. 5.7, with 
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Figure 5.9 The data points are the two objects with ./—/v'>2.5 in the Qll26-fL01 
field which ha\-e believable detections in H. #425 (triangles) and #381 (squares), 
normalized to the same flux in Kg. The dotted line is a 2 Gyr old PEGASE model 
E reddened by E{B — V)=Q.~h using the extinction law from Calzetti (1997) and 
normalized to the data in Kg. The dashed line is a 0.1 Gyr old unreddened PEG.-VSE 
model E normalized to the data in r. The solid line is the sum of the two. 
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Figure o.lO The solid squares show the average SED of objects with J — [\>'2.o in 
the Qir26+101 field, and the error bars without points show the individual SEDs 
of such objects, all normalized to the same flux in Kg. The spectra are as labeled 
on the Figure and discussed in the text. 
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Figure 5.11 The filled symbols are three objects red in r—h's but blue in J—h's. 
The dotted line shows that an elliptical spectrum at the quasar redshift cannot fit 
these colors simultaneously. The open squares show that the SEDs in fact are a 
good match to the spectra of four confirmed brown dwarfs or very late-type stars 
(all of which have been normalized to the same flux in A's). 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the introduction we stated that the goals of this thesis were to study the 

environments of radio-loud quasars (RLQs) to r=2.0, to study any correlations 

between RLQ environment and quasar properties, and to study any examples 

of high-redshift galaxies and/or clusters found in RLQ fields. These goals are 

open-ended, but we have made a substantial start on all of them. The method 

of using RLQs to search for gala.xies and galaxy clusters at r>l still needs 

spectroscopic verification of its viability, but this thesis presents a large body of 

evidence for the e.xistence of galaxy overdensities associated with a considerable 

fraction (;^oO%) of RLQs at r=l-2. 

The major results of this thesis are: 

• We find a significant excess of galaxies in the fields of 31 r=l-2 RLQs. on 

two spatial scales. One component is at ^<40" from the quasars and is significant 

compared to the galaxy surface density at 9>40" in the same fields. The other 

component appears roughly constant across the fields to 0~IOO" from the quasars 

and is significant compared to the galaxy surface density seen in random-field 
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surveys in the literature. The 0<4O" component may be produced by as few as 

~2o'^ of the fields, but the large-scale component is present in ^oO% of them. 

• There are hints that weak lensing amplification of the RLQs by foreground mass 

structures — "magnification bias" — may be occurring in our fields. There is a 

~3cr e.xcess of A'<17 galaxies in our fields compared to the literature, but there is 

no e.xcess at 6<\.' from the RLQs compared to 0>l'. Imaging of wider fields around 

these RLQs will be necessary to determine the reality of this possible excess and 

to verify and determine the full extent of the large-scale excess of A';^i9 gala.xies 

mentioned above. 

• The r—f\  color distributions of the excess galaxy populations are indistinguishable 

from each other and are significantly redder than the color distribution of the 

field population, consistent with the excess galaxies being predominantly at r>l. 

However, there is a deficit of blue (r—/\'^3.o) gala.xies at A. =20-21 which is 

difficult to understand as either real or spurious. .Additional control-field data 

would be useful in v^erifying the reality of this deficit. 

• The magnitudes and colors of the excess gala.xies are consistent with a population 

of predominantly early-type gala.xies at the quasar redshifts. such as would be found 

in quasar host clusters or groups. Spectroscopic surveys in these fields are needed 

to confirm the association of the excess galaxies with the c[uasars. to determine the 

strength of the overdensities at the quasar redshifts. and to constrain the spectral 

properties of the excess galaxy population. 

• The average excess within 0.5/z~ Mpc (~65") of the quasars corresponds to .Abell 

richness class ~0±1 compared to the galaxy surface density at >0.5/?~ Mpc from 

the quasars, and to .A.bell richness class ~l.o±1.5 compared to the galaxy surface 

density from the literature. This suggests that on a large scale {^^O.TohzJ .\Ipc) 
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RLQs at c=l-2 are located within clusters and/or large scale galaxy structures 

of Abell richness ~1. On a smaller scale (^0-oh~ Mpc) within those structures, 

RLQs can be located in unremarkable "field" environments or in groups or clusters 

up to Abell richness ~0. 

• By assuming the excess galaxies are at the quasar redshifts and fitting their 

A'-band luminosity function, we find -O.Goloil^ magnitudes of luminosity evolution 

in to 3=1.67. This is in contrast to the trends seen at c>l by Cowie et al. 

(1996) and .Aragon-Salamanca et al. (1994), but plausibly in agreement with the 

work of Schade and collaborators (Schade 1996). 

• For four fields with data in at least r.JKg. we find that the SEDs of most of the 

excess gala.xies are consistent with them being 2-3 Gyr old early-type gala.xies at the 

quasar redshifts of r~1.5. but that there are galaxies whose SEDs cannot be fit by 

such simple models. .At least three objects in these four fields have SEDs consistent 

with being 4-5 Gyr old at r~l.o. and roughly a dozen others are consistent with 

old but dust-reddened galaxies at the quasar redshifts. Taken together, these 

potentially different gala.xy types suggest that there is considerable dispersion in 

the properties of early-type cluster galaxies at c~l.o. Spectroscopic followup will 

be needed to confirm this suggestion. In particular, age determinations from deep 

spectra of the candidate 4-5 Gyr old galaxies offer the possibility of constraining 

the cosmological model by requiring a relatively old universe at large lookback 

times. 

• There are also several dozen galaxies in the four fields with good ./ data (and 

particularly in the Qir26-}-101 field) whose SEDs are best explained if they are 

background galaxies at -;^2.o. Many of these galaxies seem to be dusty or to 

have composite stellar populations, or both, and some may be already ;^2 Gyr old 
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at z^'2.0. These latter galaxies may also offer the possibilit\- of constraining the 

cosmoiogical model. 

• There are three objects in two of our fields with J data which have SEDs 

consistent with being extremely late-type stars or brown dwarfs. 

VVe now discuss in more detail these results and the future research directions 

they suggest, as well as a few other items of interest from this thesis. 

6.1. Technical Issues 

.•\n unusual feature of our data reduction procedure is the image normalization 

procedure (§3.3.4) which allows useful results to be obtained from the edges of the 

fields which have less than the full exposure time. The complications introduced by 

this procedure were in the end worth enduring since otherwise we would have had 

very little data at 0>SO" from the quasars. Data at such large angular distances was 

extremely useful for confirming the existence and extent of the large-scale excess 

galaxy population and for measuring the richnesses of the small-scale excesses seen 

in many fields. 

6.1.1. Near-Infrared Photometric Systems 

The complications faced in establishing the random-field A'-band counts for 

comparison with our cjuasar-field data (§4.1.2) arose from two sources: first, the 

higher field-to-field variation in A'-band counts compared to optical counts; and 

second, lack of a commonly used well-defined photometric system at JHI\. 

Regarding the first point, it is worth investigating whether random-field 

./ and /-/-band observations show substantially smaller field-to-field variations 
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than A."-bancl observations. If so. observations in r and ./ or H  might be a more 

productive way to search for clusters at z^'l or than r and K observations, 

since the 4000 A break hes within ./ out to r~2 and within H out to r~3. 

Regarding the second point, we echo the call of Cohen et al. (1992) for 

the adoption of a truly standard system of IR passbands designed to minimize 

site-to-site differences due to atmospheric variations. One such system is described 

in \'oung. Milone Stagg (1994). At the least, until such time as such a system is 

widely available, we encourage extragalactic JHK observers (including ourselves) 

to pay more attention to photometric calibration of their data than typically done 

in the past. It would also be useful to have standard star measurements in A'^ as 

well as A . since there can be a few percent difference between magnitudes in the 

two filters. Such data should be forthcoming in the next few years from the DEXIS 

(Fouc[ue et al. 1997) and 2M.A.SS (Skrutskie et al. 1997) surveys. 

6.1.2. Number-Magnitude Relations 

It is clear from Fig. 3.8 that at A's;^19 there is an excess of galaxies in our 

combined RLQ fields (cf. Fig. 4.1). The larger e.xcess at fainter magnitudes 

argues against a random fluctuation in the counts. The reality of this excess 

is not in doubt, but its magnitude is (§4.1.1). Kg data from our 1995 KPXO 

4m run lies consistently above the 1994 dataset and the control fields. ?..nd 

a systematic brightwards offset of our 1995 data is consistent with possible 

systematic uncertainties in the A's zeropoint and e.xtinction coefficient for that run 

(§3.7.3). Thus we conducted much of our analyses in parallel for two magnitude 

scales: conservative (systematic errors are responsible for the offsets between our 

two datasets and the control fields) and liberal (no systematics exist once all 

surveys have been put on the UKIRT A' magnitude scale as described in §4.1.2). 



Photometric snapshots of our fields in a f \  filter on a well-calibrated system would 

reduce the uncertainties on the surface density of the excess galaxy population in 

these fields. 

6.2. Magnification Bias 

There is a ^3cr excess of bright (A'^17) galaxies in our fields compared to 

the average literature data (§4.3). but no e.Kcess at f<l' as found by Benitez. 

Martinez-Gonzalez Martin-Mirones (1997) around 21 r~I.o radio gala.x'ies. They 

required a ~7'x7' field to find this excess at the 3cr level, so roughly speaking, fields 

of similar size will need to be imaged for a statistically significant test of weak 

lensing in our RLQ fields. This is of interest in its own right, and because some 

of the observed faint galaxy excess could be associated with any foreground mass 

structures responsible for weak lensing. 

6.3. Properties of the Excess Galaxy Population 

We see an excess of A'>17 gala.xies at 6<AQ" from 31 RLQs compared to the 

^^>40" background level which is significant at the ~99.995% (~4(7) level (§4.4). 

The central excess is seen at 3-4cr significance in the r>1.4 fields, but only at ~2cr 

significance in the r<l.4 fields which are shallower and fewer in number. The 

central excess may be produced by as few as 5 of the 20 r>1.4 fields, but it is not 

due to one or two e.xtreme outliers. 

The amplitude of this central excess is insufficient to explain the excess gala.xy 

counts in our fields compared to the literature. There is an additional large-scale 

galaxy excess detectable in our ^>1.4 fields with 3.3o- significance at /\'<20 or 



A'<20.o. This large-scale excess extends to at least 0~IOO" and may also be present 

in our c<1.4 fields, though the larger uncertainties there make for a significance of 

only 2a. In §4.4 we consider various possible sources of error and conclude that 

the large-scale excess is real at the given significance levels, that it is produced by 

;^50/^ of the RLQ fields and not solely by the same fields which may contribute 

most of the central galaxy excess, and that it can plausibly be located at the quasar 

redshifts (§4.4.2). 

6.3.1. Color-Magnitude Diagrams 

Our consideration of the K / r — f \  color-magnitude diagrams of our fields in 

comparison to the literature (§4.5) leads to the following conclusions which are 

essentially independent of systematic magnitude scale offsets. The r—[\ color 

distribution of the faint excess galaxy population is significantly redder than that 

of the field population. The J — K color distribution for the five quasar fields 

with ./ data also shows a red tail not present in the field. There is no significant 

difference between the color distributions of the 0<4O" and large-scale excess 

components. The colors and magnitudes of both excess populations are thus 

consistent with a population of predominantly early-type galaxies at the quasar 

redshifts. There is an apparent deficit of blue gala.xies in the faintest magnitude 

bins which is difficult to understand as either a real effect or a systematic error in 

our magnitude measurements. Obtaining more control-field data in identical filters 

to our quasar-field data is probably the best way to determine the reality of this 

deficit. However, the red gala.xy excess is still significant if we arbitrarily adjust the 

r—K color histograms so as to eliminate the apparent deficit. 
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6.3.2. Richness Measurements 

We calculate the angular covariance amplitude .4^, of galaxies in the RLQ 

fields (§4.7.1) and obtain reasonable values both using galaxies at 0<4O" from the 

quasars compared to >40" and using galaxies at 0<SO" compared to the literature. 

.4^, is not an absolute measure of associated richnesses, and the uncertainties on 

our .4j,, values are large enough that the related absolute measure, the spatial 

covariance amplitude Bgg. would have uncertainties too large to be useful. Thus 

calculate an alternate absolute richness measure. iVo.5 (§4.7.3). 

We assume that the excess gala.xies are all at the quasar rcdshifts. and that a 

direct comparison can be made to the richnesses of clusters at low redshift. The 

values of .V0.5 for our r=I-2 RLQs indicate the local e.xcess around the quasars 

within O.ohj^ Mpc (~6o") corresponds to .-Xbell richness class ~0±1. where by -1 

we denote the richness of the field. The global e.xcess within O.oh^^ Mpc compared 

to expectations from random-field surveys in the literature corresponds to .-Vbell 

richness class ~I.o±1..5. The global excess across our entire RLQ fields compared 

to the e.xpected counts from the literature is presumably the same structure. 

One simple interpretation of these results is that RLQs at c=I-2 are located 

on a large scale (;^0.75/zf5^ Mpc) within clusters and/or large scale gala.xy 

structures of Abell richness 0 or greater (Icr lower limit). On a smaller scale 

Mpc) within those structures, the RLQs can be located in unremarkable 

field environments or in groups or clusters up to .-Vbell richness I (Icr upper limit). 

More accurate determination of RLQ richnesses at r=l-2 will require data to 

niBCG+'^ over wider fields (>4'x4'). Such imaging might also be more usefully done 

in J or H. if they have a smaller field-to-field gala.xy RMS than the I\ band does. 



[t should be noted that one uncertainty not taken into account when calculating 

richness measurements is the correspondence between individual galaxies at r>l 

and r~0. A high merger rate at c<l-2 would mean that individual galaxies 

at r~0 were composed of several progenitors at c>l-2. which could bias our 

richness measurements high. Spectroscopy and detailed comparison with numerical 

simulations are needed to resolve this uncertainty. 

6.3.3. /v'-band Luminosity Function 

In our adopted cosmology observed A'-band brightest cluster gala.xy (BCG) 

magnitudes match no-evolution predictions to within OT'S. Yet we observe 

evolution in K' — KBCG- vvhich indicates -07*67 evolution in to r=l.67 (§4.9). 

This is supported by the -07*65 evolution in .V/^- to 3=1.67 determined directly 

from o(.V//V). assuming the e.xcess gala.xies are at the quasar redshifts (f/o=0.1. 

/7o=7o km s~' \Ipc~'). The amount of luminosity evolution we formally infer 

is -l.Ooi,^'^ to 3=1.13 and -0.65lo;55 to 3=1.67. The amount of evolution is 

consistent within the errors with passive evolution of stellar populations formed 

at high r. .A. (7o=0.o cosmology would reduce the luminosity evolution we infer by 

-07*3. 

The detection of evolution in :V/^- in our r=l.4-2 subsample is formally only 

a L6<T result, and many assumptions went into this estimate. Therefore, within 

the uncertainties, our results are certainly not in conflict with previous work. 

However, the excess population in our RLQ fields does suggest a brighter at 

r>l than at r=0. in contrast to the trends seen at r>l by Cowie el al. (1996) 

and .-Vragon-Salamanca et al. (1994). but plausibly in agreement with the work of 

Schade and collaborators (§4.9.4). Spectroscopic followup of our fields would enable 

us to refine our results and contribute to the understanding of galaxy luminosity 
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evolution to z>l. 

6.4. Spectral Energy Distributions of Selected Galaxies 

As discussed in §o.2.L there is a distinct overdensity of galaxies around 

Q0S3o+oS0 (3C 205). The e.Ktremely red spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of 

the two reddest objects within ~20" (and a third object 99" away) could be due to 

metallicities ;^+0.2 dex above solar, to stellar populations as old as M32 (4-o Gyr) 

at c= 1.534. or to a substantial stellar population component {^^25% of the gala.xy 

mass) with a nonstandard IMF deficient in low-mass stars. Dust extinction cannot 

be responsible for the entire SEDs due to the strong break between r and ./ 

(observed), presumed to be the 4000 .A. break. High metallicities might indicate 

a large scatter in the metallicities of cluster gala.xies of similar luminosity at 

high redshift. and old ages would be interesting since they could constrain the 

cosmological model. The SEDs of the seven next reddest objects in /•—A.", within 

~20" of 3C 205. and of many other galaxies across that field, are consistent with 

2-3 Gyr old ellipticals formed in a 1-Gyr burst. These ages do not put strong 

constraints on cosmological models, but if these gala.xies and the three extremely 

red objects discussed above are all early-type gala.xies at the quasar redshift. then 

we may be seeing a dispersion in the colors and ages of early-type cluster gala.xies 

or their progenitors. 

In the field of Qir26-l-10I. there are three dozen objects with ./—As>--5. a 

distinct excess compared to the other fields with J data (§5.2.3). Four of these 

gala.xies are consistent with being old and dusty (~2 Gyr. E(B —V')~0.75) gala.xies 

at the quasar c with young (<0.1 Gyr) components comprising ~I% of their 

masses. The remaining J — I\s>'2.6 objects are consistent with being at =^2.0: some 



of them are likely to be dusty, and some to have composite stellar populations, but 

not all of them recjuire dust or multiple populations. Gala.xies with SEDs similar to 

both of the above types can be found in the other fields with J data. The possible 

presence of relatively old. dusty galaxies at the quasar redshifts. coupled with the 

possible dispersion in early-type galaxy ages mentioned in the previous paragraph, 

suggests there may be considerable dispersion in the properties of cluster ellipticals 

at r~L.o. in agreement with hierarchical clustering models (Kauffmann 1996). 

H o w e v e r ,  t h e s e  g a l a . x i e s  c o u l d  a l s o  b e  y o u n g e r  s y s t e m s  w i t h  h i g h e r  E { B  —  \  ' ) .  

Lastly, there are two objects in the field of Q1126+101 and one in the 

Qr2oS-f404 field which are very red in r—Ks but with relatively blue ./ — A colors. 

The SEDs of these objects (Fig. 5.11) are very similar to the colors of several very 

late type stars and/or brown dwarfs. Spectra of these objects may be obtained on 

the Keck telescopes in the very near future (Kirkpatrick. personal communication). 

It is interesting that these three objects were discovered in just the ~40 arcmin" 

for which we have J data. Deep optical/near-IR field surveys cover a region of 

parameter space which has not been very well e.xplored in the search for very late 

type stars and brown dwarfs, but the detection of these candidates in such a small 

area suggests that it might be a fruitful region to e.xplore. 

6.5. What Does It All Mean? 

VV'e can now provide at least partial answers to the questions which led to the 

goals of this thesis as outlined in the introduction. 

Radio-loud quasars (RLQs) at ^=1-2 do tend to be found in environments 

richer than the general field (§4.7.6). .A.lthough detailed comparison with numerical 

simulations will be needed to understand the relationship of gala.xy structures in 
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these fields to clusters and other structures at low c. the values of .Vo.s for our 

RLQs indicate that the local excess within Mpc of the quasars corresponds 

to Abell richness class ^1. The global excess within 0.5/i~ \Ipc compared to the 

expected literature counts corresponds to Abell richness class ;^1. 

The only significant correlations observed between environments and quasar 

properties is that the galaxy excess at 0<4O" seems to be stronger for the more 

radio-powerful and for steep-radio-spectrum RLQs compared to flat-spectrum 

ones. The ^<40" excess does not seem to depend on the presence of associated 

absorption. These dependences are based on only 31 RLQs (or fewer), but they at 

least illustrate some interesting trends which could be verified with larger datasets 

(§4.4.1). 

We have found strong candidates for galaxies at c=l-2 in these fields, as well 

as large-scale galaxy structures at ~=l-2. possibly groups or clusters, and some 

r;^2.o galaxy candidates as well. We have no spectroscopic confirmation to date 

of any gala.xies at the quasar redshifts or the dynamical state of any putative 

large-scale structures. However, the SEDs of the candidate r~L.5 gala.xies in fields 

with data in at least rjhint at a possible large dispersion in age. metallicity. 

and/or dust reddening among early-type galaxies at this redshift. 

VV'ithout spectroscopic confirmation it is premature to draw firm conclusions 

about the implications of the existence of the excess galaxy population in these 

r=L-2 RLQ fields. Nonetheless, if we assume that the excess gala.xies are 

predominantly at the quasar redshifts. we can draw some interesting tentative 

conclusions which illustrate the value of spectroscopic follovvup. 

The existence of overdensities of factors ~14±10 in number density at z~1.7 

(§4.4.2) might favor cosmologies with low 51. This is because the epoch at which 
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a structure of given mass will collapse (i.e. decouple from the univeral expansion) 

is a function of Q. and for 0=1 most cluster-scale structures do not collapse until 

r<l (Richstone. Loeb Turner 1992). The critical quantity for constraining f> in 

this manner, however, is the space density of high-redshift overdensities. not their 

mere e.\istence (Bahcall. Fan Cen 1997). Our sample is too inhomogeneous to 

set any constraints on the space density of RLQ host clusters even if the excess 

gala.xy population was spectroscopically confirmed as bound systems at the quasar 

redshfits. 

The e.xistence of gala.xy excesses on two spatial scales, consistent with .\bell 

richness ~0 clusters embedded in Abell richness ~1 structures if the excess gala.xies 

are at the quasar redshifts. might lend support to hierarchical clustering models 

independent of This is because in such models clusters are built up by accretion 

of smaller clusters and groups over time. Gala.xy structures embedded in larger 

structures such as we observe could occur during some phases of cluster formation 

in hierarchical clustering models. 

This hierarchical clustering interpretation of the galaxy e.xcesses on two spatial 

scales may tie in with RLQ host cluster observations at r<0.7 (§1.1). .-\.t such 

redshifts the clusters appear to be younger and less virialized than optically-selected 

clusters (Ellingson. Green & Yee 1991) and are of .Abell richness 0-1. with a few of 

richness 2. .At c=l-2 we also find that RLQs can be found in local overdensities 

of .Abell richness 0-1. but that these local overdensities are embedded in larger 

structures of .\bell richness ;^1. 

Despite the fact that an Abell richness 0 (sub)cluster observed at c=l.5 will 

evolve into a very different beast at c=0 than an .Abell richness 0 cluster at c:=0.5 

will, we observe RLQs in .Abell richness ~0 clusters at both c~0.5 and r~1..5. This 
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implies that it is the (relatively) small-scale properties of a RLQ's environs which 

determine whether the environs are hospitable to RLQ formation and fueling: 

whether or not the Abell richness ~0 cluster is embedded in a larger structure or 

not is immaterial. 

Let us assume that the interpretation of Ellingson. Green Yee (1991) is 

correct, that gala.x:y interactions are largely responsible for creating and fueling 

RLQs and that only dynamically young clusters are hospitable to RLQ. Then 

one interpretation of our c=l-2 results would be that we are seeing dynamically 

young subclusters which will later virialize and/or merge with other gala.xies or 

subclusters in the observed large-scale galaxy structures to form clusters as we 

know them today. 

The fact that we do not see markedly richer RLQ host clusters at r=I-2 than 

at c<0.7 is again consistent with hierarchical clustering models. In such models 

richer clusters do not undergo monolithic collapse at higher r. but instead form 

from mergers of subclusters at higher c. 

The above speculations should be treated as such. Spectroscopic confirmation 

of the existence and strength of the gala.xy e.xcesses in these RLQ fields and detailed 

comparison to numerical simulations is needed before we can begin to formulate a 

true model of the evolution of quasar environments to r=2. Nonetheless, if and 

when such confirmation is obtained, we feel that the above discussion outlines a 

reasonable framework for future thinking on this subject. 
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6.6. Future Directions 

Here we summarize the future research directions outlined or implied in 

the previous sections. We consider general directions and specific imaging and 

spectroscopic goals. 

• When we assembled the r=l-2 RLQ sample for this project, we included 

objects with known associated absorption properties and a wide range of other 

properties. The former requirement was because we wanted to investigate the 

origin of "associated" absorption lines, and the latter was because we did not 

know with which properties, if any. the richnesses of RLQ environments correlated. 

The resulting sample is inhomogeneous and far from "complete." We have now 

shown that the e.xcess galaxies at 0<4O" around our RLQs show no significant 

correlation with the presence of associated absorption, and the spectroscopic work 

of Hamann and others confirms that some associated absorption systems are 

intrinsic to the quasars and not produced in gala.xies or clusters near the quasar 

redshift (see §1.2). We have also noted a tendency for more radio-powerful and/or 

steep-radio-spectrum RLQs to have larger galaxy e.xcesses at d<40". Thus a logical 

project to confirm, refine, and improve our results would be to image the fields 

of a well-defined sample of 3C quasars at c=l-2 which would have little overlap 

with our existing sample. Such a sample would also be ideal for searching for 

magnificiation bias and comparing results to existing work on that subject (Benitez, 

Martinez-Gonzalez & Martin-Mirones 1997), would also have the advantage of 

allowing eventual direct comparison with ongoing studies of the environments of 3C 

radio gala.xies at (see §1.4.10). and would offer the possibility of constraining 

Q via the space density of confirmed clusters (Donahue et al. 1997). 

• The detection of large- and small-scale gala.xy overdensities which are presumably 
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at the redshifts of RLQs from r=l-2 contrasts with previous wortc at c=0.5-0.7. 

where no large-scale (>1..5/if5^ Mpc diameter) excesses have been reported. This 

may simply reflect the angular scales over which galaxies have been studied at 

r=0.o-0.7. or it may reflect general evolution in large scale structure from c=0.-5 to 

2 rather than evolution solely in RLQ environments. In any case, this result makes 

the study of quasar host clusters in the c:=0.6-1.0 range particularly interesting. 

The /v'-band data for such a study was presented in §3. and r-band data exists for 

many of the same fields. .Analysis of this dataset in the near future should prove 

very interesting. 

• It would also be interesting to extend this work to z>'2.  There are strong 

indications that large-scale structures are present at such redshifts (see §1.4.11). 

Given the fact that the denser a region of the universe is. the higher the redshift at 

which it collapses, the environments of RLQs at z>2 may be even richer on large 

scales than the .A.bell richness ~1.5±l.o environments of the c=l-2 RLQs studied 

in this thesis (§4.7.6). In addition, if the evolution of RLQs at r=2-3 is connected 

to their environments as observed at c<0.7. then the sharp peak observed in the 

space density and/or luminosity of the RLQ population at  c~2-3 (Shaver et al .  

1996) might reflect dramatic evolution of RLQ environments in this redshift range. 

• .A natural outgrowth of the qualitative SED fitting of §5.2 would be to calculate 

photometric redshifts for galaxies in RLQ fields with data in several filters (see. for 

example. Savvicki. Lin Yee 1997). This would more fully explore the constraints 

on the galaxy spectral properties set by the SEDs, and could become quite powerful 

when calibrated against redshifts and spectral properties derived from actual 

spectra of galaxies in the fields. 

• High-resolution .K-ray imaging may be able to determine if any gala.xy structures 
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at tlie quasar redshifts are virialized. since in that case they may possess an 

X-ray emitting intracluster (or intragroup) medium. handful of candidate .\-ray 

emitting clusters are known at c>l (see §1.4.3 and Carilli et al. 1998). High 

angular resolution is required to study the candidate clusters in our sample due 

to the X-ray emission from the RLQs themselves, but such resolution should be 

provided by .AX-A.F in the near future. 

6.6.1. Imaging 

In general, the various imaging projects outlined below are intended to help 

confirm and refine our results or to help discriminate age. dust, and metallicity as 

best as possible from SEDs alone, thus identifying prime targets for other followup 

projects (i.e. dusty objects for narrowband Hq imaging, r;^2.5 candidates for 

near-IR spectroscopy, very old objects for deep spectra, etc.). 

• Larger areas (>4'x4'. and preferably ~7'x7') need to be imaged to confirm our 

discovery of a large-scale (<?;5;100") gala.xy e.xcess around r=l-2 RLQs and to 

determine the true angular extent of this e.xcess. Such imaging should be done in 

K for comparison with existing work and preferably also in J and/or H to test 

the usefulness of those bands for identifying galaxy e.xcesses above the field-to-field 

RMS in field gala.xy counts, and for other reasons cited below. Large-scale imaging 

would also put better constraints on the possibility of weak lensing in these fields. 

• Photometric K snapshots in a well-calibrated standard system would reduce the 

uncertainties on the surface density of the excess galaxy population in these fields. 

• Deeper H  data, and H  data in more fields, would constrain the location of the 

4000 A break in candidate r;:^2.5 galaxies and help discriminate between candidate 

very late-type stars and c>l galaxies. 



• Data in J (and iz  at lower priority) for more fields, plus deeper riz.I  in others, 

would discriminate candidate very late-type stars and candidate Ol gala.xies. and 

candidate dusty and old c>l galaxies. 

• .Narrowband imaging in redshifted HQ would provide constraints on the star 

formation rates {SFRHO) in candidate quasar host cluster gala.xies. For objects 

with ambiguous SEDs. detection of strong Ha emission would imply they are dusty 

rather than old. 

• Broadband U B V  imaging would provide rest-frame far-UV fluxes and constraints 

on the star formation rate derived from them {SFRev), might help constrain the 

v^arious explanations for ambiguous SEDs. and would provide valuable data to help 

discriminate candidate r<l and r>l gala.xies. particularly blue and star-forming 

ones, via photometric redshifts. 

•  H S T  \V'FPC2 and/or IN'ICMOS imaging would provide morphologies for 

candidate r>I gala.xies. This could also be accomplished for some fields using 

adaptive optics in the near-IR from the ground (e.g. the CFHT .-VOB). Identifying 

early-type galaxies morphologicalK' would enable study of the dispersion in 

rest-frame ('— V colors of such gala.xies for comparison with theoretical predictions 

(Kauffmann Chariot 1997). 

6.6.2. Spectroscopy 

The goals of near-term spectroscopic followup in these RLQ fields are threefold: 

first, to verify the e.xistence of overdensities at the quasar redshifts via spectroscopic 

redshifts. second, to determine velocity dispersions of any large-scale structures 

detected, and third, to discriminate age. metallicity, and dust effects in selected 

candidate c>I gala.xies. 
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The first two goals can best be achieved using multislit optical spectrographs 

on S-m class telescopes to reach /~"24.o and wavelengths out to (e.g. LRIS 

on Keck: Oke et al .  1995). and near-IR spectrographs for objects faint at <l/im 

but bright at near-IR wavelengths (e.g. the OSIS multislit near-IR spectrograph on 

CFHT). 

The third goal can only be achieved at the moment using optical spectrographs 

on S-m class telescopes. However, over the next decade IR spectrographs will 

begin to appear on S-m class telescopes (e.g.. MMT upgrade. LBT. and Keck), and 

perhaps eventually on the Next Generation Space Telescope. These instruments 

will enable spectroscopic identification of very red and very faint galaxies and may 

enable study of their ages, metallicities. and dust reddenings. Ultimately, they may 

enable the fundamental plane of elliptical galaxies and its evolution to be studied 

to c=l-2 and beyond using galaxies from this thesis and future work. 

Even with these and other advances in instrumentation, a thorough 

understanding of the evolution of quasars, galaxies and their stellar populations 

back in time to when the universe was only 1 or 2 billion years old will probably 

not e.xist even in a decade's time. Nonetheless, it is my hope that posterity will 

look upon this thesis as a few useful steps on the journey to understanding. 
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